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Summary
The conditional moment closure (CMC) method is developed from a recently pro­
posed theoretical basis, into a series of computational models for use in predicting 
turbulent combustion processes.
The CMC method employs reactive species information that has been averaged 
conditionally upon the value of a chosen variable. This averaging process has the 
advantage over conventional unconditional averaging, in that instantaneous devia­
tions from the resultant means are much smaller. The reduced level of instantaneous 
deviations allows the highly non-linear chemical reaction rate terms, which occur in 
the conditionally averaged species equations, to be closed with a first order approxi­
mation.
Two CMC models are developed for use in predicting nonpremixed turbulent 
combustion phenomena, whilst a third is proposed for simple premixed combustion 
systems. The great advantage of CMC models over other contemporary turbulent 
combustion models, is their ability to easily incorporate detailed chemical mechanisms 
into their predictions at very little computational cost.
The first of two nonpremixed models is derived for steady turbulent combustion, 
where the conditional mean reactive scalar field is neither a function of location or 
time. This Imperfectly Stirred Reactor (ISR) model is subjected to parametric studies 
to determine the influence of its governing parameters upon chemical yield. These 
parameters include the reactor residence time, the evolution of the mixture fraction 
probability density function (PDF) between the reactor inlet and outlet, and the 
choice of chemical mechanism.
The second nonpremixed CMC model is developed for axisymmetric turbulent 
jet flames. The predictions of this model are compared with existing experimen­
tal data measured in hydrogen and hydrogen-carbon monoxide turbulent jet flames.
Good agreement is found between the predicted and measured conditionally averaged 
data. Predicted peak conditional mean nitric oxide levels agree to within twenty 
percent of the measured values, but are consistently greater over the range of flow 
conditions studied. Predicted trends in nitric oxide emissions and radiation loss are 
compared with experimental findings over a range of flow conditions. Further, the 
importance of chemical mechanism detail is examined in relation to turbulent jet 
diffusion flame modelling.
A premixed CMC model is proposed for steady turbulent reactors with spatially 
independent conditional mean reactive scalar fields. A closure strategy for this model 
is proposed, and a discussion of the applications of the method is provided.
The future development of conditional moment closure methods is discussed, 
and tentative objectives for this ongoing research and development program are sug­
gested.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
Turbulent combustion can be defined as a process where an exothermic global chem­
ical reaction takes place within a fluid that is subject to turbulent mixing. Turbulent 
mixing produces greatly enhanced heat and mass transfer rates compared to that re­
sulting from molecular mixing alone. If a combustion device must provide maximum 
energy output within as short a time and as small a space as possible, it will typically 
be designed to take advantage of turbulent mixing.
Accordingly, turbulent combustion plays an essential role in modern civilisa­
tion. providing around 85 — 90% of world energy production. Combustion of oil and 
petroleum products, natural gas. and solid fuels consumed approximately 285 trillion 
megajoules of chemical energy throughout the world in 1987. with consumption levels 
of 340 and 437 trillion megajoules projected for 1995 and 2005 respectively[1]. As a 
result of fossil fuel combustion, it is estimated that approximately 5.9 billion metric 
tonnes of carbon is annually released into the atmosphere[2].
Typical output efficiencies of fossil fuel power generation facilities are in the 
vicinity of 30 — 35% (the transportation sector is even less efficient), implying that, 
annually more than 230 trillion megajoules of energy is wasted in production and 3.9 
billion tonnes of carbon is emitted needlessly[2], Apart from possible global climatic 
changes resulting from carbon dioxide emission, chemical and thermal pollution emis­
sion from combustion processes are serious problems. In 1985 the output of primary 
pollutants such as oxides of nitrogen, sulfur dioxide and volatile organic compounds 
came to approximately 67, 95 and 80 million tonnes respectively[3]. These com­
pounds are biologically hazardous in themselves, but are also major contributors to
1
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secondary pollution problems such as photochemical smog and acid rain.
With diminishing combustible resources and increasing concern over the envi­
ronmental impact of energy generation, the requirement to improve combustion effi­
ciency and reduce environmentally hazardous emissions is of paramount importance. 
Improved knowledge of combustion phenomena, improved high temperature materi­
als, and power generation techniques such as co-generation are helping to increase 
output efficiencies to between 40 and 60%. It is expected that nationally averaged 
output efficiencies of modern electrical utilities could be around 55% within the next 
fifty years[2]. Regulations pertaining to pollutant emissions are becoming increas­
ingly stringent. These regulations will only be met through a better understanding 
of how these pollutants are formed.
In order to meet current performance standards, designers and operators of 
combustion devices are increasingly required to employ sophisticated computational 
models of the combustion processes that they are designing and operating[4,5j. The 
design of a combustion device can be effected in a more efficient manner when aided 
by an appropriate computational model, since it obviates the need for prolonged and 
expensive prototype development programs. Computational models can also provide 
insight into the underlying principles of operation of combustion processes, which 
may not be apparent from an experimental testing program.
Computational models are constructed from sets of theories which are deemed 
applicable to the set of problems to be solved. Even the most detailed model cannot 
possibly include all the effects which constitute a combustion process. It is impor­
tant to separate a priori  those effects that are essential components of the target 
process, from those that can be treated in an approximate sense without compromis­
ing the validity of the model. This decision is made within the constraints imposed 
by available computational resources and development time, and the extent to which 
the various elements of the process are understood. Typically, more detailed models 
require more computational resources, more development time, and a better under­
standing of the component subprocesses. Naturally, the accuracy of a model cannot 
exceed the accuracy of the initial premises that it is based upon. If the constitu­
tive theoretical framework of a model is inappropriate or insufficiently detailed for 
the problem under investigation, then the modelled solution will not display the key
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characteristics of the target process.
In the past, the combustion models which have found industrial application 
have been those able to contend with the complex flow fields found in combustion 
systems. Many of these methods were evolved from non-reactive computational fluid 
dynamic models, such as k — e and Reynolds stress closures, with combustion ef­
fects subsequently overlaid[5]. Equilibrium chemical results were simply matched to 
the computed flow field, given local values of chemically conserved scalar means and 
variances. The rationale for this approach was that chemical reactions were assumed 
to occur at a much faster rate than fluid mixing processes. According to this as­
sumption. these fast chemistry methods allow for the effect of heat release upon the 
fluid flow through density fluctuations, but neglect the impact of the fluid flow upon 
chemical reaction rates and species production. This limitation excludes these models 
from the class of design problems where interaction between chemical reaction kinet­
ics and the mixing of reactive species is important. This class of problems includes 
questions of flame propagation and stability, extinction and ignition behaviour, fuel 
efficiency and pollutant formation. It is clear that for combustion models to be useful 
in meeting current needs they must address this key aspect, the interaction between 
chemical reactions and turbulent mixing.
Unfortunately, the treatment of this interaction is one of the most difficult prob­
lems of combustion science. Turbulence is characterised by a wide physical separation 
between large scales, containing the bulk of the available turbulent kinetic energy, 
and small scales where viscosity smooths small velocity fluctuations into variations 
in molecular motion. Any discretization of a turbulent flow field, whether in a model 
or in the course of an experiment, involves temporal and spatial averaging to derive 
point values. If the resolution of a discretization is less than that required to resolve 
the diffusive molecular scales, then the resultant turbulent fluctuations about the 
averaged point values will be substantial. At the same time, combustion involves 
instantaneous chemical reactions whose rates display a highly non-linear dependence 
on instantaneous temperature and reactive species concentration. In the presence of 
turbulent fluctuations, it is not possible to estimate average reactive species produc­
tion and consumption rates from the discretized values of temperature and species 
concentration. In a modelling context this presents a closure problem, and precludes
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the accurate prediction of reactive species yield and sensible enthalpy production. A 
number of different models have been developed in an effort to accurately describe 
chemical kinetic effects in turbulent combustion, and these are discussed in more 
detail in the following chapter. Whilst these methods are successful in many cases, 
by and large they are constrained in terms of either general applicability or chemical 
complexity.
A new theoretical approach to the closure problem has been proposed in re­
cent years[6,7,8,9], and is widely known as the Conditional Moment Closure (CMC) 
method. The purpose of the investigation, reported in this thesis, has been to de­
velop the conditional moment closure method from an essentially untested theory 
into a fully implemented model, with applications to a. diverse range of combustion 
systems. Whilst combustion can occur in all phases of matter, this investigation has 
been confined to combustion in the gas phase, such as would occur where gaseous 
fuels are mixed and burnt in air. Combustion in multiple phase environments, such 
as coal particles in air or diesel droplets in a compression ignition engine, are also 
excluded but the CMC model is readily applicable to the gas phase components of 
these processes.
The basic philosophy underpinning the CMC method is that by averaging re­
active scalars conditionally upon an appropriate scalar or scalars, turbulent fluc­
tuations about the resultant averages are much smaller than those resulting from 
conventional averaging. By reducing reactive scalar variance at each point in the 
conditioning scalar space, the conditional mean chemical reaction rates can be ac­
curately estimated from conditional mean reactive scalar values. The choice of one 
or more conditioning variables depends upon the mode of combustion being investi­
gated. If combustion is occuring as fuel and oxidizer mix together, in the so-called 
nonpremixed mode, then a conserved scalar such as the mixture fraction is the best 
choice of conditioning variable since it decribes the extent to which fuel and oxi­
dizer are mixed. If on the other hand, combustion fronts are propagating through 
a flammable mixture in a premixed mode, then the conditioning variable must be 
one that describes the progress of the global reaction. In hybrid regimes where the 
distinction between these limiting modes of combustion is blurred, its is necessary to 
condition on both a mixedness variable and a reaction progress variable.
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In the following chapter, a background of information relating to the current 
state of turbulent combustion modelling is provided. The principal advantages and 
disadvantages of the various methods are discussed so as to provide a gauge for the 
subsequent evaluation of the CMC method.
Chapter Three contains derivations of CMC models for general cases of pre­
mixed and nonpremixed turbulent combustion. The various closure assumptions 
involved in each derivation are discussed, and the constraints of applicability are 
outlined. Equations describing the relationship between conditioning variable prob­
ability density functions and conditional mean scalar dissipation are also derived.
In Chapter Four, a CMC model is described for the simplest possible case 
of nonpremixed turbulent combustion. The governing equations for an Imperfectly 
Stirred Reactor (ISR) are derived, and solution methods are discussed.
The ISR model was subjected to a series of parametric studies, the results 
of which are reported in Chapter Five. The general behaviour of the model was 
determined over a range of operating conditions for hydrogen (H2) combustion in 
air. A further study was made of the detailed chemical processes which occur in the 
primary recirculation zone of a hypothetical methane-burning gas turbine combustor.
A CMC model for nonpremixed combustion in turbulent axisymmetric jet flames 
is described in Chapter Six. The simplifications afforded by this class of problems are 
discussed, and the resulting model equations are presented. A discussion of the meth­
ods required for the calculation of important scalar mixing parameters is presented, 
along with guidelines for the use of the jet flame model.
The results of jet flame calculations are presented in Chapter Seven for experi­
mentally studied H2 and CO — H2 — N2 turbulent diffusion flames. Various aspects 
of jet flame modelling are examined, including conditional mean chemical production 
and small scale transport, the effect of reduced chemical mechanisms upon flame pre­
dictions, and the nature of optically-thin radiation losses from jet flames. Trends in 
nitric oxide pollutant formation are compared with existing experimental data. The 
advantages and disadvantages of CMC jet flame modelling are discussed in relation 
to other contemporary modelling techniques.
Chapter Eight reports on the development of premixed conditional moment 
closure methods. A model for a steady zero-dimensional case of premixed combustion
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is proposed. A strategy for the implementation of this model is outlined, and the 
closure problems associated with premixed CMC models are discussed.
Finally, Chapter Nine provides a general discussion of the current state of CMC 
modelling and the major findings of the preceding chapters. Speculations on the 
future development path for CMC modelling are made, and suggestions are provided 
to assist in this development.
Chapter 2 
Background
In this chapter, the background is set for the introduction of the Conditional Moment 
Closure (CMC) method. This involves a brief preamble regarding the possible modes 
of combustion followed by a literature survey of contemporary models and their 
supporting theories. An effort is made to characterize these models according to 
general applicability, complexity and computational cost so that an assessment of 
the CMC method can be made in these same terms in subsequent chapters. Whilst 
this chapter provides a basic grounding in the current state of turbulent combustion 
modelling, it is by no means an exhaustive report. References to more authoritative 
sources are made throughout this chapter.
2.1 Modes of Combustion
Combustion will occur when chemically reactive species are mixed together in ap­
propriate amounts, raised to a sufficiently high temperature and allowed to react. In 
a. Lagrangian sense, the temporal delay between the formation of a reactive mixture 
and the subsequent reaction of that mixture plays a role in determining the global 
character of the ensuing combustion. The study of combustion has traditionally been 
divided into the separate study of the two limiting cases of this temporal delay, that 
of an infinitely long delay and an infinitely short delay. The former is referred to as 
premixed combustion, and is globally characterised by reactions occuring in fronts 
which propagate through a totally uniform reactive mixture. The latter is idealized 
to occur in nonpremixed (diffusion) flames, and is globally characterised by combus­
tion occuring concurrently with the formation of flammable mixture in regions where
7
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reactant mixing occurs.
The study of premixed combustion has applications to practical systems such 
as spark-ignition internal combustion engines, lean-premixed stationary/nautical ga.s 
turbines, aircraft afterburners, and a range of industrial processes. Nonpremixed 
combustion, on the other hand, is the conceptual model for systems such as compression- 
ignition internal combustion engines, gas turbines of all types, as well as furnaces and 
steam power boilers, to name only a few. Strictly speaking, neither truly premixed 
nor nonpremixed combustion ever occurs, only hybrids of the two where for each 
fluid particle there is always a finite non-zero delay time between the formation of a 
flammable mixture and the onset of reaction. For example, although a spark-ignition 
internal combustion engine can be treated as a premixed case, the limited amount of 
time available for the mixing of fuel and air prior to entering the combustion chamber 
causes substantial inhomogeneity in the resultant mixture. In modern applications, 
stratified compositions of the mixture are sought after, through the use of electronic 
fuel injection, to control ignition delay times and burning rates. Conversely, in non­
premixed gas turbine applications reactant mixing can be so intense so as to locally 
extinguish a flame, and a zone of unburnt flammable mixture will then form in the 
absence of that flame. This reactive zone is then commonly re-ignited in a premixed 
mode by surrounding flame structures.
In order to deal with the hybrid nature of practical combustion, models should 
ideally take into account both variations in reaction progress and reactant mixedness. 
Whilst some models do this in a limited sense, most are restricted to one of the two 
limiting modes of combustion, and so it is neccesary to discuss the models for each 
mode separately.
2.2 Nonpremixed Turbulent Combustion
2.2.1 Decoupled Models
In one of the first studies of nonpremixed combustion, made by Burke and Schumann[10] 
in 1928, the principal assumption was that reaction zones could be treated as the lo­
cus of points upon the stoichiometric contour between the mixing reactant streams. 
Given the finite diffusion velocities of species through these reaction zones, it fol-
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lowed that chemical reaction rates were assumed infinitely fast by comparison. As a 
result, the chemical composition at all points was simply a function of a fluid dynamic 
variable describing the mixedness between fuel and oxidizer. This marked the first 
appearance of a so-called fast chemistry approach, and provided a simple means of 
decoupling the chemical nature of the flame from its fluid dynamics, thereby reducing 
the problem to one of fluid mixing alone. In this first application, a single one-step 
irreversible chemical reaction was assumed, thus precluding dissociation effects and 
the existance of radicals and other minor species. Burke and Schumann's fast chem­
istry assumption yielded accurate predictions of major species yields and flamelength 
for the series of methane {CH 4 ), ethane (CiH§) and city gas (CO-H2 ) fuelled laminar 
jet flames that they studied.
The fast chemistry approach has been subsequently employed by a number of 
researchers in modelling turbulent nonpremixed combustion[l 1.12,13,14.15]. In many 
cases the original approach was modified to allow for dissociation and the existence 
of minor species by assuming that all chemical species are in equilibrium at all val­
ues of the mixedness variable. As with the more primitive one-step approach[10], 
all instantaneous thermochemical quantities are a function of reactant mixedness 
alone, however unlike the earlier approach the reaction zone has a small non-zero 
thickness[lG]. Distinct from laminar flames, turbulent diffusion flames are subject 
to turbulent fluctuations in reactant mixedness. The principal problem with fast 
chemistry methods is the frequent violation of the implicit assumption that all the 
elementary reactions rates of a combustion chemical mechanism are much more rapid 
than turbulent mixing processes. Commonly, the intense turbulent mixing that can 
occur in diffusion flames affects the progress of slower three-body recombination re­
actions. Where these mole consuming reactions are hindered to a greater extent 
than the faster two-body shuffle reactions responsible for radical formation, radical 
levels can exceed equilibrium by an order of magnitude or more. The associated 
depression in flame temperature due to the endothermicity of radical formation also 
cannot be predicted using these methods. In extreme cases, turbulent mixing rates 
can be great enough to impede even the fastest radical formation reactions and cause 
localized flame extinction. These difficulties preclude fast chemistry methods from 
the prediction of extinction and ignition, accurate temperatures and radical concen­
trations. or formation of chemical species that are strongly dependent on chemical
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kinetic effects.
Efforts to deal with the shortfalls of fast chemistry methods has led some re­
searchers to the develop methods where thermochemical properties are determined 
in terms of reactant mixedness and some other variable allowing for variation in re­
act edness. A choice of reactedness variable exists for these two scalar methods. In a 
chemical kinetics context, Dixon-Lewis[17] and others[18] employ a progress variable 
resulting from a linear combination of reactant and product species that are pertinent 
to simple hydrogen-air combustion. The linear combination of major species elimi­
nates radical shuffle reactions from direct consideration and as a result the variable 
measures only the progress of three-body recombination reactions. The thermody­
namic state and rate of change of state can be uniquely determined by this reaction 
progress variable for any given mixture fraction. Employing this variable in turbulent 
combustion modelling is problematic owing to the classic closure problem introduced 
in chapter 1, namely that the averaged rate of change of reactedness cannot be ac­
curately estimated from the averaged reactedness, when in the presence of turbulent 
fluctuations.
Magnussen and Hjertager[19] employ a semi-empirical approach whereby the 
mean rate of change of reactedness variable is modelled as the product of local time- 
mean fuel, oxidizer, or mixed-reactant mass fraction, whichever is least, and the 
rare of large scale turbulent mixing with a premultiplying constant. This approach 
is similar ro earlier models of Spa.lding[20,21] except that for those cases the rate of 
reaction was dictated by eddy-break-up timescales. In both cases, separate equations 
are solved for mixture fraction and reactedness, but the magnitude of the chemical 
source term in the reactedness equation is governed by mixing parameters. As with 
fast chemistry methods, these simple approaches cannot predict kinetically limited 
phenomena. In many cases, these semi-empirical methods have found industrial 
application because of constraints on computational resources, historical reasons, 
and the perception that no viable alternative method exists[22,23].
Janicka and Kollmann[18] account for turbulent fluctuations by employing a 
joint probability density function (PDF) for mixture fraction and reaction progress 
variable. This PDF has an assumed form, consisting of gaussian-like curves in mixture 
fraction space at three discretized locations in reaction progress space. Whilst this
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approach correctly predicted radical concentrations and gave reasonable estimates 
of the nitric oxide in turbulent hydrogen-air diffusion flames, the assumed forms of 
the PDF were quite arbitrary and there is some doubt as to the applicability of the 
method in more chemically complex flames where the PDF would have a much higher 
dimensionality[5]. Correa and Shyy[24] have extended the two-dimensional PDF of 
•Janicka and Kollmann to three dimensions to deal with C'0-H 2 air combustion and 
have had some success.
Bilger[25] proposed a different approach where instead of modelling reaction 
progress, a system of equations governing individual species perturbation from chem­
ical equilibrium were solved for a range of mixture fractions. Due to errors in reac­
tion rate estimates, reaction progress variables may not predict chemical equilibrium 
given an infinite time to react under quiescent conditions. Perturbation variables do 
not incur this difficulty since the perturbations will tend to zero in the absence of 
turbulent interference, and chemical equilibrium is assured. In a study of hydrogen- 
air turbulent diffusion flames and isothermal atmospheric turbulent mixing layers, 
Bilger[25] was able to relate the individual species chemical formation rates to a lo­
cal perturbation variable and solve the species perturbation equations. Whilst this 
method was feasible for the systems studied, simple relationships between species for­
mation rates and perturbation variables for highly perturbed systems and chemically 
complex flames have not been forthcoming.
Another more promising class of two scalar methods has sought to retain some 
of the computational simplicity of fast chemistry methods afforded by the decou­
pling of mixing and chemical reaction, but gain greater applicability and accuracy 
for flames with significant departure from equilibrium. Usually referred to as the 
fiom elet  method, the basic simplifying assumption of this method is that turbulent 
flames consist of an ensemble of strained laminar flamelets[26.27,28,29]. The ffamelets 
are assumed to exist in very thin one-dimensional zones where local mixing occurs by 
molecular diffusion alone. Where this assumption is valid, chemical production rates 
can be uniquely specified in terms of mixture fraction and scalar dissipation rate 
for statistically stationary flames. As with fast chemistry methods, fiamelet, meth­
ods reduce turbulent nonpremixed combustion to little more than a mixing problem. 
C'hemical species yields can be precomputed or measured from laminar counterflow
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diffusion flames for virtually any chemical system , and then matched to the tur­
bulent flow field from a ffamelet 'library’ . Variation in the second scalar, the scalar 
dissipation rate, can account for states of chemical reactedness ranging from chemical 
equilibrium to extinction and thereby represent a vast improvement over simple fast 
chemistry techniques.
The difficulty with flamelet methods lies in their general applicability to turbu­
lent combustion. Peters[28,29,30] and Williams[27,31] employ Crocco-type variable 
transformations in deriving flamelet equations, attaching a normal spatial coordi­
nate to the stoichiometric mixture fraction contour. In their derivation, the criterion 
for flamelet viability was sufficient thinness of the flame zone in mixture fraction 
space, met in cases of high activation energy reactions and/or high ratios of mixing 
to chemical timescales (Damkohler number, Da). Given sufficient thinness, the one- 
dimensional equations for reactive species conservation were simplified to a simple 
balance between chemical reaction and scalar mixing rates at the stoichiometric con­
tour. Outside of the flame zone, chemical reaction terms were assumed to be zero 
thereby making reactive species concentrations solely a function of mixing between 
the pure fuel, oxidizer, and stoichiometric fluid. Bilger[32] states that the criterion 
for flamelet viability is that the physical width of the flame zone must be much 
smaller than the smallest physical scale of turbulent mixing, namely the Kolmogorov 
microscale. It was further claimed, based on experimental measurement, that few 
combustion systems of practical interest meet this criterion[32]. Mell eta a/[33,34] 
employed direct numerical simulation (DNS) results to verify the flamelet method in 
isothermal turbulence. It was demonstrated physical thinness does not neccesa.rily 
follow from thinness in mixture fraction space, contrary to what was assumed in 
the original deriva,tion[27.28,29,30,31]. Rather, under conditions of low scalar dissi­
pation rate, three dimensional effects can be significant and thereby invalidate the 
one-dimensional reaction zone structure inherent in flamelet models.
Dahm and coworkers[35,36,37,38] have derived flamelet equations through a dif­
ferent route, originating from the observation that instantaneous scalar dissipation 
structures are predominantly layer-like in low to moderate Reynolds number turbu­
lence. The flamelet equations are claimed to have boundary conditions different from 
those of other derivations, and to be independent of any thinness constraints[38]. It
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seems however, that because of an inability to specify these boundary conditions on 
reactive species concentration at each isopleth surface, a further assumption must 
be made which effectively renders the Bisli and Dahm[38] model equivalent to other 
flamelet models. Buch et al[37] suggest that the thinness criterion of Bilger[32] may be 
too restrictive and derive alternative thinness scales based on strain rate arguments 
that are an order of magnitude greater than the well established Kolmogorov mi­
croscales. The general model derivation by Dahm and coworkers makes no allowance 
for sub-unity Schmidt number (Sc < 1) mixing of species[35,37,38]. Many important 
radical species, such as monatomic hydrogen H , display this mixing behaviour[39] 
and may result in multi-dimensional combustion zones that that cannot be accounted 
for by the model.
In an effort to account for poor predictions of chemical intermediates in some 
turbulent nonpremixed flames, transient flamelet models have been studied[40,41].
These studies suggest that chemical irreversibilities can lead to elevated time averaged 
intermediate concentrations compared to steady flamelet results. Criteria for the va­
lidity of the quasi-steady assumption employed in flamelet moclels[26,27,28,29.30,31] 
are suggested by Mell et a/[33,34].
2.2.2 Coupled Models
As the controversy over flamelet applicability persists, it is appropriate to now con­
sider the next generation of turbulent combustion models, namely those which ad­
dress turbulence-chemistry interaction at all scales. Pope and coworkers[5,42,43.44,45,46,47] 
have developed successful modelling methods which involve the stochastic manipula­
tion of a joint probability density function (PDF) for mixture fraction, velocity and 
key reactive scalars in a turbulent flow. Chen and others[4S.49,50,51,52,53] employ 
a similar method, but do not include velocity in their joint PDF, and calculate the 
flow field through alternative methods. All of these PDF methods have the advantage 
that mean chemical production terms do not require approximation since they are 
exactly determined by the convolution of the joint PDF with production rates over all 
points in the composition/velocity domain[5,42,48]. The evolution of the joint PDF 
is typically handled using Monte Carlo methods where a large number of Lagrangian 
stochastic particles are operated on in fractional steps by modelled processes vari-
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ously responsible for molecular mixing, chemical reaction and convection[5.42]. A 
stochastic formulation of the governing equations is necessary because deterministic 
approaches are only feasible for PDFs with low dimensionality. Even so the compu­
tational cost of PDF methods is high, and as a result the finite capability of modern 
computers places serious constraints on the degree of chemical and geometric com­
plexity that can be modelled. For two dimensional turbulent jet flame calculations, 
on modern non-parallel supercomputers (such as Cray XMP/YMP series machines), 
the maximum number of independent chemical steps is limited to four or five and 
rate data must be precomputed and stored in look-up' tables. Efficient construction 
and usage of these tables can further limit computational tractability. Typical run 
times for PDF methods are of the order of 8 — 10 CPU hours on a Cray YMP-1 for a 
three dimensional joint PDF in a turbulent hydrogen jet flame[51]. Recently, the ad­
vent of massively parallel supercomputers has allowed PDF methods to be expanded 
to handle much greater chemical complexity, but these calculations entail very large 
computation costs[44,53].
Aside from constraints on PDF dimensionality, the major problem associated 
with these methods is the modelling of molecular mixing terms[5]. Unless dissipation 
rates are explicitly included in the joint PDF[5], the rate of molecular mixing cannot 
be determined exactly and is usually modelled by lagrangian particle interact ion [42] 
and pair exchange methods based on variants of Curl mixing models[5,54]. These 
models have a number of disadvantages, principally that they do not accurately 
predict mixing behaviour in the simple test case of isotropic turbulence, they are 
unable to predict mixing where different species diffuse at different rates (differential 
diffusion), and they have no firm empirical or theoretical basis[5]. Nevertheless, 
these models are employed because, with appropriate corrections, they yield plausible 
results for many cases [45,46,47.49,50,51.52,53.55,56] and work is continuing towards 
eliminating their disadvantages[5,57]. In principle, PDF methods can be applied to 
modelling turbulent combustion in all cases from the flamelet regime, where reaction 
scales are much smaller than the smallest turbulent scales, to the distributed regime 
where the converse is true. This flexibility represents a substantial step forward from 
the models described in the preceeding subsection, which depend upon there being a 
separation in scales between chemical reactions and turbulent mixing.
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A more recent coupled model has been developed by Kerstein and coworkers 
58,59,60,61,62,63,64,65]. and has the potential to address some of the shortcomings 
of the PDF method. This method deals with turbulent mixing and reaction via a one 
dimensional description which, because of this dimensional reduction, allows diffusive 
scales to be resolved in the computation. The instantaneous scalar field is described 
as distribution of species along these line elements, and this distribution is simulta­
neously effected by the processes of reaction, molecular diffusion, and mixing due to 
turbulent eddies of different sizes. The method is now widely known as the linear-eddy 
model, reflecting the line description of the scalar field and the novel treatment of 
turbulent eddy interactions with that field[58]. The linear-eddy method is employed 
as a subgrid model for turbulent flow calculations. Turbulent flow field quantities 
which are resolved in the fluid dynamic calculation are passed as input parameters 
to the subgrid model which in turn provides a closure for the fine scale effects such 
as molecular diffusion, chemical reaction, and small scale turbulent mixing. Each of 
the many independent line elements in each subgrid are sufficiently resolved to allow 
instantaneous diffusion and reaction processes to be computed directly without any 
need for approximation. Subgrid scale turbulent mixing occurs at a rate dictated 
by the input mixing statistics and operates on the line elements causing them to 
undergo "triplet mapping"[58,59,60.61,62], a heuristicallv designed process that seeks 
to mimic small scale eddy interaction with a scalar field. Exchange of line elements 
between subgrid cells occurs in ’splicing events’ , another stochastic simulation, which 
accounts for the effects of large scale turbulent eddies[63]. Mean species concentra­
tions are returned to the fluid dynamic grid by averaging over all the individual line 
elements within each subgrid cell. The advantages of linear-eddy methods are that as 
with PDF methods the chemical reaction rate does not require approximation, and 
that molecular mixing is treated separately from small scale turbulent mixing. The 
latter allows molecular transport to be treated exactly, which is in contrast to the 
PDF method. Molecular transport can be calculated using multi-component diffusion 
velocity equations, thus allowing the calculation of differential diffusion effects[65]. 
The principal disadvantages of the linear-eddy method are that small scale turbulent 
mixing is approximated via the artificial construct of ’triplet mapping", and large 
scale mixing is simulated by ’splicing events". Both of these processes may deviate 
substantially from physical reality. Nevertheless preliminary linear-eddy results have
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beer, obtained by Calhoon et a/[65] for a turbulent H2 / Ar-Cw jet flame, that include 
the effects of differential diffusion for chemical mechanisms up to 13 steps in size. 
These results show reasonable agreement with measurements, but as with chemically 
complex implementations of the PDF method they seem to have required a great 
deal of computation time on a massively parallel supercomputer.
Subgrid scale modelling of combustion processes, as is employed in Large Eddy 
Simulations (LES) of turbulent reactive flow, is subject to the same kinds of closure 
problems that are associated with large scale modelling[5]. Apart from linear-eddy 
methods (see above), subgrid scale models for turbulent combustion resemble simple 
large scale closure models such as fast chemistry methods and eddy-breakup formula­
tions. In part, the lack of sophistication of many of the current subgrid models stems 
from constraints imposed by computational resources. In the large scale modelling 
methods mentioned above, such as joint PDF methods, solution of the turbulent 
flow field alone does not require a great deal of computational effort and thus more 
sophisticated turbulence-chemistry interaction models can be readily afforded. How­
ever. calculation of the turbulent flow field in an LES typically requires a great deal 
of computation time and memory capacity, so that it is simply not feasible to in­
corporate a detailed chemical model, whilst retaining the same level of spatial and 
temporal resolution. It would seem that with the current trend in increasing compu­
tational capability, subgrid models for turbulence-chemistry interaction will become 
increasingly sophisticated and variants of current large scale closure methods might 
find subgrid applications.
Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) of turbulent reacting flow goes a step be­
yond LES, in that the very smallest scales of turbulent motion are spatially and 
temporally resolved. Sometimes DNS is referred to as being ’model-free’ [66.67] in 
that it doesn’t incorporate any turbulence closure models, but rather solves the 
Navier Stokes equations directly. Unfortunately, practically all combustion prob­
lems of interest, with realistic multi-step chemistry, contain a subset of very fast 
reactions. These reactions produce important structures at temporal and spatial 
scales below the smallest turbulent scales, and hence below DNS resolution levels. 
To date, direct numerical simulations of turbulent combustion have either been made 
with resolvable artificial chemistry, to provide a qualitative understanding of the ef-
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feet' o f heat release upon detailed flow structure, or with one-step approximations 
of realistic chemical systems. In the case of the latter, subgricl chemical structure 
is neglected and these calculations are thus no longer ’model-free’ . Future advances 
in com putational capability will allow more sophisticated direct numerical simula­
tions o f turbulent reacting flow to be made. Two distinct routes o f development 
are possible. Future DNS of combustion may become truly model-free by resolving 
the smallest chemical structures at a high computational cost, or subgrid models for 
turbulence-chemistry interaction may be employed instead. Whilst the latter is more 
likely to be adopted in common practice, given the similar efforts being made in LES 
and large scale modelling, the former technique would be an invaluable source of data 
for the verification of proposed subgrid models.
The Conditional Moment Closure (CM C) method, which is discussed in detail 
in subsequent chapters, is also characterised as a 'coupled* model since it explicitly 
treats turbulence-chemistry interaction at all scales. It will be seen that the CM C 
m ethod has many of the advantages of the large scale methods discussed here, but 
requires only a tiny fraction of the computational effort. Although it has not been 
investigated in this thesis, CMC methods may prove useful in subgrid scale models 
for the LES and DNS applications discussed above.
2.3 Premixed Turbulent Combustion
Com pared to the array of models available for the study of nonpremixed turbulent 
com bustion, there are relatively few applicable to premixed turbulent combustion. 
This reflects the fact that due to the inherent complexity of flame-flow interac­
tion in these cases, simplifying theories with practical accuracy have been slow in 
arriving[5,68,69].
In premixed combustion, flame fronts can be characterised as zones of intense 
chemical nonequilibrium where radical species are found in large numbers in a tran­
sition process between unburnt and fully burnt states. Unburnt mixture immediately 
adjacent to a flame zone is caused to react by an influx of heat and chemical radical 
species, thereby advancing the position of the front. In this way, the flame front 
describes the boundary between burnt and unburnt mixture and propagates into the
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unburr:* mixture at some finite rate. The rate of transfer of heat and radicals to a. 
s;iven ur. burnt volume is largely governed by the intensity of local mixing, the prox­
imity ami extent of the adjacent flame surface, and the mobility of the transported 
species. The passage of burning material through the flame front is accompanied by 
a large density decrease resulting from heat release. In accordance with conservation 
of momentum, this density decrease causes a large increase in fluid velocity and a 
concurrent decrease in static pressure. These fluid dynamic effects very strongly in­
fluence the nature of the flow field, which in turn effects the rate of local mixing, the 
shape of the flame front, and consequently, the speed of propagation.
Unlike nonpremixed combustion, where some headway can be made in some 
cases by decoupling turbulence-chemistry interactions, models for premixed com­
bustion must address these complex flame-flow interactions if they are to have any 
practical relevance. The Bray-Moss-Libby (BML) model (descended from the Bray- 
Moss model) for premixed turbulent combustion has been successively improved since 
its incep:ion[70,71,72,73,74] to include the majority of these interactions. The BML 
model takes into account flame-flow effects such as counter-gradient species transport 
and flame generation of turbulent kinetic energy, but as with most premixed models 
it does not incorporate the effects of instantaneous pressure fluctuations. Pope[69] 
suggests that these pressure fluctuations may act to diminish the differential-density 
driven counter-gradient transport effects. The BML model is applicable to combus­
tion systems with unity Lewis and Schmidt numbers and low Mach number, where 
thermockemical state can be uniquely specified by a reaction progress variable. An 
assumed-form PDF for the reaction progress variable is adopted to determine the 
means, variances and correlations concerning velocity, reaction rate and reaction 
progress variable required for closure of the governing equations. Based largely on 
experimental evidence (see for example [75,76]), Bray and coworkers[68,70,73 con­
cluded that the assumed form PDF is dominated by the fully burnt and unburnt 
reaction states and exploit this to greatly simplify the model. In applying this as­
sumption. the BML model is restricted in application to cases where the Damkohler 
number Da is large and. due to assumptions made regarding turbulent transport, 
the Reynolds number Re is large. Thus the BML model is applicable to the flame- 
sheet regime of turbulent premixed combustion as delineated variously by Peters[29], 
Bray[6S . Pope[69] and others. It can be seen from these diagrams of premixed
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regim es th a t  flam elet com bustion  requires Da > >  Reur\  T his th inness co n stra in t 
ap p ea rs  to  be m uch less restric tive  th an  in the case of nonprem ixed  com bustion  ow­
ing to  th e  com paratively  sm all w id th  of prem ixed  ñam es, even in  cases of p rac tica l 
in te rest such as spark -ign ited  in te rnal com bu stion [29,68].
P rem ixed  lam in ar flam elet libraries are em ployed to determ ine the in s ta n ta ­
neous ra te  of chem ical p ro du ctio n  as a function  of reaction  progress variable, s tra in  
ra te , m ean  pressure and  u n b u rn t reac tan t tem perature[77]. T he BML m odel d e te r­
m ines m ean  reaction  ra tes by m ultip ly ing a crossing frequency, which describes the 
n um ber of tim es a flam elet crosses a un it leng th  per un it tim e, w ith  the  reaction  ra te  
a t each crossing which is in tu rn  re la ted  to  the  flam elet lib rary  values[78].
A P D F  m ethod  proposed by Pope and  coworkers [69,79,80,81] can also em ploy 
flam elet lib ra ry  values, bu t unlike the  BML form alism  it does no t em ploy an  as­
sum ed form  for the  reaction  progress variable P D F . Instead , a jo in t P D F  for velocity 
and  reac tion  progress variable is m an ip u la ted  using M onte C arlo  techniques. M ean 
chem ical reaction  and  convection processes are closed in this m ethodology, an d  do 
not requ ire  m odelling in con trast to  the BML m ethod. M olecular tra n sp o rt m ust 
still be m odelled, w ith  different schemes depending  on w hether the  prem ixed com ­
b ustion  process is in the  flam elet or in te rm ed ia te  regime[69,79,80]. T he m olecular 
tra n sp o rt m odelling by and  large involves the sam e kind of C url m ixing rules th a t  are 
em ployed in nonprem ixed  P D F  m ethods (see subsection  2.2.2) coupled w ith  pressure- 
driven  tra n sp o rt effects. S tochastic  sim ulations of m ixing require careful app lica tion  
since, as w ith  th in  nonprem ixed  com bustion, unphysical m ixing of stochastic  p a r t i ­
cles from  'd is ta n t1 locations in com position space can occur. Such m ixing can lead  to 
p red ic tions of flam e ex tinction  events where none actually  exist. T he  BML and  P D F  
m eth o d s seem to  p roduce p lausible predictions when com pared w ith  each o th e r and  
the  lim ited  am oun t of experim ental d a ta  available[69,80,81].
In the  form s described above, the P D F  and  BML flam e-sheet m ethods do not 
explicitly  tre a t flame front behaviour and  as a resu lt local burn ing  ra te  p red ic tions do 
no t allow for the  effects of flame surface o rien tation , curvature  and  cusps[82]. S ubse­
quen t developm ent of the  P D F  and  BML m ethods for prem ixed flam elet com bustion  
has sought to  include flam e-surface density  m odels[82,S3,84] to calcu late local b u rn ­
ing ra te s  as functions of not only local s tra in  ra te  and  reaction  progress variable, as in
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a flam elet library , b u t in accordance w ith  local flam elet geom etry. These p re lim inary  
m odels have been applied  to cases of sta tis tica lly -p lane  prem ixed flames in iso trop ic  
tu rbu lence  w ith  constan t density, b u t requ ire  fu rth er developm ent to  be m ore gener­
ally app licab le [84]. M uch of the  difficulty involved in m odelling tu rb u len t p rem ixed  
flames arises from  the  accu ra te  p red ic tion  of flame surface behaviour and  its influence 
upon  local burn ing  ra tes  and  speed of flam e propagation . A su b s tan tia l n u m ber of 
o ther m odelling m ethods are u n d er developm ent (see for exam ple [85,86,87,88,89,90]) 
b u t cannot feasibly be discussed here. Suffice to say th a t by and  large the ir lim ita ­
tions are sim ilar, w ith  regard  to  m ean  and  local burn ing  ra te  prediction , to those  of 
the P D F  and  BML models[82,84] discussed above.
D irect num erical s im ulation  (DNS) of tu rb u len t p rem ixed com bustion  obviates 
the need for closure m odelling of flam e surface dynam ics, provided the flam e fron ts are 
resolved. T he discussion in th e  previous section re lating  to DNS reso lution  of chem ical 
s tru c tu re s  is even m ore relevant in prem ixed  com bustion, w here these s tru c tu res  can 
be m uch th in ner th an  the ir nonprem ixed  cou n terp arts . Clearly, in the  absence of 
adeq uate  flame front reso lution , th e  problem s associated w ith  m odelling flame fron t 
dynam ics rem ain. As w ith  nonprem ixed  DNS, fu tu re  advances in com p u ta tio n a l 
perform ance m ay allow w rinkled flam elets to  be resolved in m odest tu rbu len ce , or 
a lte rn a tiv ely  allow the developm ent-of m ore sophisticated  subgrid  m odels. D espite  
the  difficulties m entioned  above, DNS analysis of tu rb u len t p rem ixed flam es continues 
to  provide inform ation , useful for the  developm ent of large scale m odels, such as flam e 
surface density  statistics[91].
In some idealized cases w here sp a tia l d im ensionality  is reduced to  zero, such as 
in a s tirred  reacto r, the need to  p red ic t tu rb u len t burn ing  ra tes is obviated  since reac ­
tions occur in the  d is trib u ted  regim e of prem ixed  com bustion. In these idealized cases, 
the  influence of tu rb u len t m ixing on p rem ixed  d istrib u ted  chem ical reaction  zones 
can be investigated  w ith  app lications to  som e process reactors and  lean prem ixed  gas 
tu rb in e  com bustors[92,93,94]. To date , th e  app lication  of the  C onditional M om ent 
C losure (C M C ) m ethod  to prem ixed tu rb u len t com bustion has been restric ted  to  the  
degenerate  case of s tirred  reacto rs, and  will be rep orted  on in subsequent chap ters .
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2.4 Summary
In summary, this chapter has introduced premixecl and nonpremixed combustion as 
limiting cases of the temporal delay between the formation of a reactive mixture 
and the onset of reaction. In practical applications, hybrid modes of combustion 
frequently occur.
A great deal of model development has occurred for turbulent nonpremixed 
combustion with a gradual progression in sophistication from single scalar fast chem­
istry methods, to two scalar methods including nonpremixed steady laminar flamelet 
models, culminating in models such as the Joint PDF and Linear-Eddy models which 
account for turbulence-chemistry interaction at all physical scales. The CMC method, 
which is the subject of this thesis, belongs to this latter class of models. In general, 
coupled models require more computational resources than their decoupled counter­
parts but are much more widely applicable. The CMC method is a versatile new 
approach that required substantially less computational effort than other coupled 
models.
Premixecl turbulent combustion models are substantially less developed than 
nonpremixed models, primarily because of the complicated flame-flow interactions 
which are present in premixed flames. The Bray-Moss-Libby (BML) and premixed 
joint PDF methods have been described as two examples of premixed models which 
have met with some success. These models both account for premixed combustion 
effects such as counter-gradient species transport and turbulent kinetic energy gen­
eration. but cannot treat the influence of the instantaneous pressure field. Apart 
from pressure field uncertainties, the principal difficulty facing premixed turbulent 
combustion modelling is the accurate prediction of flamesheet structure and speed 
of propagation. For the degenerate case of distributed regime turbulent premixecl 
combustion in stirred reactors, modelling can proceed without facing this difficulty. 
Premixed CMC applications have so far been limited to this special case, and are 
described in a subsequent chapter.
Chapter 3
Model Derivation
In this chapter, Conditional Moment Closure (CMC1) methods are mathematically 
described for premixed and nonpremixed turbulent combustion. The derivation for 
hybrid mode combustion is beyond the scope of this work, but some comments rele­
vant to this type of CMC model are made in a later chapter. The derivations given 
here are generally applicable to any turbulent flow, but further simplifications are 
made for specific cases in subsequent chapters.
3.1 Conditional Statistics
The concept of conditional averaging is used extensively throughout the remainder 
of this thesis, and so it is appropriate to now provide a mathematical definition in 
the context of turbulent fluid flow. Consider an ensemble of .V statistically indepen­
dent realizations of a turbulent flow field, each with identical initial and boundary 
conditions. Within this field, a large number of different scalar and vector quantities 
fluctuate such that their instantaneous values at any point in space and time are 
unpredictable. Conventional unconditional averaging involves summing all instan­
taneous values, at a given point and time, for all realizations of the flow field and 
dividing the sum by the number of realizations. An example of this is given below 
for the scalar Y  where an ensemble average value < Y  > is defined at the position x_ 
and time t.
< Y(x, t) > =  h_rn 0  (3-1)
2 — 1
Individual realizations of the flow field can then be expressed in terms of the
22
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ensem ble average <  Y  >  and a deviatoric term yl of unknown m agnitude.
= <  Y( x , t )  >  + y l(L, t)  (3.2)
W hen this averaging procedure is applied to the system of equations governing the 
spatial and temporal evolution of the turbulent field, the resulting set of equations 
contain mean values which can be predicted determ inistically provided a closure exists 
for the unkown correlations of deviatoric terms. As first order closure approxim ations 
can only be form ulated from mean value inform ation, if the m agnitude of deviations 
from  the means are large compared to the mean values themselves it is unlikely that 
the approxim ations will be valid.
Conditional averaging upon a conditioning variable proceeds in a slightly dif­
ferent m anner to that above, in that only those values of Y ( x ,  t) where an arbitrary 
condition is met will be included in the calculation of the average. E xtending the 
exam ple above, a conditional average for the scalar Y  can be calculated upon the 
condition that the conditioning variable, say A", is equal to an arbitrary value X a,
1 N
< Y( x , t )  I X ( x , t )  =  X a > =  lim  — ^ 2 Y l( x , t ) S { X l(xH) ~  - X )  (3.3)
yv—»-oo iV
where 6 is the Dirac delta function. Correspondingly, the probability density function 
( P D F )  for X  =  X a is defined as
Pxa(x, t) =  lim 1  £  t) -  ) (3.4)
N  — kx> i v
i—1
and has the required property that
/ OO Pxa(x , t )dXa =  1 (3.5)
-OO
U nconditionally averaged values can be simply recovered from conditional val­
ues by convolution with the P D F  as given below.
/ OO <  Y( x , t )  I X ( x , t )  =  X a >  P xa {L H )d X 2 (3.6)
-OO
A s with unconditional averaging, the values corresponding to individual real­
izations Y l can be expressed as the sum of the conditional m ean <  Y  X a >  and an 
unknow n deviatoric contribution ylx .
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y \ x yt) = <  Y(x,t )  I x ( x , t )  =  Xa > +yx(x-t )  (3.7)
The statistical definition above (Eqns 3.3 - 3.6) can be readily extended to 
more complicated selection conditions involving any number of scalar values and 
corresponding joint PDFs. Intuitively, it is apparent that the greater the number 
of independent variables used in the conditional statement, the more specific the 
averaging process will be to a chosen subset of the statistical ensemble. It is evident 
that as the number of independent conditions increases, the relative magnitude of the 
deviatoric contribution will decrease, to the point where it is identically zero when 
all degrees of freedom are specified in the conditioning.
Clearly, if the instantaneous point quantities of the flow field cannot be pre­
dicted, perhaps due to computational limitations, then the problem remains in­
tractable when all degrees of freedom are used in the conditional statement. However, 
it is possible to make the deviatoric terms appropriately small through the careful 
selection of a sufficient (hopefully small) number of critical degrees of freedom as 
conditioning statistics. These formulations allow accurate closure approximations to 
be made in terms of mean quantities, albeit at the expense of additional problem di­
mensionality compared to unconditionally averaged formulations. The minimization 
of deviatoric terms in exchange for increased problem dimensionality is characteristic 
of conditional moment closure methods.
3.2 Nonpremixed Model
In turbulent nonpremixed combustion, the degree to which instantaneous variations 
in reactive scalar values are due to fluctuations in mixedness can be estimated from 
the level of fluctuations present in a conserved scalar. Conserved scalars are variables, 
often combinations of species mass fractions and other scalars such as enthalpy, which 
have no chemical source terms. Selecting a conserved scalar such as mixture fraction, 
as a conditioning variable eliminates scatter due to mixedness variation from the 
conditionally averaged reactive scalar variables. This reduction in the magnitude of 
instantaneous deviations from mean values is well known[8] and will be exploited in 
closure approximations later in section 3.2.
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Mixture fraction, is a normalized conserved scalar, that by convention is de­
fined to have a value of unity in the designated fuel stream and zero in the designated 
oxidizer stream.
Psu-Po* ( 3 ' 8 )
In Eqn 3.8, 3 is a conserved scalar such as an atomic mass fraction, and the sub­
scripts fu  and ox denote pure fuel and oxidizer values respectively. In the absence 
of differential diffusion, all conserved scalars mix at the same rate and consequently 
the value of £ is independent of the choice of /3[95]. In these cases, which occur where 
the diffusivities of all scalars are equal or effectively equal, mixture fraction £ is a 
unique descriptor of the instantaneous state of mixedness between fuel and oxidizer. 
Where turbulent stirring is sufficiently intense, the characteristic length scales at 
which molecular transport is dominant are small, and thus differential diffusive sep­
aration of species is effectively insignificant. In the presence of significant differential 
diffusion, a unique mixedness descriptor no longer exists[39,95].
Since mixture fraction is a conserved scalar, the instantaneous governing equa­
tion is simply a balance between an instantaneous rate of change, fluid convection 
and molecular diffusion,
p-r^  +  PIL- =  V • (pDfNTZ) (3.9)
where p denotes density, u fluid velocity, and D^  the diffusivity of mixture fraction. 
The probability density function Pn for mixture fraction can be defined in the manner 
of Eqn 3.4.
Pv(x, t) = <  ip(x,t) > (3.10)
where the special function ip is given by,
tp(xp) =  6(£(xJ)  -  //) (3.11)
The governing equation for mixture fraction PDF evolution can be derived 
using the properties of ip. The resultant equation is important in the calculation of 
scalar mixing behaviour in the nonpremixed CMC model, and the derivation serves 
as a useful introduction to the technique used by Klimenko[6,7] to derive the CMC
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equations themselves. The following equations are in accordance with the properties 
of Dirac delta functions.
dip _  d ,d£
dt dr) >r dt 3.12)
dVV> = (3.13)
O
V • ( p D M )  =  ^ ( ^ ( V O V )  -  ^ («A V  ■ (pD(V£)) (3.14)
Summing Eqns 3.12-3.14 and taking the instantaneous mixture fraction equa­
tion (Eqn 3.9) into account, the following expression results,
dib d ^
p - ^  + p u - v ^ - v -( v>) =  - ^ O A K W )  VO
which when averaged over the ensemble of realizations finally yields,
dP„ , „  „
< p \v > < pu\v > -VP,, =
V • (< pD  ^ | 1) > VP,) -  ||^(< PX h  > Pr,)
where \ is the instantaneous scalar dissipation rate defined as.
(3.15)
3.16)
X =  2 D (Vi■ V i 3.17)
As will be shown later, Eqn 3.16 provides the means for determining the form and 
magnitude of the critical mixing parameter < PX I ;7 >• when given an assumed form 
of the mixture fraction PDF. The significance of conditional mean scalar dissipation 
rate < p\ | 77 > to the CMC model will become apparent in the derivations below, 
and the method for its determination will be explored in greater detail in the following 
chapters.
The derivation of the nonpremixed CMC equations presented here most closely 
follows the derivation of Klimenko[6,7] but observations will be made regarding the 
differences between this derivation and that of Bilger[S,9]. The equation governing 
the instantaneous evolution of a reactive species mass fraction Y] is given below, and 
can be seen to differ from the conserved scalar equation (3.9) in that 1) it incorporates
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a reactive source term tc;, and 2) the molecular diffusivity D z does not neccesarily 
equal D^.
d Y
+  pu • VYt =  V  • (pD iV Y i) +  pwi (3.18)
By introducing a special function analogous to ?/>, the derivation of the CMC 
equations can proceed in a manner similar to that given above for the mixture fraction 
P D F equation (3.16).
(f)(x,t) =  ~  “  5 )  (3.19)
The joint PD F of reactive species mass fraction for species i and mixture fraction, 
PViS, is related to 4> by ensemble averaging as before.
P V , s ( x , t )  = <  (^®,0 > (3.20)
The derivatives of ( f ) are given below,
dt d N  Y  d s ^ d t ^
(3.21)
W = - ^ vO - | (^ v y ) (3.22)
V • (p D V t)  =  -  — (¿ V  • (pDVO)-  ■ (pD V Yi)) 
+ & ( * p D { V t ) t ) +  ^ PD (V Y ,f)  +  2  • v r , ) )  (3.23)
Summing Eqns 3.21-3.23 as in the earlier example, and by taking advantage of
Eqns 3.9 and 3.18, the following results,
deb d
P -  V  • (pDiV(j>) =  - — ((f>pwi)
• (p (D ( -  D ,)V O ) +  ^ ( t p D d V O 2)
+£t(4>pDi(VYi)2) + • v y ) )  (3.24)
Ensemble averaging yields an equation for the joint PD F Pv s^ of the reactive
scalar Y- and the conserved scalar £.
d P
< p | p ,s  >  <  pu I 77, s > Y P rhS -  V  • (<  pD x I 77,5 > Y P V}s) =
- § ; ( P v,s < pwi | r?,s > ) -  j^{P^s <  V • p(D { -  A )V £  | 77,5  > )
Y ^ (P ri,s  < pD i(V £)2 I 77, s > ) +  £ ( P V,S < p D i C W f  I 77, s > )
I > ) (3.25)
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Multiplication through the left hand side of Eqn 3.25 by the scalar s followed 
by integration with respect to s between bounds (so,.Si) yields,
f sl dP7 s/ s[< p I 77, s > < pu I 77, s > VP^)S -  V • (<  pDi I T ),s>  V P ^ ^ d s  =
JsO Ot
§-t(<  P I 77 > QlPr]) +  V • (<  puYi I 77 > Pv) -  V • (<  pDi | 77 > V PriQl) (3.26) 
where Qi is the average of Y{ conditioned on mixture fraction as defined below,
Q i(x ,t) = <  Y i(x,t) | rj >  (3.27)
and Pv is the mixture fraction PDF introduced in Eqn 3.10.
Similar treatment of the s derivative terms on the right hand side of Eqn 3.25
yields,
pm <9
/ s[— (Pflta< pW i\ rj,s> )\ ds =
JsO OS
s(P v,s < pWi I 77,5 >) UJ Prj < PWi | 77 > (3.28)
£ ' s[-^(Pr,,s < PA(VK)2 I v,* >)}d=
S(f-s(p v,s < p D t( V Y t)2 I 77,5 > ) \sl - { P v,s < p D iiy Y i)2 I 77,5  > ) \sl  (3.29)
s l  o  2/  s [- £ - (P v<l < pDf(V i • vy.) I v ,s  >)}ds =JsO ops
s ^ ( P n,s < pD ,V i ■ VY, I v ,s  > ) I¡1 ~ l ( P n < pD ,V i ■ | v > ) (3.30)
where groups followed by are understood to represent the difference between the 
upper and lower limiting values of the preceding term, for s tending towards the 
bounds.
The first term on the right hand side of Eqn 3.28 is equal to zero. The reason 
for this is that, either the joint PDF (Pv,s) or the conditional mean reactive scalar 
source term (< piU{ | 77,5 > ) must be zero at a bound of reactive scalar space. If 
the conditional mean source term is 11011-zero at a bound, then the reactive scalar 
can only tend to that bounding value in the limit and cannot actually reach the 
bounding value. In this case, the joint PDF at this bound is equal to zero. On the
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other hand, if the bounding conditional mean source term is zero (such as in the case 
of a. hypothetical one-step irreversible reaction), then the influence of the source term 
can be such that totally reacted chemical species can exist. In this case, the joint 
PDF value at this bound will be greater than zero.
The dissipation terms containing < pTh(VYj)2 | ?/,s > and < pD{(\/  ^ • V lj)  | 
?/,s > tend to zero in the limit as the reactive scalar s tends to either bound. The 
reasoning behind this claim is that the values of VI j, sampled at reactive scalar 
bounds, to form the conditional average terms, correspond with local extremum 
points and thus give a zero average. The s derivative term (first RHS term of Eqn 
3.29) is zero due to the fact that there can be no gradient flux of reactive species 
beyond the prescribed bounding values. Based on the arguments given above, the 
first term on the right hand side of Eqn 3.30, and all of the RHS of Eqn 3.29 can be 
dropped from further analysis.
Treatment of the remaining term from Eqn 3.25 yields,
I s o < I l p s  < V ' ~  I > ) ] d s
— (<  pD iiyzfY i  I ?/ > Pv) -  — (<  V • p(Di -  Di)YiV£ I ?/ > P7?) (3.31)
Combining Eqns 3.26-3.31 yields the expression,
0
— (< p I 77 > P^Qi) + V • (<  puYi I 77 > Pv)
- V  • (< pDi | // > VPnQi) =  Pn < pwi | ?/ > +-§^GV (3.32)
where Gr] is a conditional mean flux term given by,
Gv =  pDi(V£)2Yi | ?/ > Prj) -  2 < pD^Vt, • V li) | 77 > Pv
-  < V • p{Di -  A )F ;V £ I 7/ > Pv (3.33)
No closure approximations have been made in the derivation of Eqns 3.32 and 
3.33, they represent exact descriptions of conditional mean reactive scalar evolution 
in a turbulent nonpremixed combustion process. To understand the nature of Eqn 
(3.32), consider integrating the equation with respect to 7/ between the limits 771 and 
772. The left hand side of the resultant equation contains terms for the time rate 
of change, convection and molecular diffusion of reactive scalars located within the
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band of isopleths between / / 1 and q The right hand side of the integrated equation 
contains a reaction rate term and the difference between Gv evaluated at rp and 
i]2. This latter term describes the transport of reactive scalars beyond the bounding 
isopleths by small scale processes.
Equations 3.32 and 3.33 are unclosed, and the form of the conditional mean flux 
term G  ^ must be modelled in order to yield the conditional moment closure (CMC) 
equations. The first closure assumption that will be made here is to assume that 
the mixing field is highly turbulent, such that the influence of molecular diffusion is 
negligible compared to turbulent mixing processes. This assumption allows molecular 
diffusivities to be approximated as being equal to the diffusivity of mixture fraction 
D; =  D  ^ =  D, and allows the elimination of the differential diffusion term within 
G',?. Despite past erroneous claims to the contrary[96,97], CMC models have to 
date been unable to accurately account for the small scale transport effects resulting 
from differential molecular diffusion. A brief discussion of differential diffusion effects 
within the context of CMC modelling can be found in Chapter Nine. The assumed 
insignificance of molecular diffusion also allows the last left hand side term of Eqn 
(3.32) to be eliminated. Thus taking account of the above assumptions, Eqns 3.32 
and 3.33 can be simplified to produce:
d d— (<  p I 77 > PvQi) + V • (< puYx I T) > P71) = Pv < pu'i I 1] > -r —  Grj (3.34)
o f Olj
G„ =  2 < pD(Vi ■ VF.) I v > P, -  — (< p P (V 0 2V | V > Pn) (3-35)
Closure of the remaining terms in Gv can be approached using two different sets of 
assumptions which then lead to the same set of equations. The first, method uses a 
Brownian motion analogy for the movement of passive scalar particles in conserved 
scalar phase space and was proposed by Klimenko[6,7]. The second approach pro­
posed by Klimenko[6,7] used the concept of local similarity between conserved and 
reactive scalar fields and resembles the approach of Bilger[S,9] in many ways. The 
following sections (3.2.1, 3.2.2) describe the two closure approaches, including their 
advantages and limits of applicability.
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3.2.1 Flux Closure: Brownian Motion Analogy
Klimenko!6.7] provides a closure for the remaining terms in Eqn • 3.35) by mak­
ing an analogy between the small scale turbulent transport of a passive scalar in 
conserved scalar space, and the behaviour of small particles undergoing Brownian 
motion in physical space. Klimenko considers the movement in mixture fraction 
space of inertialess non-interacting tracer particles corresponding to some scalar Y. 
Initially (t =  to) the particles are at a fixed location in mixture fraction space £0 but 
then move around under the influence of small scale motion. According to theory 
of Kolmogorov[98] the mean square deviation in position from the initial mixture 
fraction £0 is solely a function of the elapsed time and the mean scalar dissipation 
rate,
< (£(C — £o)2 > =  a < \ > (t — to(3.36)
where a is some constant. Using Taylor’s result[99] relating particle velocity correla­
tion and mean square positional deviation,
< (i(t) -  <eo)2 > =  2 f* f  Kz(t' -  to)dt'dt' (3.37)
Jto Jto
where = <  £(t)£(to) >, Klimenko showed that the velocities of particles in mix­
ture fraction space are uncorrelated over time periods greater than the Kolmogorov 
timescale U-. In doing this, Klimenko was then able to apply the laws of Markovian 
processes to model small scale transport across isopleth surfaces.
It followed from Klimenko’s argument that, for conditionally averaged reactive 
scalars Q with chemical characteristic times greater than the Kolmogorov timescale, 
the conditional mean flux Gv could be modelled in terms of first order diffusion and 
drift components.
DOGv = Ax-^ + A2Q 3.38)
The terms Ax and A2 are universal coefficients owing to the universal nature of 
small scale turbulence dynamics. The nature of the universal coefficients can be 
determined from the simplest case of Eqns 3.34 and 3.35. that is for statistically 
stationary homogeneous turbulence for an inert scalar Q that is simply a function 
of mixture fraction Q(rj) — a\i] +  «2 where cq and <22 are constants. For the case of 
ci\ =  0. Eqns 3.34, 3.35 and 3.16 (excluding molecular diffusion effects) yield,
A 2
ld _
2 dr] ( <  PXI V >  p n) (3.39)
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wheras the a-2 =  0  case yields.
-L  = j  < PX I V >  P v
The resultant closure equation for Gv is,
1 dQ I d
Gv =  2  <  PX I P > Pv-q^ ~ PX \ P > Pv)Q
which when incorporated into Eqn 3.34 gives,
d— (< p | 77 > PvQi) +  V • (< puYi | 77 > Prj) =  Pv < pWi | 77 >
+ l i , [< p x U >  p'lO f ~ Q% (< px 1"  >  p ”)]
3.40)
(3.41)
(3-42)
Decomposing the conditional velocity reactive scalar correlation < puYt | 77 > to give 
< PH | P > Qi+ < pu'y; | 77 >, and taking account of Eqn 3.16 yields one form of the 
CMC equations:
dQi
< P I 77 > . < pu I 77 > N7Qi = <  pwi | 77 >
1 , 1 v- / / I+ 0  < PX I P > ~ ' (< PlU/t I 7? > Pv)dp‘ Pn (3.43)
In practical applications the final term on the right hand side of the equation is usu­
ally assumed to be negligible. Exceptions to this assumption occur, for example, in 
lifted diffusion flames. The Brownian motion flux closure approximations leading to 
the CMC equation (Eqn 3.43) are only strictly applicable in cases of locally homoge­
neous turbulence. This is a result of employing Kolmogorov theory [98] in the closure 
argument, which ignores large local fluctuations in instantaneous strain and scalar 
dissipation rates. Despite the fact that anisotropy can be present at smaller scales 
the assumption of local isotropy is widely used, particularly in one-point turbulence 
models [1 0 0 ].
3.2.2 Flux Closure: Local Field Similarity
Klimenko’s second flux closure method is somewhat easier to grasp than the Brownian 
motion analogy and very nearly resembles Bilger's closure approach. To illustrate 
the closure method, the substitution (see below) of Bilger 8,9] will be employed for 
the terms within Gv.
Yi(x,t) =  Q i(x ,t,p ) +  yi (3.44)
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Klimenko[6,7] assumes that perturbations yl from the conditional mean are small 
enouedi to be linearly approximated by a first order power series expansion about 
the mean. Further, by rationalizing that these small perturbations are statistically 
independent, from the large scale fluctuations which determine local scalar dissipation 
rate levels, it was claimed that:
< p D iS ify i  | 77 0 (3.45)
< pD(V£ • Vyt) I 77 0  (3.46)
Substituting Eqn 3.44 into the conditional mean flux equation (Ecpi 3.35) whilst 
taking the above argument into account yields,
Gv = <  p D ( V 0 2 | V > ~ P ,  -  Q , C ( <  p D ( V ( f  | V > p n) (3-47)
which can be seen to be an identical result to that derived earlier using the Brownian 
motion analogy (Eqn 3.41).
The resulting equation is an identity for any scalars that are explicit functions 
of mixture fraction alone, such as in the case of passive scalar mixing or in fast 
chemistry approximations. Unlike the earlier Brownian motion analogy, this local 
field similarity approximation does not constrain chemical timescales to be greater 
than the Kolmogorov turbulent time scale U-- However. Klimenko’s assumptions 
require the magnitude of conditional scalar variance < y2 | // > to be small in order 
for them to be valid. In other words, the level of similarity between the conserved 
and reacting scalar fields must be good.
Bilger[8,9] does not explicitly assume any such local field similarity, rather the 
conditional deviation terms of Gv are collected, together with deviation terms arising 
elsewhere in the CMC equation (see for example the final term of Eqn 3.43), into a 
cleviational error term < ey | 7/ >. It is then assumed that the error term makes a 
negligible contribution to the overall CMC equation shown below.
< P I 7? >
0Qt
dt < pu \rj >  -VQ, = <  pwx I l] > A -  < p\ I // >  
+ < ey I 77 > + < eç I 77 >
d2Qj
dij2
(3.48)
Note that < eQ | 77 > is a collection of terms involving spatial derivatives of condi­
tional means and is assumed to be negligible at high Reynolds number. I11 contrast
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to the assumptions of Klimenko, the assumption of < ey | ?/ > ~  0 seems to hold 
even in some cases of quite large conditional variance < yf | // >[34], The reason for 
this is as yet unclear, but Bilger[101J suggests that although the individual compo­
nents of <  ey j // >  are significant, their net effect is small. Appropriate constraints 
upon the validity of Bilger's assumptions are the subject of ongoing numerical and 
experimental investigations[101].
3.2.3 Chemical Closure Approximations
Closure of the conditionally averaged chemical production term is achieved by assum­
ing that <  pw{ | 7] > ~ <  p | 77 >  W{{Qi, . . . ,  Qn) where there are n reactive scalars. 
In contrast to first order chemical closure for unconditional moment methods (see 
section 2.2.2), this closure approximation is accurate for nonpremixed combustion, 
provided it is not verging on extinction[8,34,96,102,103,104,105].
Unlike Bilger's zero-< ey | 7/ >  assumption above (section 3.2.2), the chemical 
closure approximation definitely requires <  yf | 77 >  to be small. The definition 
of ’small’ is determined by the desired model accuracy, and the particulars of the 
chemical reaction rates particpating in the formation of each species. Bilger[97] has 
derived Taylor series expansions for mean chemical reaction rates as functions of the 
means and variances of the contributing reactive scalars. These expansions are useful 
in determining the sensitivity of mean reaction rates, that are evaluated only in terms 
of mean reactive scalars, to different levels of conditional variance.
In cases where conditional mean chemical production rates cannot be closed 
using mean values conditioned upon mixture fraction alone, closure could be affected 
by either conditioning upon mixture fraction and a reaction progress variable, or by 
employing conditional variance terms. The former method is recommended for cases 
where local extinction and ignition may be present, whilst the latter may be required 
for predicting product yields from very high activation energy reactions (such as nitric 
oxide formation via the Zeldovich mechanism). Klimenko[7] and Li and Bilger[106] 
have derived appropriate expressions for the evolution of conditional variance which 
have been tested for isothermal chemical reactions in grid generated turbulence[106].
Both first order doubly conditional closures and second order singly conditional 
closures are beyond the immediate scope of this thesis. Some comments will be made
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later regarding the future development of these approaches.
3.3 Premixed Model
In premixed turbulent combustion, chemical reactants are assumed to be uniformly
mixed before undergoing reaction. Instantaneous fluctuations in chemical yield result 
from turbulent transport between burnt and unburnt fluid. By selecting a condition­
ing variable which describes the instantaneous degree of reactedness. scatter caused 
by variation in reactedness is eliminated from the conditionally averaged statistics.
and Nhsad_u is the sensible enthalpy difference between adiabatic equilibrium and 
unburnt conditions. It can be seen that in the absence of radiation losses, c is bounded 
by zero and unity since standardized enthalpy is then a conserved scalar. However, 
when radiation losses are present, c will vary monotonically from an unburnt state 
c =  0. to near unity for peak temperature zones, and on to c > 1 values for radiatively 
cooled burnt product zones.
The maximum possible reaction progress variable in radiatively cooled cases is 
reached when the burnt products have the same temperature as their surroundings. 
The advantage of using a reaction progress variable such as the one defined here is 
that it allows post flamefront formation of kinetically limited species (such as nitric 
oxide) to be investigated. Note that standardized li and sensible hs enthalpies are 
related by the sum of the enthalpies of formation hlyo of the species present.
A number of reaction progress variables (RPVs) can be devised for multi-species 
chemical systems, but the RPV that will be employed here is based on specific stan­
dardized h and sensible enthalpy hs. The reaction progress variable c, defined below, 
describes the instantaneous degree of reactedness for a global reaction scheme with 
radiation loss[97].
(3.49)
where Ti is defined by,
0  = hs -  2h (3.50)
n
h =  h‘ +  E 3.51)
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so that 0  can be more conveniently written as
Q =  - [h  +  ¿ (^ .o V ) ]  (3.52)
1 =  1
Using the instantaneous equation for species mass fraction Y{ (Eqn 3.18) and the 
following instantaneous equation for standardized enthalpy /i,
dh
p— + pu-Vh = V ■ (pDhVh) +  pSh (3.53)
the instantaneous equation for the RPV c can be constructed by linear superposition 
according to Eqn 3.51, assuming uniform molecular diffusivity Dz =  D  ^ = D.
dcp—  +  pu • Vc =  V • (pDVc ) + pSc (3.54)
The source term Sc is defined as,
s c =  at s"" [Sh +  ¿ ( ^ ) ]  (3-55)
/^ ‘nad-u i=l
As with the nonpremixed derivation of Section 3.2 , the derivation of the pre­
mixed PDF equation for c begins by introducing a function T which is defined in 
terms of a Dirac delta function below.
T (C ,£ ,0  =  S(c(x,t) ~  C) (3.56)
As before (see Section 3.2 ), the probability density function P;- for the RPV is related 
to T by averaging over the ensemble of independent realizations.
P( (C , x , t ) = < T ( ( , x , t )  > (3.57)
Using the properties of Dirac delta functions under differentiation (see Eqns 3.12- 
3.14) the following equation can be derived.
r)T Q r)r 3
p - ^ + p u - V r - V i p D V T )  = - — [T(p— +pu-'Vc) —
(3.58)
Taking Eqn 3.54 into account yields,
3T ¿P 3
P ^ + p u - V T -  V ■ (pDVT) = - ~ ( T p D ( V c f )  -  - ( T PSC) (3.59)
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which when averaged over the ensemble gives the PDF equation for c,
< p 1C > < pu I C > -VPC = v • (< pD ;  > vpj
cT d
- g ^ ( <  P-D(Vc)2 \ t > P ( ) ~  g i ( <  pSc 1C > Pi) (3.60)
In contrast to PDF equations for conserved scalars, Eqn 3.GO contains a source term 
in addition to convective, diffusive and dissipative terms. The RPV PDF equation 
is useful in determining the form and magnitude of conditionally averaged reactive 
scalar dissipation profiles < pP (V c)2 | (  > given the PDFs at points of interest within 
the reaction system. Equation 3.60 will be employed in this capacity in subsequent 
chapters.
Derivation of the premixed CMC equations employs the techniques described 
earlier in Section 3.2, in that the joint PDF P^s for a reactive scalar mass fraction Y{ 
and reaction progress variable c is related to a function composed of two independent 
Dirac delta functions.
<p(C,s,x,t) =  6(Yi(x,t) -  s)6(c(x,t) -  o  (3.61)
Pc,s((,s,x,t) = <  <p((,s,x,t) >  (3.62)
As in Section 3.2, the joint PDF equation can be derived by forming an evolution 
equation for <p from the properties of Dirac delta functions, followed by averaging the 
equation over the ensemble of independent realizations (taking Eqns 3.18 and 3.54 
into account).
dP-< p \ ( , s  > + V • (< pu\ ( , s  > PCs) -  V • (<  pD | £.s > VPC.S) =
A  A
-  —[< pwiI c,S >P(,s + g;(< |C - >
+ 2 — (< pD(Vc-  Vl't) | > P(,a)] ~ ^ [ <  pSc | > PCs
+ — ( < p D ( V c f \ C , s > P (tS)}
(3.63)
By multiplying Eqn 3.63 through by s and then integrating both sides with respect 
to the reactive scalar dimension yields,
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o
<  p 1C > fr (Q * P 'c.) +  v  • (<  ¿my; | c > ^c) -  v  • (<  p d  IC > V Q t-pc) =
, * „  d G c+ < pw{ | C > Pc H— (3.64)
where for premixed cases Q[ is the conditional average mass fraction for species i 
(Qi = < Y i  | £ > ), and G  ^ is the conditional mean flux term given below.
G ( = 2 <  pD(S7c■ VYi) | C > Pc -g^ {<  | f  >  P( )~  < pS cY, | C > P(
(3.65)
Closure of the flux term G  ^ requires the decomposition suggested by Bilger[S],
Y i(x ,t) =  Q i(x ,t , ( )  +  yi (3.66)
to be substituted into Eqn 3.65 to give Eqn 3.67.
Gc =  2 <  p D ( V c f  I C >  Q p Q iP c) -  p D (V c)2 I C >  Q iP ()~  <  pS c | c > QiP<
O  p  c\
+ 2 <  p D (V c  ■ Vy.) I c >  -  p D (V c)2y, | C > P<)
-  < p s cy{ I C >  Pc +  2 < p(V c • V Q i) I C > P c. (3.67)
After substituting Eqn 3.67 into Eqn 3.64, whilst taking account of Eqn 3.60, the 
following is obtained:
dQi
< p C > -x— + < PM. C > -VQi = <  pWi C >ot
+  < PD ( V c f  | (  >
~b<^ ey l C - > T < e g | £ >  (3.6b)
Where all terms containing yt are collected within the deviational group < e y \ £ > .
1 c) P d
< e y \(  > =  — [2 < pD{ V c • Vy,) | £ > ~  ^ r (<  p D (V c)2y; | £ > Pc)
- V  • (<  puyt | C > PC) ] -  < pScyi | C > (3.69)
and < eg | £ > contains the unclosed Qi term from Eqn 3.67,
< eg | (  > =  < p(V c • V Q i )  I £ > + V  • (<  pD  | £ >  YQiPc.) (3-70)
The equations which must be derived for conditional mean standardized enthalpy Qh 
are analogous to the equations given above for conditionally averaged species mass
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fractions Qn except that the source term Si, describes a ra~e of energy loss instead of 
a chemical production rate wt. The conditional mean reactive scalar equations given 
above for premixed combustion are essentially identical to those derived earlier by 
Bilger[8], and by Mantel and Bilger[107].
3.3.1 Closure Approximations
Closure of the conditionally averaged source terms within Eqn 3.6S is achieved by 
evaluating the relevant instantaneous expressions in terms of conditionally averaged 
reactive scalar values. This is analogous to the chemical closure described for the 
nonpremixed CMC equations (see section 3.2.3). and is likewise subject to the con­
straint that conditional variances < yj | C > be small. Bilger[97] defines ’small1 as 
meaning that the effect of conditional variance terms, in the Taylor series expansions 
of any participating chemical reactions, is within arbitrary tolerances.
Compared to the equivalent nonpremixed conditional moment closure equation 
(Eqn 3.48), the magnitudes of the various terms of Eqns 3.68, 3.69 are not well 
known. It appears that the premixed CMC equation is no better suited to modelling 
general cases of turbulent premixed combustion than other methods, since the diffi­
culty in modelling flame surface effects (see section 2.3) is manifested in determining 
accurate closures for < ey | C > terms. Closure of the final two terms on the right 
hand side of Eqn 3.69 seems very difficult since velocity-RPY and RPY-source term 
correlations will depend on flame front proximity and topology. The same can be 
said for determining accurate values of conditional mean reactive scalar dissipation 
< pZ)(Vc)2 | C > at points in physical space.
However, it is possible to develop the CMC model for a restricted class of tur­
bulent premixecl combustion problems where the spatial dependence of various terms 
is assumed to be small. By either assuming there is no dependence[97] or by volume 
averaging to get approximate values, it should be possible to gain useful information 
regarding chemical outputs without having to predict turbulent flame front dynamics. 
Bilger[97] suggests that a valid regime for this approximation exists for one dimen­
sional flame zones at high Reynolds number but with moderate Damkohler number 
3). In this investigation, a steady state turbulent premixed reactor model is pro­
posed. Averaged conditional mixing statistics are determined from volume averaged
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forms of Eqn 3.00, given that inlet and outlet area averaged RPY PDFs and reactor 
residence times are known. This reactor model can oe thought of as a. turbulent pre­
mixed generalization of the well known Perfectly Stirred Reactor (PSR), which was 
originally used in the study of chemical kinetics[10S . Under similar reactor assump­
tions but using different modelling methods, useful results have been obtained for 
simulated lean-premixed gas turbine combustor systems[92,93]. The further simplifi­
cation of CMC equations for the specific case of a PTURCEL (Premixed TPrbulent 
Peactor Calculation with Energy Loss) is delayed to Chapter 8.
3.4 Summary
In this chapter, Conditional Moment Closure equations have been derived for both 
nonpremixed and premixed turbulent combustion. The basic concept behind CMC 
methods is to reduce the variance of conditionally averaged statistics as much as 
possible through the judicious choice of as few conditional statements as possible. 
Since each additional conditional statement increases the problem dimensionality by 
one, it is important to choose conditioning variables appropriate to each case under 
investigation.
For nonpremixed combustion without extinction, conditioning upon mixture 
fraction alone is usually sufficient to reduce conditional variances so that first order 
closure of chemical reaction terms is accurate. Although the resultant CMC equations 
are identical, Bilger[8,9] and Ivlimenko[6,7 employ different closure assumptions in 
their derivation. Klimenko’s Brownian motion analogy is strictly applicable to cases 
where the turbulence is locally isotropic and all scalars have chemical timescales 
longer than the Kolmogorov timescale of the turbulence. This method does not 
require there to be any similarity between reactive and conserved scalar mixing fields. 
Bilger’s closure method does not explicitly require any similarity to be present despite 
being derived along similar lines to Klimenko’s second closure method which does 
require local similarity. Numerical experiments have borne out the ability of Bilger’s 
derivation to function in situations where there is minimal local similarity. The reason 
behind this ability is the subject of ongoing investigation.
A general turbulent premixed combustion model has been derived using a CMC
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methodology similar to that used for nonpremixed combu-'ion. It. contrast to the 
nonpremixed CMC derivation, the premixed case is much more difficult to close, 
with a number of terms being very strongly dependent on unknown *urbulent flame 
front dynamics. Development of this model is currently limited to 'he special case 
of a steady premixed turbulent reactor where conditional mean reactive scalars are 
spatially independent. This case will be addressed in Chapter 8.
In addition to the CMC equations, probability density function equations have 
been given for the appropriate conditioning variables in each case, namely mixture 
fraction £ and reaction progress variable c. These latter equations have an important 
part to play in that they can be used to determine the conditionally averaged mixing 
statistics required by each set of CMC equations.
Chapter 4
Imperfectly Stirred Reactors
In this chapter, the CMC method is applied to the specific case of steady turbulent 
nonpremixed reactors. These Imperfectly Stirred Reactors (ISRs) are characterised 
as reaction zones where conditionally averaged reactive scalars are not dependent on 
spatial position or time. An ISR can be viewed as a nonpremixed generalisation of 
the better known PSR (Perfectly Stirred Reactor), and is naturally suited to steady 
state reactor modelling applications where there is significant reactant unmixedness.
Perfectly stirred reactors originally arose in the course of study of chemical ki­
netics. Based on experimental devices such as continously-stirred-flow tank reactors 
these PSR models emulate steady chemical reactions occuring in a contained vol­
ume where, ideally, reactants are uniformly mixed before entering the reactor[108]. 
Perfectly stirred reactor methods have been used in various circumstances to model 
carbon monoxide ( C O )  levels in methane flames[109], reactions in turbulent shear 
layers[110.111], core zones of turbulent jet diffusion flames 112], pollutant forma­
tion within internal combustion engines[113], and emissions from gas-turbine-like 
combustors[114,115], to name but a few.
In many cases these PSR models have been applied to essentially nonpremixed 
combustion processes with the rationale, that for the region under investigation, the 
reactants are very well mixed[110Tll,112,115]. The degree of mixedness prior to 
reaction is not certain, and at best these applications of PSR methods are only rough 
approximations. Residual turbulent mixing of the reactants as the reaction progresses 
has a substantial effect on chemical yield, as mixing and reaction processes can be 
coupled. A simple model is required for cases where reactants are not perfectly mixed
42
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so that these turbulence-chemistry interactions can be accounted for.
Recently, a class of Partially Stirred Reactor (PaSR) models have been devel­
oped for premixed[92,93,94] and nonpremixed[116] combustion applications. These 
methods involve stochastic PaSR simulations where solutions are determined through 
the evolution of the reactive scalar joint probability density function (PDF), via 
Monte Carlo techniques. Whilst these methods have yielded promising results, they 
are computationally intensive[93], and incorporate the traditional difficulties encoun­
tered when modelling molecular transport in joint PDF methods[116] (see also Section 
2.2.2).
By employing an ISR (CMC) method, complex chemical systems can be mod­
elled at a small fraction of the computational cost incurred by the PaSR approach, 
and much of the difficulty involved in modelling molecular transport is obviated. 
The CMC equations derived for ISR applications are the simplest of all nonpremixed 
applications, and serve as an ideal testbed for the development of submodels and 
implementation strategies for use with more complicated applications.
The remainder of this chapter is sectioned as follows. Section 4.1 contains 
the derivation of the ISR equations from the general CMC equations of Section 
3.2. Section 4.2 analyzes the conditional mixing statistics of the ISR model, and the 
following section (4.3) discusses these statistics in connection with model applicability 
to combustion systems of practical interest. In the following chapter, the results of 
parametric studies of the ISR model are presented for both hydrogen and methane 
combustion systems. Some discussion of ISR behaviour and applications is delayed 
to the end of Chapter 5, following the presentation of the study findings.
4.1 ISR Equation Derivation
For the purposes of this analysis, an Imperfectly Stirred Reactor (ISR) is conceptu­
alized as being a volume (V ) of statistically stationary turbulent mixing where all 
reactive scalar statistics, averaged conditonally upon mixture fraction, are spatially 
independent. The mixture fraction field may not be homogeneous however, and the 
conditionally averaged reactive scalar profiles at the reactor inlet (Qlt0 ( 7 / ) )  are not 
necessarily the same as those elsewhere in the reactor (Q,(//))• Streams of fuel and
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oxidizer are introduced to the ISR through an inlet area or areas {Ain) and mixed 
products are removed via an outlet area or areas [Aout). The possibility of partial 
mixing of fuel and oxidizer prior to entering the ISR is not ruled out arid will be 
discussed at a later stage of the derivation.
Following the derivation of the preceding chapter, the ISR equations are most 
easily produced by operating upon the nonpremixed CMC equation that retains 
explicit reference to the mixture fraction PDF (Eqn 3.42). By integrating Eqn 3.42 
across the core volume V for stationary turbulence, and making use of the divergence 
theorem, the following equation results.
A-out {  <4 P%L | P A P-qQ i} outlet d . tn | <C pil_ | 7J PqQi,o} inlet —
V {{P v(< pwi I p >  + \ <  px  | p > -  lQ i£ p (<  PX I V > A ) } }  (4.1)
In Eqn. (4.1), single braces represent quantities averaged over inlet or outlet areas 
Ain, Aoui of the reactor and double braces represent quantities averaged over the 
volume V of the reactor.
r „ I f
(4.2)
-1
^III*** (4.3)
The averaged evolution equation (Eqn 4.1) can be simplified given the definition of 
an ISR, which states that all conditional reactive scalar statistics are uniform within 
the ISR.
Q i-A out { <^ . PU. | P A  P q }  outlet Q i ,0 J^ i n \ <X pU_ \ 1] P  ^}  inlet —
r[{{-P„}} < pw,  \ v > + | { { p, < p\  I >? > } } f 4  - px  I v > C ,})!4-4)
Volume averaging of the conditionally averaged conservation equation for the 
PDF of mixture fraction (Eqn 3.16), in conjunction with the divergence theorem 
yields,
1 ¿)2
■A-out { PIL | P A Pq'} outlet A in { <C pit_ \ p Pq'] inlet — y (V PX \ P -'■> Pq } }
(4.5)
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Given that there is no variation of conditional means across the inlet and outlet 
area(s ' and throughout the reactor core, the above result can be used to further 
simplify Eqn 4.4.
Qi — Qi,c
{ P v } inlet _  { {P 77}} I f f  i -, -, d 2Q i .
< pWi| V > + ^ { {<  I > (4.6)
The symbol {P~} denotes a mass flow rate weighted mixture fraction PDF defined
by,
{P ; }  =  4-{Pj) < pu\rj > } (4.7)m
m is the total mass flow rate through the reactor, and the reactor residence time rr 
is given by,
(4.8)m
Since the mean density { {p }}  is not known a priori, it is initially estimated from 
chemical equilibrium data, and then updated as the solution converges towards the 
steady state. The estimated value of mean density changes by only a small fraction 
during the course of computation.
The boundary conditions on Qi, in Eqn 4.6, are that it is equal to the pure fuel 
and oxidizer values for (?/ =  1 , 0), and all source and scalar transport terms are zero 
at these bounds. As was indicated in Section 3.2.3, closure of the chemical production 
rate term
< Wi | // > is achieved by evaluating the instantaneous Arhenius rate expressions in 
terms of conditionally averaged reactive species and temperature. The corresponding 
equation for the evolution of conditional mean standardized enthalpy Q  ^ can be seen 
to be,
/ / O  y o  N { -^7J }  inlet { { -P*T7 } }  r C | I ^ r r  | i r O(Qh -  Qh,o)------ —  = -ff Vl < pSh I V > + y { {<  P\ I P (4.9)Tr { { p } }  2 d lf
where the source term < pSh \ p > is a conditional mean rate of radiative energy 
loss. This term is also evaluated using conditional mean reactive scalar values.
It is clear from Eqn 4.5, that the evolution of the mixture fraction PDF from 
inlet to outlet of the ISR determines the magnitude and form of the core averaged 
conditional mean scalar dissipation rate { {<  px \ >}}•
{ { <  PX I >1 > } }  =  ~ 7 ' { { p } } [J0 S0 “  { p n"}inletdifdij'] (4.10)
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The bounding conditions used in Eqn 4.10 are that { {<  p\ / / > } }  =  0 at r/ =  
0. 1. Xote that this equation is overdeterminecl in that the slopes of { {<  p\ | ?/ > } }  
are also supposed to be zero at the bounds[117]. It is considered more important to 
insure zero bounding values rather than zero bounding slopes of { { <  px \ p > } } .
If the PDFs include end intermittencies, that is delta function contributions at 
Tj =  0, 1, then it is not possible to ensure both zero value and zero slope boundary 
conditions. For PDFs with end intermittencies, Eqn 4.10 must have an additional 
right hand side term (Ci(?7)) appended that is equal to the difference between the 
// =  0 intermittencies (70) integrated across mixture fraction space.
Clip) =  / /p \ \ [{7o } outlet -  {To} inleth (4.11)
It can be seen from Eqn 4.6 that the form of the inlet weighted PDF of mixture 
fraction determines the significance of the conditional mean difference in reactive 
scalar values across the reactor. For regions of mixture fraction space where the inlet 
PDF is zero, the conditional mean difference term has no influence on the solution. 
Only those portions of the inlet conditional mean reactive scalar profiles, where the 
inlet PDF is nonzero, need be specified. In the limiting case of pure fuel and oxidizer 
input streams to the ISR, the inlet PDF takes on the following form.
{P;}.met =  ( l - f ) % )  +  e«(l -  r , ) (4.12)
where £ is the mean mixture fraction and is determined by the oxidizer mass flow 
rate mox and the fuel mass flow rate rhju (which sum to give the total mass flow rate 
m) as follows:
£ =  (l +  ^ ) - i  (4.13)
rnju
In these instances, the inlet conditional mean reactive scalar profile need not be 
specified at all for non-bounding values of mixture fraction. The following CMC 
equations apply in this case for non-bounding mixture fractions,
<pw i \r1> +^{{< px I p = 0 (4-14)
< pSh | ?] > +^{{< px I n = 0 (4-15)
where the conditional mean scalar dissipation is determined by the following.
{{< PX I V >}} = (4.16)
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The governing reactive scalar equations for the pure-inlet ISR (Eqns 4.14. 4.15) 
bear a remarkable resemblance to the steady equations used to model turbulent 
flames burning in a flamelet regime. Given this resemblance, it is plausible to expect 
there to be applicability constraints on the pure-inlet ISR equations that are akin 
to those relating to flamelet models[28]. This seems to be the case, it will be seen 
later that one of the constraints on usage of the above equations is that conditional 
mean scalar dissipation must not exhibit such spatial dependence so as to cause 
large spatial dependence in the conditionally averaged reactive scalar fields. This is 
somewhat analogous to the definition of the flamelet regime in turbulent combus­
tion, where scalar dissipation within the width of the flamelet reaction zone must be 
approximately uniform (see Section 2.2.1).
Wherever the conditional mean reactive scalar fields exhibit substantial spatial 
dependence, the ISR model cannot be used with confidence. Examples of systems 
where this spatial dependence probably exists include those with very strong spatial 
variations in conditional mean scalar dissipation rates and those with significant 
spatial flow development. In either of these exceptional cases, the ISR method may 
still be applied as a rough approximation.
A more accurate means of treating a reactor system with strong spatial depen­
dence is to arbitrarily partition the reactor into spatially uniform zones and treat each 
zone with its own ISR. In this way, output statistics from pure-inlet ISR calculations 
or measurements, are passed as inlet parameters to subsequent calculations (using 
Eqns 4.6, 4.9 and 4.10) in the ISR 'chain1. Interconnected zone modelling of a similar- 
type, using PSRs, has been applied in the past to gas turbine combustors[114.115] 
and spark ignition engines[113].
Whether it is used in a chain or individually, the maximum departure from 
spatial homogeneity that can be tolerated within an ISR calculation is difficult to 
quantify in a generic sense. This issue will be discussed in the following sections.
Aside from spatial independence constraints, the use of singly conditioned CMC 
methods in the ISR implementation limit the model to cases where the combustion 
system is devoid of extinction behaviour (see Section 3.2.3). The similarity between 
Eqn 4.14 and laminar flamelet equations, allows extinction conditions for the latter to 
be used as a guide to the extinction conditions for the pure-inlet ISR model. Impor-
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taut differences between the ISR and flamelet equations, such as different treatment 
of molecular diffusivity and different scalar dissipation profiles, cloud this analogy to 
some extent.
4.2 Analysis of Mixing Statistics
The mixing behaviour of the ISR model is determined by four inputs, namely the 
weighted mixture fraction probability density functions at the reactor inlet {P*}inlet 
and outlet {P * }outlet-> the core averaged PDF { { } } ,  and the residence time of the 
reactor. Whilst the former three determine both the magnitude and shape of the con­
ditional mean scalar dissipation profile within the reactor, the latter merely influences 
the magnitude of the scalar dissipation.
To illustrate the effects of inlet-outlet PDF form on conditional mean scalar 
mixing, as dictated by Eqn 4.10, it is useful to introduce the nondimensional variable 
P ,
U p  l b .  1 rv rr\'
Pin) =  { {<  PX I n > } }  9y , \ /  2 = ---- T o  /  i Pv"}outlet -  {P*}inletdr/"dr]'] (4.17)d l d K  Jo J °
where afn is a scaling factor equal to the maximum mixture fraction variance £(1 — £). 
It can be seen that when R(rj) is integrated across the width of mixture fraction space, 
the result is identically equal to to the fractional change in mixture fraction variance 
through the reactor. Thus the variable P(//) can be thought of as the conditional 
mean contribution at 7/ to this fractional decrement in variance. In this form, the 
conditional mean variance decrement R(n) henceforth simply referred to as variance 
decrement, does not include the effects of the core averaged PDF or reactor residence 
time.
In Figure 4.1, variance decrement profiles are plotted in mixture fraction space 
for a variety of inlet and outlet PDF combinations. In the figure, the inlet and 
outlet PDFs have a clipped Gaussian form and a mean mixture fraction of £ = 0.028 
(corresponding to the stoichiometric mixture fraction for hydrogen combustion in 
air). There is no need to use assumed form PDFs in practice, instead it is more 
likely that PDFs will be derived from measurement or computational fluid dynamics 
(CFD) calculations. However, for the generic cases studied here clipped Gaussian 
PDFs are an appropriate representation. The mixture fraction PDFs used in Fig.
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Figure 4.1: Conditional mean variance decrement R(r]) versus mixture fraction for 
different inlet-outlet PDF combinations. In each case annotations denote outlet un- 
mixedness as a fraction of inlet unmixedness where the inlet unmixednesses are for 
each part: a) 13 =  1.0, b) O = 0.5. c) 13 = 0.1
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4.1 are described in terms of their unmixedness, where unmixeclnes- 13 is defined
below.
13 (4.18)
Unmixedness can be seen to be the ratio of actual variance to maximum possible 
variance, and thus is bounded by zero and unity.
From Fig. 4.1 it is evident that irrespective of inlet unmixedness, decreasing 
levels of outlet unmixedness cause the peak of the variance decrement profile to 
increase in value and shift in mixture fraction space from rich zones towards the 
mean mixture fraction. For the pure-inlet case (inlet 13 =  1.0) the variance decrement 
profile asymptotically approaches a triangular shape with its upper vertex located 
at R{ 7]) =  1.0 and ?/ =  £, as the outlet unmixedness tends to zero[103]. In all cases 
the integral under the 7?(77) profile is equal to the fractional decrease in mixture 
fraction variance between the inlet and outlet of the ISR. Decreasing levels of inlet 
unmixedness tend to shift the locations of the profile peaks closer towards the mean 
mixture fraction and the increase peak values.
The form of the conditional mean scalar dissipation profile is also influenced by 
the core averaged mixture fraction PDF. The core averaged PDF must necessarily 
have a variance that lies between the values of the inlet and outlet mixture fraction 
variances. The influence of the core averaged mixture fraction PDF { { } }  upon 
conditional mean scalar dissipation can be seen in Fig. 4.2, for cases corresponding 
to the same inlet-outlet PDF combinations as in Fig. 4.1.
In Fig. 4.2, the conditional mean scalar dissipation profiles have been calculated 
using core averaged clipped Gaussian PDFs with core averaged means and variances 
that are equal to the outlet means and variances in each case. There is no requirement 
for these variances to be equal, and in the presence of strong recirculation the core 
variance can be substantially greater than the outlet variance.
Furthermore, despite the simple clipped Gaussian PDFs used in this analysis 
the form of the core averaged PDF can be very much different with higher valued 
tails, shifted mean values, multiple-modality and so on. Future ISR investigations 
will determine the form of typical core averaged PDFs determined from experimental 
measurement and CFD calculation in laboratory and industrial reactors. Indeed, 
tailoring core averaged PDFs in real reactors to match the optimum form determined
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Figure 4.2: Conditional mean scalar dissipation rate versus mixture fraction for a 
residence time of one second. Cases and annotation are the same as for Fig. 4.1
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from ISR calculations may prove useful in practical design and modification processes.
Due to the exceedingly small values that can occur in the core averaged PDFs, 
the resultant { {<  p\ | V > } }  values can be very large indeed, however at all points 
in mixture fraction space the profiles remain finite and furthermore are identically 
zero at ij =  0,1. The general behaviour of conditional mean scalar dissipation and 
i?,-like functions are discussed at length by Klimenko and Bilger[117].
The conditional mean scalar dissipation profiles of Fig. 4.2 all have the same 
basic form. In contrast with the variance decrement profile variations of Fig. 4.1, 
variations in the core averaged PDF can cause scalar dissipation changes of many 
orders of magnitude. Increasingly mono-modal core averaged PDFs give rise to the 
observed high valued zones in the scalar dissipation profiles at low probability mixture 
fractions. It can be seen that scalar dissipation variation with mixture fraction is 
relatively small in zones with similarly high probabilities.
In general, increased fractional reduction in unmixedness through an ISR leads 
to a reduction in the width of the scalar dissipation plateau in high probability 
mixture fraction space, and a decrease in the magnitude of scalar dissipation upon 
the plateau. Agreement to within an order of magnitude is found between different 
inlet PDF cases with the same core averaged PDF (see for example. 1/4 curve for 
13 =  1.0 case and 1/2 curve for 13 =  0.5 case), again indicating the dominant role of 
the core averaged PDF in determining { {<  p\ | r) >} } .
In a sense, the inlet PDF unmixedness influences the core averaged PDF un­
mixedness in that the core averaged variance is constrained to be less than or equal to 
the inlet averaged variance. This constraint is manifested in Fig. 4.2 for the 13 = 0.1 
case where the low variance core averaged PDFs lead to particularly narrow and low 
valued scalar dissipation plateaux. In the 1/32 reduction curve for the <3 =  0.1 case, 
the influence of the core PDF peak shifting to the mean mixture fraction is evident 
from the formation of a scalar dissipation trough.
From the definitions for the averaged PDFs given in Section 4.1 it is clear that 
the core averaged PDF {{-Pr;}} is not constrained to have the same mean value as 
the inlet and outlet PDFs. Indeed its structure will typically be quite different since 
unlike the other two PDFs it is not weighted by mass flow rate. If the assumption 
that conditional mean mass flow rate is uniform across mixture fraction space, is
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abandoned then it is difficult, to predict what kind of variations might be encountered 
in practice. This difficulty arises from the fact that the conditional mean mass flow 
rate depends both upon the conditional mean mass flux (< pu | // >), and the 
conditional mean area through which the flux passes.
A rationale for the assumption of a uniform mass flow rate profile, is that 
decreases in density resulting from heat release are accompanied by corresponding 
increases in conditional mean flux area with little or no changes to conditional mean 
velocity. In practical applications of ISR modelling, these questions of the influence 
of mass flow rate weighting will be resolved through experimental measurement or 
supplementary CFD calculations. A parametric study of the influences, upon condi­
tional mean scalar dissipation, of using core averaged and area averaged (mass flow 
rate weighted) PDFs of different form is planned in the near future.
4.3 Model Applicability
In section 4.1, the constraints on the validity of the ISR model were stated, namely 
that the conditional mean reactive scalar fields should not depend on location or 
time. It was further stated that in order to effect a first order closure of chemical 
source terms using a CMC method, conditionally averaged reactive scalar variances 
should be small (see Section 3.2.3). Thus reactors displaying extinction and ignition 
behaviour must be precluded from the ISR analyses presented here.
Reactors with substantial flow development from inlet to outlet, such as where 
there is minimal fluid recirculation, are prone to display significant conditional mean 
reactive scalar dependence on position. If this is the case, a single ISR is an inap­
propriate model. It is difficult to conceive of a physical reactor where a decrease 
in unmixedness 15 of more than an order of magnitude can be present from inlet to 
outlet without there necessarily being substantial flow development. Consequently, 
it is perhaps unrealistic to expect that scalar dissipation profiles like those in Fig. 
4.2 corresponding to large unmixedness reductions (eg: 1/32 reduction example) will 
be encountered in practice. Rather it is more appropriate that large unmixedness 
reductions in steady nonpremixed reactors be treated by ISR chains, where each 
calculation in the chain accounts for a more modest O reduction.
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An effective means of testing the validity of applying an ISR model to a zone 
within a target reactor, is to ensure that core averaged statistics are not unduly 
sensitive to the location of the physical boundaries of the zone. If, for example, 
outward advancement of zone boundaries in physical space over small distances lead 
to a proportional increase in the core averaged mixture fraction variance, then a single 
ISR is probably not the best method for modelling the target zone. In this example 
the zone should be subdivided and treated with chained ISRs. If a zone cannot be 
effectively subdivided to provide adequate spatial independence for reactive scalar 
statistics, then another model should be chosen which reflects the influence of flow 
development.
One of the principal advantages of employing volume averaged models, such 
as ISR.s and PSRs, over methods with higher spatial dimensionality is that they are 
capable of utilizing much more detailed chemical mechanisms to describe the target 
process. In many instances, the advantage gained from enhanced chemical detail 
more than compensates for inaccuracies arising from approximations relating to the 
flow field[103,115].
Chapter 5
ISR Parametric Study
This chapter is a presentation of results derived from a parametric study of the Imper­
fectly Stirred Reactor (ISR) model proposed in the preceding chapter. In the absence 
of comprehensive experimental data relating to turbulent combustion in stead}r reac­
tors of practical interest[93, lib], a parametric study of ISR performance is required 
for conditions that are commensurate with practical reactors. Impending investi­
gations are intended to involve joint ISR and laboratory analyses of nonpremixed 
combustors [118].
The parametric study presented here was undertaken in two parts. The first 
part dealt with testing simple hydrogen-air combustion systems over a wide range 
of operating conditions (see Section 5.1). The second part (Section 5.2) involved 
simulating the primary recirculation zone of a practical gas turbine combustor burn­
ing methane in air, to investigate the importance of chemical mechanism detail. A 
general discussion of the study findings can be found in Section 5.3.
5.1 Hydrogen Calculations
A series of adiabatic ISR calculations were made for the mixing cases examined in 
Section 4.2 to determine the effect of these mixing conditions upon the relatively sim­
ple hydrogen-air chemical system. Aside from varying inlet, outlet and core averaged 
unmixednesses, the influence of varying reactor residence time was also investigated. 
The full list of specifications for the H -i test cases is given in Table 5.1. In all cases, 
the overall equivalence ratio of the ISR was unity. Hydrogen combustion calculations
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Designation Residence Outlet Inlet Mean Scalar
Time (ms) Unmixedness Unmixedness Dissipation (s~l < '
HI 100 0.5 1.0 0.14
H2 50 0.5 1.0 0.27
H3 25 0.5 1.0 0.55
H4 12.5 0.5 1.0 1.1
H5 6.25 0.5 1.0 2.2
H6 3.125 0.5 1.0 4.4
H7 1.5625 0.5 1.0 8.8
HS 0.78125 0.5 1.0 18
H9 100 0.25 1.0 0.21
H10 50 0.25 1.0 . 0.41
H l l 25 0.25 1.0 0.82
H12 12.5 0.25 1.0 1.6
H13 6.25 0.25 1.0 3.3
H14 3.125 0.25 1.0 6.6
H15 1.5625 0.25 1.0 13
H16 0.78125 0.25 1.0 26
HIT 100 0.125 1.0 0.24
HIS 50 0.125 1.0 0.48
H19 25 0.125 1.0 0.96
H20 12.5 0.125 1.0 1.9
H21 6.25 0.125 1.0 3.8
H22 3.125 0.125 1.0 / . 1
H23 1.5625 0.125 1.0 15
H24 0.78125 0.125 1.0 31
H33 100 0.25 0.5 0.068
H34 50 0.25 0.5 0.14
H35 25 0.25 0.5 0.27
H36 12.5 0.25 0.5 0.55
H37 6.25 0.25 0.5 1.1
H3S 3.125 0.25 0.5 2.2
H39 100 0.125 0.5 0.10
H40 50 0.125 0.5 0.21
H41 25 0.125 0.5 0.41
H42 12.5 0.125 0.5 0.82
H43 6.25 0.125 0.5 1.6
H44 3.125 0.125 0.5 3.3
H45 1.5625 0.125 0.5 6.6
Table 5.1: Hydrogen ISR Calculations at p = 1 atm and Tt-n/ei =  300A"
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wore made using a. chemical mechanism consisting of 12 modes and 25 elementary re­
action steps. The mechanism is listed in Table A.l (Appendix A) as reactions 1 — 17 
and 28 — 34. It contains the non-carbon steps of a skeletal methane mechanism 
used in subsequent methane calculations, and includes thermal A O  formation path­
ways. The hydrogen mechanism originates from Warnatz[120], and has been used 
successfully a number of times in the past[96,102,103.104] for modelling turbulent 
nonpremixed hydrogen combustion. Thermo-chemical data and reaction rate calcu­
lations were provided by CHEMKIN-II subroutines[121] and the two point boundary 
value problem (Eqn 4.6) was solved using the TWOPXT subroutine developed by 
Ivee et al [122]. Typical computation times using this simple 25 step mechanism were 
of the order of 6 — 10 CPU seconds on a ~  15AIflop DEC Alpha workstation. A 
listing of the ISR code (FIREBALL) can be found in Appendix C.
5.1.1 Chemical Response to Turbulent Mixing
In order to understand and interpret the results of this parametric study, it is appro­
priate at this point to briefly describe the typical behaviour of nonpremixed combus­
tion systems in the presence of turbulent mixing.
Small scale turbulent mixing processes simultaneously transport fresh reactant 
ro reactant deficient zones and product species away from zones with high prod­
uct concentrations. Under intense mixing conditions, these transport processes can 
impede reaction progress by swamping the reaction zone with an influx of cold re­
actants. while rapidly dispersing the reaction-sustaining exothermic products and 
intermediate species into less reactive surroundings.
Increased mixing rates lead to smaller proportions of the transported fluid tak­
ing part in the chemistry as it is mixed through the reaction zone. Where the rate of 
mixing is comparable to a particular characteristic chemical reaction rate, that reac­
tion will have insufficient time to progress to completion before the fluid is removed 
from the reaction zone.
The pool of principal radical species (H , 0 . 0 H) is formed and reversibly regu­
lated by rapid two body reactions (eg: reactions 1-4). This pool is depleted by slower 
three body recombination reactions (eg: reactions 5,15-17 > which decrease the overall 
number of molecules present. Since radical recombination reactions are typically two
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orders of magnitude slower than radical formation/shuffle reactions at atmospheric 
pressure[55], they are more greatly impeded by turbulent mixing processes. As a 
result of this hinderance to the slower radical recombination reactions, whilst the 
faster two body reactions are relatively unaffected, radical concentrations tend to far 
exceed equilibrium levels. Further, due to the endothermic nature of radical forma­
tion and the exothermic nature of radical consumption, excess radical levels coincide 
with flame temperatures that are depressed below equilibrium levels.
5.1.2 Effect of Residence Time
A plot of conditional mean temperature, at the reactor.outlet, versus mixture fraction 
at various residence times for an outlet unmixedness of 13 =  0.5 can be found in Fig. 
5.1 (Cases H1-H6 of Table 5.1). From Eqn 4.10 it can be seen that halving of the 
reactor residence time (tv) corresponds to a doubling of the conditional mean scalar 
dissipation profile at all mixture fractions. A comparison of cases with varied reactor 
residence times but similar outlet unmixedness (H1-H6, H9-H14, H17-22) suggests 
that successive halving of residence time gives rise to nearly linear drops in the 
peak conditional mean temperature. Irrespective of outlet unmixedness, an eight­
fold reduction in reactor residence time leads to an approximate ~  200K  decrease in 
the peak conditional mean temperature.
In all of the cases studied, the temperature profiles he well below the adiabatic 
equilibrium curve which has a similar form but peaks at approximately 2399Ah some 
two hundred degrees above the longest residence time case (rr = 100ms). From the 
mean outlet temperatures for stoichiometric PSR calculations, given in Table 5.2, it 
can be seen that in each case (H1-H6) the peak conditional mean ISR temperatures 
he at least 200A' below perfectly stirred values. The conditional mean temperature 
profiles shown in the figure agree well with laminar flamelet cases with corresponding 
levels of local scalar dissipation[123,124,125.126,127].
As with the temperature profiles of Fig. 5.1, the conditional mean monatomic 
hydrogen radical profiles tend towards adiabatic equilibrium levels with increasing 
reactor residence time. Superequilibrium radical levels are present in all of the cases 
presented here, with the peak conditional mean mass fraction ranging between being 
six and twenty times greater than the peak equilibrium value of Yu,eq ~  1.3e —4. The
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Figure 5.1: Conditional mean temperature and H mass fraction profiles for various 
residence times at an outlet unmixedness of 13 = 0.5. Legend labels correspond with 
entries in Table 5.1.
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Residence 
\ Time (ms)
Outlet 
Temp. (K)
Outlet, H 
Mass Frac.
Outlet 0  
Ma.ss Frac.
Outlet OH 
Mass Frac.
Outlet NO  
Mass Frac.
100 2347 8.0Se-5 3.90e-4 4.93e-3 2.34e-3
50 2335 9.49e-5 4.65e-4 5.32e-3 1.92e-3
25 2316 1.20e-4 5.93e-4 5.90e-3 1.42e-3
12.5 2288 1.61e-4 7.99e-4 6.66e-3 9.23e-4
6.25 2248 2.26e-4 l . l le -3 7.54e-3 5.25e-4
3.125 2196 3.26e-4 1.58e-3 S.50e-3 2.59e-4
1.5625 2128 4.72e-4 2.21e-3 9.39e-3 1.09e-4
0.78125 2045 6.79e-4 3.07e-3 1.Ole-2 3.77e-5
Table 5.2: Stoichiometric PSR calculated outlet values for residence times corre­
sponding to cases H1-H24.
ISR values at stoichiometric in Fig. 5.1 are consistently greater than stoichiometric 
PSR values at corresponding reactor residence times (see Table 5.2). This is an 
indication o f the importance of turbulence-chemistry interaction.
It is clear that the H profile substantially broadens when subjected to the in­
creased scalar dissipation rates that arise from decreased residence time. At the same 
time, increased mixing rates seem to cause a rich shift in the location of the profile 
peak. This broadening trend has been observed in laminar hydrogen fiamelet calcu­
lations with increasing rates of strain [123,124], but the shift o f the profile peak is op ­
posite to that seen for flamelets. This discrepancy can be atributed to differing scalar 
dissipation profiles, and the absence of differential diffusion in the ISR calculations. 
Peak H mass fractions agree to within twenty percent of fiamelet values[123,126,127], 
but tend to be consistently greater, a fact which may also be due differences in the 
nature of scalar transport.
Similar elevation and broadening trends can be observed in Fig. 5.2 for the 
monatomic oxygen radical (0 ) ,  but the location of its peak value shifts to leaner 
mixture fractions with increased scalar dissipation. This shift is qualitatively in line 
with fiamelet results[124]. The peak conditional mean 0  mass fractions calculated 
here also agree to within twenty percent of the values reported for various hydrogen 
fiamelet calculations[55,124,125], and range from six to fifteen times in excess o f the 
peak equilibrium mass fraction of Y o,eq  ~  3.5e — 4.
In contrast to the other radical species, the hydroxyl radical (OH)  profile does 
not monotonically increase with increasing local scalar dissipation rate (see Fig. 5.2).
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Figure 5.2: Conditional mean 0  and OH mass fraction profiles for various residence 
times at an outlet unmixedness of 13 =  0.5. Legend labels correspond with entries in 
Table 5.1.
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Whilst the profile peak is consistently around double the adiabatic equilibrium value 
of YoH,eq ~  4.5e — 3, increasing scalar dissipation rates cause it to increase until a 
critical value is reached before declining thereafter. It is evident that the variation in 
the hydroxyl profile with differing local mixing rates is substantially smaller than the 
variations observed for monatomic hydrogen and oxygen. As with the other radicals, 
reasonable agreement between ISR values and flamelet results exists for O H .
Departures from equilibrium similar to those found in Figs 5.1 and 5.2. can be 
produced in perfectly stirred reactors, but only with much shorter residence times 
than those tabulated in Table 5.2. This point highlights the crucial difference between 
perfectly and imperfectly stirred reactors, namely that the former are completely 
premixed and thus chemical reactions are only impeded when their characteristic 
timescale is comparable to the reactor residence time. Being nonpremixed. not all 
of an ISR reactor volume is comprised of fluid with a flammable composition, and 
as a result the residence times of the chemically reactive zones are more closely 
related to small scale turbulent mixing timescales, rather than the residence time of 
the entire reactor volume. It can be inferred from Eqn 4.6 that ISRs behave in a 
more PSRTike fashion when inlet-outlet variation of the mixture fraction PDFs is 
very small. In these instances, scalar mixing rates are much slower than the rate of 
reactor throughput, and the ISR reactive scalar profile becomes identically equal to 
that generated by an ensemble of PSRs at different input stoichiometries.
5.1.3 Effect of Outlet Unmixedness
Comparing ISR cases with equal reactor residence times but with different outlet 
unmixedness (see Fig. 5.3), reflects the influence of the conditional mean scalar dis­
sipation trends discussed in Section 4.2. Lower outlet unmixedness cases are subject 
to correspondingly lower conditional mean scalar dissipation levels in the vicinity of 
the stoichiometric mixture fraction (see Fig. 4.2). These lower scalar mixing rates 
around stoichiometric allow the system to relax closer to chemical equilibrium.
Lower outlet unmixedness also gives rise to much higher scalar mixing rates in 
the less probable rich zones of mixture fraction space. Since chemical source terms are 
exceptionally weak in these zones, profile curvature is minimal even for low mixing 
rates. As a result large increases in scalar dissipation in these mixture fraction zones
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Figure 5.3: Conditional mean temperature, H . 0  and OH mass fraction profiles for 
varying levels of outlet unmixedness, with a residence time of rT =  100ms. Legend 
labels correspond with entries in Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.4: Conditional mean nitric oxide (N O ) mass fraction profiles at various 
residence times for an outlet unmixedness of U =  0.5. Legend labels correspond with 
entries in Table 5.1
have only a relatively small effect on the reactive scalar statistics.
5.1.4 Nitric Oxide Formation
Nitric Oxide (NO)  production via the Zeldovich thermal mechanism[12S] is approx­
imately rate limited by reaction 30 of Table A .l, and is thus strongly influenced by 
variations in flame temperature and monatomic oxygen (O) concentration. The net 
effect, upon NO  mass fraction, of variations in these scalars with unmixedness and 
residence time can be seen in Fig. 5.4. It is evident that conditional mean NO  profiles 
subside with decreasing reactor residence times (and increasing outlet unmixedness 
though not shown), thereby illustrating the dominance of flame temperature over O 
radical concentration as a controlling parameter.
It appears that the magnitude of the conditional mean NO  profile is approxi­
mately an exponential function of the conditional mean flame temperature. Compar­
ison of peak conditional mean values with tabulated PSR values for corresponding 
residence times show that the ISR values are two orders of magnitude lower for the
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100/773 cases (H1,H9,H17). This discrepancy further widens such that for 1/32 of 
that residence time (cases HG.H14.H22). the ISR peak values are three to four orders 
of magnitude lower than the corresponding PSR value.
Meeting regulated limits on the formation of polluting nitrogen oxides (NOx) 
is a critical criterion in the design of practical combustors[129], and so it is impor­
tant to understand the effect of unmixedness and residence time upon unconditional 
mean NOx emissions. Figure 5.5 is a plot of unconditional outlet area averaged 
temperature depression below equilibrium ({T  — Teq} outiet), and NO mass fraction 
( {hvojouiZei) as functions of residence time, upon lines of constant outlet unmixed­
ness. The influence of the outlet mixture fraction PDF upon the unconditional area 
averaged temperature is evident from this figure. Decreased outlet unmixedness cor­
responds to a narrowed outlet PDF which, when convoluted with the conditional 
mean temperature profile, will weight temperature values near the mean mixture 
fraction more heavily than those at the mixture fraction bounds. Consequently, the 
upward relaxation of conditional mean temperature with increasing residence time is 
more apparent in the outlet averages for low outlet unmixedness cases than for high 
unmixedness cases.
The exponential dependence of outlet NO mass fraction upon residence time is 
clearly observed in Fig. 5.5, and is similar to the power law dependence discovered 
by Chen and Kollmann[49] and Smith et a/[96] for nonpremixed combustion in tur­
bulent jets (see also Chapter 7). Area averaged NO emission can be seen to be an 
exponential function of outlet unmixedness at constant residence time, which agrees 
with the results of Smith and Bilger[103], and Chen[116].
5.1.5 Extinction Conditions
The similarity between the pure-inlet ISR equations (Eqns 4.14,4.15) and laminar 
fiamelet equations is borne out by the results presented here. There are substantial 
differences in profile shape between ISR and fiamelet results owing to differing scalar 
dissipation profiles, and the the presence of differential diffusion in the latter. Despite 
this, peak values near stoichiometric agree reasonably well when stoichiometric scalar 
dissipation values are matched. The variation in conditional mean scalar dissipation 
rate at stoichiometric, with reactor residence time and outlet unmixedness. can be
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Figure 5.5: Unconditional outlet area averaged temperature and nitric oxide (NO)  
mass fractions as functions of outlet unmixedness and residence time for pure-inlet 
H2 ISR combustion.
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seen for pure-inlet hydrogen-air combustion in Fig. 5.C.
As was mentioned in preceding sections, extinction behaviour cannot be tol­
erated within a singly conditioned CMC implementation of an imperfectly stirred 
reactor. Extinction will occur where turbulent mixing processes are so rapid that 
they impede radical formation reactions. In these instances, conditionally averaging 
upon mixture fraction alone does not reduce instantaneous deviations sufficiently to 
allow a first order chemical closure.
In Fig 5.7, conditional mean profiles for OH radical mass fraction and temper­
ature are plotted for a number of pure-inlet cases with intense mixing rates. The 
profiles display many of the features found in laminar fiamelets at strain rates near 
the extinction limit. The temperature profiles are greatly depressed below chemical 
equilibrium levels, with the most intensely mixed case (H8) having a peak conditional 
mean temperature within 50/7 of the peak temperature for a flamelet on the verge 
of extinction[126]. Hydroxyl levels are further depressed below those in Fig. 5.2. to 
the point where the H8 profile is close to adiabatic equilibrium values.
The separation between monatomic hydrogen profiles with halved residence 
times is greatly narrowed for H7-H8 compared to more quiescent cases (H1-H6). 
At even smaller residence times the H profile reaches a maximum value and then 
declines thereafter. This decline can be found in laminar flamelet calculations prior 
to extinction [124,126], although in those cases the maximum H value reached is some 
twenty percent below that found in the ISR case. Monatomic oxygen profiles are also 
in decline and qualitatively agree with flamelet results near extinction[124,126].
Extinction behaviour in laminar flamelet calculations occurs when a critical 
value of scalar dissipation \q is attained at the stoichiometric mixture fraction. 
Drake[130j and others[123,125] suggest that flamelet extinction in a hydrogen-air 
laminar diffusion flame occurs in the vicinity of a strain rate of a = 12000s-1 which, 
via the following equation[28],
X = 4a ( 0 2 [er/c-1(2f)]2 (5.1)
yields an estimated extinction scalar dissipation rate of \q ~ 100s-1. This value is 
also in agreement with the values reported by Gutheil et a/[126], and Gutheil and 
Williams [127].
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Figure 5.6: Conditional mean scalar dissipation rate at stoichiometric as a function of 
reactor residence time and outlet unmixedness for pure-inlet hydrogen burning ISRs.
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Figure 5.7: Conditional mean OH  mass fraction and temperature profiles for in­
tensely mixed pure-inlet ISR  cases.
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It can be seen that the temperature and radical mass fraction profiles for case 
HS. which has an extinction-inducing conditional mean scalar dissipation rate at 
stoichiometric ( { { <  X I 77 > } }  ~  100s-1), are in good agreement with those reported 
elsewhere for hydrogen-air laminar flamelets near extinction[123,125,126,127 . This 
agreement between pure-inlet ISR and laminar fiamelet results suggests that the 
critical scalar dissipation rate given above can be used as an indicator for the onset 
of extinction in pure-inlet ISR calculations. Due to the chemical closure limitations 
mentioned above, ISR results for conditions close to this critical value must be treated 
with caution. In Fig. 5.6 this critical value is plotted as an approximate upper 
bound upon singly conditioned CMC applications of the pure-inlet ISR. method, for 
stoichiometric hydrogen air combustion at one atmosphere pressure with an inlet 
temperature of 300Ah
5.1.6 Partially Premixed Inlet Cases
Various ISR calculations have been performed to determine the effect of the governing 
parameters upon systems with non-unity inlet unmixedness (see H33-H45 of Table 
5.1). In each of these cases, the conditionally averaged reactive scalar profiles at the 
ISR inlet were assumed to be frozen, that is as if cold fuel and oxidizer had been 
allowed to mix in the absence of chemical reaction. These inlet conditions correspond 
to the situation where either the reactants mix before entering chemically reactive 
zones, or they mix at the inlet point to the reaction zone at such a rapid rate that 
combustion cannot be not supported.
As was indicated earlier (see Sections 4.1-4.3), the inlet reactive scalar profiles 
are not restricted to the assumed form employed here and can alternatively be either 
measured or calculated for each application of the ISR. model.
Figure 5.8 is a plot of conditionally averaged reactive scalar profiles for the pure 
and partially-premixed inlet cases of H9, H33 and H40. As with the profiles resulting 
from pure-inlet calculations, the partially premixecl profiles tend towards chemical 
equilibrium with increasing residence time and/or decreasing outlet unmixedness. 
However, in comparison with the pure-inlet results, the conditional mean reactive 
scalar profiles are closer to chemical equilibrium for corresponding cases of outlet 
unmixedness and reactor residence time.
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Figure 5.8: Conditional mean temperature and OH , H and A O mass fraction profiles 
for various outlet unmixednesses and residence times. Legend labels correspond with 
entries in Table 5.1
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The reason  for th is behaviour lies principally  w ith  the differing form  and  m ag ­
n itu de  of the  cond itional m ean  scalar d issipation  profiles a round  sto ich iom etric  in 
each case. C om paring  cases H9 and  H33 on Table 5.1, which have equal residence 
tim es and  o u tle t unm ixedness, it can be seen th a t the m ean scalar d issipation  of the 
form er pu re-in let case is th ree  tim es th a t  of the la tter. C orrespondingly, the threefold  
difference in m ean  scalar d issipation  is approxim ately  transferred  to th e  conditional 
m ean  profiles (see Fig. 4.2) a t stoichiom etric  m ix tu re  fractions. T h e  ra tio  of sto i­
chiom etric  scalar d iss ipation  ra tes is not exactly three owing to  the differences in R  
profile shape for th e  two cases (see Fig. 4.1, 1 /2  curve for IS =  0.5 case and  1 /4  curve 
for 75 =  1 case). T h is difference in conditional m ean scalar d issipation  is reflected by 
the  reactive scalar profiles of Fig. 5.8. w ith  the  m ore quiescent H33 case being closer 
to chem ical equ ilib rium  near stoichiom etric.
C om paring  cases H9 and  H40 w hich have identical m ean scalar d issipation  ra tes , 
the  influence of differences in the  core averaged P D F  upon the conditional m ean scalar 
d iss ipa tion  profile is evident. T he ra tio  of conditional m ean scalar d issipation  ra tes  
n ear sto ich iom etric  for H9 to  H40 is around  ~  2.5. T his d isagreem ent arises from  
the  differing R  and  { {jP7? } } values at these m ix tu re  fractions, w ith  the  local R  value 
being ~  4 tim es g rea te r for H34, b u t the  core P D F  value being an  o rder of m ag nitude  
g reate r. T he effect of these differences in conditional m ean scalar d isspation  ra te  can 
be seen in Fig. 5.8, w ith  th e  H40 profiles being subject to less m ixing in terference 
near sto ich iom etric.
T he ad d itio n a l in le t-ou tle t difference term , which appears in Eqn 4.6 com pared  
to  E qn 4.14, has a m arked  influence upon  conditional m ean reactive sca lar profiles a t 
richer m ix tu re  fractions. T his add itio na l term  is analogous to  the PSR  in le t-ou tle t 
difference te rm  and  will only have a significant effect on the chem ical reaction  system  
in those regions of m ix tu re  fraction  space where either scalar tran sp o rt or chem ical 
reaction  term s are sm all by com parison. It would seem from  Fig. 5.8 th a t  a t m ix tu re  
fractions away from  the reac tion  zone where chemical activ ity  is sm all, the  difference 
te rm  is balanced  by the  scalar tra n sp o rt term . For still sm aller changes in m ix tu re  
frac tion  variance th rough  the  ISR, w ith  a fixed residence tim e, reactive scalar profiles 
ten d  to frozen lim its a t chem ically in e rt m ix tu re  fractions.
W ith  th e  inclusion of the  in le t-ou tle t difference term , the  ISR equations are
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no longer directly analogous to fiamelet' like equations where a simple reactive- 
diffusive balance of terms exists. It can be seen that, depending upon the relative 
strength of the different terms in the full ISR equation (Eqn 4.6). fiamelet-type 
models and PSR models are both subsets of the ISR. parameter space. The three-way 
balance of a difference term, scalar transport and chemical reaction terms, introduced 
here, is an inherent characteristic of subsequent CMC applications such as transient 
nonpremixed reactors (not presented in this thesis) and steady two dimensional jet 
flames. In the latter application, the difference term is a mean convective one and 
will be discussed in that context in Chapter 7.
5.2 Methane Calculations
In an effort to emulate conditions similar to those encountered in the primary recir­
culation zone of a gas turbine combustor, ISR calculations were made for methane 
{CH.t) combustion in air at an absolute pressure of ten atmospheres and an inlet tem­
perature of 600Ab Correa[129] estimates that for a land-based gas turbine combustor 
with mean flow velocity of ~  lOOm/s, the integral time scale of the turbulent flow 
is of the order of ~  500/.is with an integral length scale of ~  5mm. Corresponding 
estimates of the integral scale velocity fluctuation u' and the mean turbulent kinetic 
energy dissipation rate e, were ~  llm/.s and ~ 2.0e5m2/s3 respectively. Employing 
a simple gradient mixing assumption,
(5-2)
where the constant cx ~  4/3, mean scalar dissipation can be estimated as being 
{{ \ } } ^ 2000{ {<f/2}}. ^ reasonable to assume that the inlet PDF can be approx­
imated as a double delta function (13 = 1.0) since little or no premixing of fuel and 
oxidizer occurs in nonpremixed gas turbine combustors. Given this assumption and 
the volume averaging of the mixture fraction variance equation it can be shown that.
{ { x } }  =  r k n  -  {^outlet] (5.3)
Tr
which incorporating the above estimate of { { \ } } and the approximation that {C2} outlet 
{{C 2}}  becomes,
1
13 2000 rr + 1 (5.4)
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Designation Equivalence
Ratio
Residence 
Time (ms)
Outlet
Unmixedness
Mean Scalar 
Dissipation (.s_1)
BIO 1.0 1.0 0.33 34
CIO 1.0 1.5 0.25 26
DIO 1.0 5.0 0.09 9.4
B15 1.5 1.0 0.33 50
0 5 1.5 1.5 0.25 38
D15 1.5 5.0 0.09 14
B20 2.0 1.0 0.33 65
C20 2.0 1.5 0.25 49
D20 2.0 5.0 0.09 18
Table 5.3: Methane ISR Calculations at p =  lOai???. and Tiniet =  600/7
It can be seen that given a fixed turbulent time scale 3 /2((t// ) 2) / e, the outlet un- 
mixedness is roughly a function of residence time alone, with scalar dissipation being 
given by the expression below.
{ { X}} ~  2000f5<T  ^ (5.5)
Note that in the foregoing analysis, pure fuel and oxidant streams are assumed to 
enter the zone of ISR applicability directly. This may not be the case in reality and 
as ISR chain’ may be more appropriate (see Section 4.3.
A series of ISR calculations were made for a range of different primary zone 
residence times and overall air-fuel ratios as is indicated in Table 5.3. The different 
residence times were selected to be two, three and ten times longer than the integral 
time scale of the flow. These values are still substantially less than the combustor 
residence time of 10?ns estimated from the mean flow velocity of 100m/s and the 
typical land-based combustor length of 1 m [129]. Other calculations were made for 
cases with the primary zone residence time equal to the integral timescale, but due 
to the high rate of mixing, combustion could not be supported.
Two different chemical mechanisms were employed in the methane calculations, 
an augmented skeletal mechanism (similar to that introduced by Smooke[119]) con­
taining 34 steps and 19 chemical species (see Table A.l in Appendix A), and the 
complete mechanism of Miller and Bowman[131] which includes C/ chemistry and 
prompt A Ox formation with 259 steps and 51 species. Thermochemical data was 
obtained from CHEMKIN II as in the case of the hydrogen air system, and the so­
lution methods for the ISR equations were identical. The calculations were made
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on a. Fujitsu YP2200 Supercomputer, and convergence required 3 — 6 CPU minutes 
for the skeletal mechanism, and 20 — 30 CPU minutes for the full mechanism at an 
estimated computation rate of ~  20 Mfiops. Using a PaSR approach for premixed 
methane combustion with a 77 step mechanism, Correa and Braaten[93] required 
approximately ten hours of dedicated CPU time on an Intel iPSC/860 hypercube 
running at ~ 70 Mfiops. For a nonpremixed system with the same chemical mech­
anism, ISR convergence takes two orders of magnitude less computation time, even 
given the disparity in computation rates. It was found that existing solutions, for 
slightly different mixing and stoichiometry cases, proved to be superior initial es­
timates compared to the chemical equilibrium profiles normally used. Often the 
computation times stated above could be reduced by up to a factor of four, when 
using the solution to a different case as an initial estimate.
In contrast to the parametric study of hydrogen combustion, the methane cal­
culations were not adiabatic, rather they allowed for radiation losses from gaseous 
products (H20  and CO2) using a model described by Kuznetzov and Sabelnikov[26] 
(see Appendix B). The formation of soot is an important feature of combustor per­
formance under the fuel rich conditions found in primary recirculation zones. Soot 
particles typically cause large radiative losses in the combustion systems in which 
they appear, but due to their being in the solid phase, they are not treated in this 
analysis.
The influence of radiation losses on the outlet enthalpy level of a steady state 
reactor is proportional to the duration over which these losses act on the fluid in 
transit. For short residence times, such as those typical of primary recirculation zones, 
the effect of radiation losses upon the outlet results is small. In a test calculation 
made under adiabatic conditions for case DIO (see Table 5.3) the discrepancy from 
the non-adiabatic result in terms of peak conditional mean temperatures was only 
6A" out of 2333K. The virtually insignificant-effect of radiation losses from gas phase 
sources at the residence times studied here suggests that soot radiation losses will also 
be of little consequence. This is not to say that these radiation effects can be ignored 
in other parts of the combustor, downstream of the recirculation zone. Comparative 
calculations carried out for a much longer residence time case (rr = 50ms) resulted 
in peak temperature differences of 60K  which lead to SO — 90% discrepancies in peak
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NO  levels.
The effect of varying the overall equivalence ratio is an important consideration 
in applications where the operational power setting of a gas turbine combustor is 
variable, such as in aero-propulsion units, and non-baseline stationary and nautical 
units. The equivalence ratios modelled here range from unity, through to double the 
fuel mass flow required to completely react with the available air. This range roughly 
covers the typical values found in practical and laboratory combustors[132,133]. It 
will be seen later how changing the overall equivalence ratio strongly effects ISR 
outlet statistics such as mean fuel consumption, temperature, and CO and NOx 
yield.
Despite these large unconditional mean effects, the influence upon the con­
ditional mean reaction zone composition is remarkably small. For the high outlet 
unmixedness cases studied here, doubling the mean mixture fraction causes less than 
five percent variation in the magnitude of the conditional mean scalar dissipation 
profile in the 0 <  ?/ <  0.15 range o f mixture fraction space. Larger differences are 
present at higher mixture fractions, but these differences have no effect upon the 
reaction zone. This insensitivity o f { { <  p\ | 77 > } }  to equivalence ratio variations 
naturally diminishes with decreasing unmixedness as the core and outlet averaged 
PDFs become distinctly mono-modal, and shifting the mean value causes very large 
changes in PDF value at nearby points in mixture fraction space.
5.2.1 Effects of Residence time on the Full Mechanism
The effect of different residence times upon conditional mean reaction zone structure 
can be seen in Figs 5.9-5.11 for calculations B10-D10 made with the full Miller- 
Bowman mecha.nism[131]. In Fig. 5.9, conditional mean temperature and mass 
fractions for the reactants (C# 4 ,0 :) ,  major products (CO 2 .H2 O), major intermedi­
ates (CO. H2) are plotted versus mixture fraction. It is clear that increasing the 
primary zone residence time leads to a relaxation of the temperature and reactant 
profiles towards adiabatic equilibrium. The peak conditional mean temperatures are 
around 130/v and 250/v below the equilibrium temperature (Teq =  2411K)  for the 
DIO and BIO cases respectively. Increasing the reactor residence time by a factor 
o f five leads to a 106K  increase in the peak conditional mean temperature and a
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Figure 5.9: Conditional mean reactive scalar profiles for a methane burning ISR at 
various residence times. Line types denote residence time, solid - rr =  07??s, dashed 
- rr =  1.5ms, dotted - tt =  1 ms
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Figure 5.10: Conditional mean reactive scalar profiles for a methane burning ISR at 
various residence times. Line types denote residence time, solid - rr =  5ms, dashed 
- ry =  1.57ns, dotted - rr — 1ms
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Figure 5.11: Conditional mean reactive scalar profiles for a methane burning ISR at 
various residence times. Line types denote residence time, solid -  rT — 5ms, dashed 
- rr =  1.5ms, dotted - r,. =  1ms
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shift in the location of the peak value from 77 =  0.058 to ?/ =  0.003. The discrepancy 
between peak conditional mean ISR. calculated temperatures and PSR calculated val­
ues narrows with increasing residence time from being 167A" lower for B10 to only 
100A~ lower for D10. This trend illustrates the significant role played by turbulence- 
chemistry interactions in causing departures from equilibrium beyond that resulting 
from the interactions between chemistry and reactor fluid transfer alone.
It is apparent from Fig. 5.9 that decreased reactor residence times allow pro­
portionally less fuel and oxidizer to react, and correspondingly more O2 leaks though 
the stoichiometric zone into richer mixture fractions. Conditional mean product mass 
fractions behave somewhat differently with decreasing residence time. Water (H20 ) 
levels are relatively unchanged over the range of residence times studied here, with 
conditional mean mass fractions peaking on the rich side with values around twelve 
percent, very close to the equilibrium value of Yeq^ 2 0  =  0.119. This perhaps indicates 
that H20  formation reactions are quite fast compared to turbulent mixing processes.
On the other hand, carbon dioxide (C 0 2) levels change substantially with de­
creasing residence time. The peak conditional mean mass fraction decreases from 
~  0.12 for the D10 case to ~  0.10 for the B10 case, and the location of the peak 
moves slightly towards stoichiometric from the lean side. This decrease in peak CO2 
mass fraction seems to be a result of the interference in the progress of CO oxida­
tion reactions (eg. reaction 18 of Table A.l) by turbulent mixing on the lean side of 
stoichiometric. This supposition is lent weight by the increased level of the CO mass 
fraction profiles on the lean side of stoichiometric for shorter residence times. On the 
rich side of the reaction zone, C 0 2 levels rise and fall over the range of residence times 
presented here. This trend can be explained in terms of there being relatively little 
oxidation of CO to C 0 2 in these rich zones, primarily because there are insufficient 
levels of the requisite oxidizing radical species[32]. As a result of this quasi-inert 
behaviour, rich CO2 levels are principally determined by mixing from the lean side 
profile peak. This is supported by the fact that in the absence of scalar transport, 
such as in a chemical equilibrium calculation, rich side CO2 levels are around half 
the values shown in Fig. 5.9. Under low scalar mixing conditions, the lean side C 0 2 
peak has a high value but little of this peak is transported to rich mixture fractions. 
For higher mixing rates, the lean side peak is depressed and more C 0 2 is transported
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to the rich side.
The major intermediate species (CO.Ho) are formed in rich mixture fraction 
zones from ’alkane attack’ reactions (21-29 of Table A .l) which break down the alkane 
fuel species whilst consuming radicals. The increased turbulent mixing rates associ­
ated with decreased residence times clearly impede these alkane attack reactions and 
thus limit CO and H2 formation. In the absence of turbulence-chemistry interaction, 
both CO and H2 equilibrium mass fractions are double the rich side peak values 
shown in Fig. 5.9. Lean side H2 and CO mass fractions exceed equilibrium values by 
a substantial margin due to the transport of these species from rich to lean mixture 
fractions.
Increased turbulent mixing rates in a methane reaction system cause eleva­
tions in the principal radical species (FT, 0  and OH)  similar to those found for the 
hydrogen-air reactions of Section 5.1. The major difference between the two reaction 
systems being that in the methane case, monatomic hydrogen is vigorously consumed 
on the rich side by alkane attack reactions instead of being mixed in an inert fashion 
to rich mixture fractions (see Fig. 5.10). Products of alkane attack reactions such 
as methyl (CH3), methylene (CH2) and methylidyne (C H ) are plotted in Fig. 5.10 
against the principal radicals to illustrate how the formation of the former group es­
sentially consumes the latter. As with principal radical formation, the net formation 
of CH3, CH2 and CH  is enhanced through increased turbulent mixing. In contrast 
to the principal radicals, the conditional mean mass fractions of CHz, CH2 and CH  
are more than six orders of magnitude greater than equilibrium values for the cases 
shown here.
The behaviour of nitrogen chemistry in the presence of increasing mixing rates 
can be seen in Fig. 5.11. Conditional mean mass fraction profiles for the regulated 
pollutants nitric oxide (NO)  and nitrogen dioxide (A~02) both decrease significantly 
with shortened residence times. Nitric oxide is formed via many different reaction 
pathways in hydrocarbon combustion[131], principally by the nitrous oxide (N20 )  
pathway, the Zeldovich thermal mechanism[12S], and the so-called prompt mecha­
nism involving hydrogen cyanide (H C N ) at stoichiometric and slightly rich mixture 
fractions. It is evident from Fig. 5.11 that the prompt and thermal mechanisms 
make large contributions to the AJ0  profile in the range 0.045 < 77 < 0.065, but that
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outride these zones relatively little NO is formed and the levels there are mainly 
dependent upon scalar transport from the reaction zone.
Hydrogen cyanide formation supposedly results from a reaction between methyli- 
dyne (C H ) and diatomic nitrogen. A comparison of Figs 5.10 Sz 5.11 supports this 
notion with a large increase in HCN  levels, with increasing mixture fraction, be­
ing coincident with the occurence of the conditional mean CH  spike. Hydrogen 
cyanide rapidly forms NO in stoichiometric mixture fraction zones by reacting to form 
monatomic nitrogen which then is oxidized by OH or 0 2. Miller and Bowman[131] 
state that nitric oxide levels decrease somewhat at rich mixture fractions because 
of a tendency for NO to be recycled back to hydrogen cyanide via the cyano rad­
ical (C N ). This process is evident in Fig. 5.11, where for rich mixture fractions 
the H C N  profile has a negative curvature and the corresponding NO profile has a 
positive curvature.
Nitrous oxide (N20)  is formed in lean zones primarily by a reaction between 
N2 and monatomic oxygen[131], and can be seen to have peak values at a mixture 
fraction of ?/ ~  0.035 for the cases shown here. At richer mixture fractions. -V20  
seems is consumed in increasing amounts with increasing reactor residence time. As 
one of the principal reactions for NO formation from .V20  also produces imidogen 
(NH)  131], it would seem that the N20  consumption and imidogen formation in Fig. 
5.11 at // ~  0.06 is indicative of the nitrous oxide pathway in action.
Nitrogen dioxide is formed in very lean zones by reaction with H 0 2 and .VO, 
but is eliminated at richer mixture fractions by reacting with H . O and OH radicals 
to form NO.  Both NO and N 0 2 peak mass fractions are orders of magnitude lower 
than equilibrium and PSR calculated values.
5.2.2 Importance of Chemical Mechanism Detail
As was stated in Section 4.3, it is plausible that in many cases the added chemical 
detail afforded by employing an ISR approach over a. method with higher dimension­
ality can more than compensate for the fluid dynamic approximations inherent in the 
model. In the following, a comparison is made between results obtained from the full 
Miller-Bowman mechanism and those obtained from the much simpler mechanism 
listed in Table A .l, for cases B10-D10.
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Figure 5.12: Conditional mean reactive scalar profiles for a methane burning ISR at 
various residence times, based on full and skeletal mechanisms. Line width denotes 
mechanism, bold - Miller and Bowman, plain - Skeletal. Line types denote residence 
time, solid - rr =  5ms, dashed - rr =  1.5ms, dotted - Tr — 1ms
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Figure 5.13: Conditional mean reactive scalar profiles for a methane burning ISR at 
various residence times, based on full and skeletal mechanisms. Line width denotes 
mechanism, bold - Miller and Bowman, plain - Skeletal. Line types denote residence 
time, solid - ry =  5?ns, dashed - rr =  1.5ms, dotted - rr =  1 ms
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Figure 5.14: Conditional mean reactive scalar profiles for a methane burning ISR at 
various residence times, based on full and skeletal mechanisms. Line width denotes 
mechanism, bold - Miller and Bowman, plain - Skeletal. Line types denote residence 
time, solid - rT — 5ms, dashed - rr — 1.5ms, dotted - rr =  1ms
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Figure 5.15: Conditional mean reactive scalar profiles for a methane burning ISR at 
various residence times, based on full and skeletal mechanisms. Line width denotes 
mechanism, bold - Miller and Bowman, plain - Skeletal. Line types denote residence 
time, solid - rr =  5ms, dashed - rr = 1.5ms, dotted - rr =  1 ms
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Both chemical mechanisms predict that methane consumption is impeded by 
turbulence chemistry interactions. The full mechanism consistently predicts higher 
C'H t consumption than the skeletal mechanism, and increasing residence time causes 
substantially greater variation in the full mechanism predictions. From Fig. 5.12 it is 
observed that the peak conditional mean flame temperature, calculated for the DIO 
case with a skeletal mechanism, is around ~  50/7 higher than that calculated with 
the full mechanism. At richer mixture fractions, the discrepancy further increases to 
be in the vicinity of ~  150K . For the shorter residence time cases, the temperature 
predictions of the skeletal mechanism become closer to that of the full mechanism 
to the point where, for the BIO case, the skeletal profile falls slightly below the full 
profile. The higher temperatures predicted by the skeletal mechanism are largely due 
to the higher predictions for the formation exothermic products such as CO 2 , and the 
lower predicted rates of endothermic consumption of the major reactants. In other 
words, a higher proportion of the consumed reactant mass is yielded as exothermic 
end-products by the skeletal mechanism compared to the full mechanism.
It is evident that the skeletal mechanism predicts higher rich-side CO 2 levels 
for the longer residence time cases, but underpredicts full mechanism values for the 
BIO case. For all cases, the predicted peak conditional mean CO 2 mass fractions are 
depressed below the peak equilibrium value of Yeq£ 0 2  ~  0.13. The fact that skeletal 
CO? mass fraction and temperature predictions are depressed further, than the full 
mechanism predictions, over the same range of increasing mixing rates suggest that 
the skeletal mechanism is more susceptible to the influence of turbulent mixing.
Carbon dioxide is formed through the oxidation of CO, and as such CO? mass 
fraction predictions depend upon the net rate of this oxidation and indirectly upon 
the net rate of formation of CO. It can be surmised from Figs 5.12 & 5.13 that 
the CO levels predicted by the skeletal mechanism for cases CTO and DIO are lower 
than full mechanism predictions due to proportionally faster oxidation rates. Yet 
for BIO, the CO oxidation steps of the skeletal mechanism are apparently impeded 
to a greater extent than the CO formation reactions, thus leading to a drop in 
CO 2 levels whilst the CO profile is slightly elevated. It can be seen that a similar 
phenomenon is occuring in the full mechanism calculations to a lesser extent, in that 
CO levels are relatively constant from CIO to BIO, but CO 2 predictions drop over
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the same change in residence time. The mass fraction profiles predicted by the full 
mechanism for the major intermediate species (CO.Ho) are substantially greater than 
the skeletal predictions. The skeletal mechanism cannot be used with confidence if 
these intermediate species levels are to be predicted accurately, such as in designing 
a combustor to meet CO emission regulations.
Differences between principal radical (H ,0 ,0H )  predictions from the two mech­
anisms are also apparent in Fig. 5.14, with the Miller-Bowman mechanism predicting 
much higher peak mass fractions. Also, whilst the full mechanism predicts mono­
tonic increases in radical levels with increasing mixing intensity, this is not the case 
for the skeletal predictions. For each of the radicals species, the skeletal predictions 
for peak mass fraction are greatest for the intermediate mixing case CIO, with lower 
levels for the faster and slower mixing cases of BIO and DIO. Declining O and OH 
radical profiles were encountered in some of the more intensely mixed hydrogen cases 
of Section 5.1, and this behaviour suggests that the skeletal mechanism is closer to 
extinction compared to the full mechanism under the same mixing conditions. The 
skeletal variation in peak mass fractions is accompanied by a lean shift in the loca­
tions of the peaks. A similar shift can be seen in the full mechanism predictions and 
is perhaps due to the different nature of radical consumption on rich and lean sides of 
the reaction zone. Lean side consumption is rate limited by the three-bodv recombi­
nation reaction found also in the hydrogen-air system (reaction 5 of Table A .l), but 
rich side consumption results from the alkane attack and CO production reactions 
(21-29 1 which are mainly two-body in nature and significantly faster. It follows that 
with increased turbulence-chemistry interference, rich side radical consumption will 
be less impeded than lean side rates and so radical levels will be proportionally lower 
at higher mixture fractions.
Full and skeletal mechanism predictions for the conditional mean mass fraction 
profiles of NO and NO -2 show little quantitative agreement (see Fig. 5.15). The 
lack of nitrous oxide and prompt NO formation pathways in the augmented skeletal 
mechanism results in a predicted peak mass fraction for the DIO case that is only 
one quarter of the full mechanism prediction. Even greater discrepancies result for 
the more rapid mixing cases of CTO and BIO. The strong lean side peak and rich 
side positive curvature attributed to prompt and nitrous oxide pathways, in the
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proceeding section, are clearly absent from the predictions made with the thermal 
pathway alone. Nitrogen dioxide predictions are even more disparate than for .VO, 
no doubt being in part due to the dependence of ATT formation on the different NO 
concentrations at very lean mixture fractions.
5.2.3 Mean Outlet Statistics
The influence of varying the overall fuel air equivalence ratio of the ISR can be seen 
for cases B10-D20 in Figs 5.16 & 5.17, where calculations have been made with both 
the full and skeletal mechanisms. Increasing the reactor residence time leads to 
greater proportional fuel consumption and higher outlet temperatures, irrespective 
of the overall air fuel ratio. In a gas turbine combustor, the remaining fuel will be 
burnt beyond the recirculation zone as more air enters through the primary holes 
in the surrounding liner. As the fuel is burnt, the mean temperature will increase 
somewhat before the fully burnt products are mixed with dilution air from secondary 
holes. The outlet temperatures calculated here are of the same order as those reported 
by Samuelson and coworkers for various laboratory operated optical-access gas tur­
bine combustors[132,133]. For increasing fuel air equivalence ratios, proportional 
fuel consumption decreases somewhat despite the fact that absolute fuel consump­
tion rates increase. The reduction in proportional fuel consumption becomes more 
apparent with increasing residence time, due to the greater departure of the CH4 
conditional mean profiles, from the notional 'zero-consumption1 line, at lower mixing 
rates. Increased equivalence ratios give rise to greater outlet temperatures due to the 
diminished importance of the 600/7 unmixed oxidizer stream in the convolution of 
the mixture fraction PDF with the conditional mean temperature profile.
An aggregate mass fraction for NOx is calculated from NO and NO)  mass 
fractions by assuming that the former species is completely converted to the latter 
under atmospheric conditions, thus.
} N O x =  } NO-2 - (5.6)
Unconditional mean NOx mass fraction clearly increases with reactor residence time. 
It is also clear that the skeletal mechanism's lower NOx predictions close upon the 
full mechanism predictions with increasing residence time, a result of the increased
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Temperature (K)
Figure 5.16: Unconditional mean outlet temperature and proportional fuel mass con­
sumption from a methane burning ISR for different residence times and equivalence 
ratios. Bar colours denote equivalence ratio; white - 1, gray - 1.5, black - 2
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Figure 5.17: Unconditional mean outlet CO and NOx mass fractions from a methane 
burning ISR for different residence times and equivalence ratios. Bar colours denote 
equivalence ratio; white - 1, gray - 1.5, black - 2
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significance of the thermal Zelclovich pathway to overall X O  production at higher 
flame temperatures. Increased fuel air ratios cause relatively modest increases in 
X 0 x emission. This is no doubt due to the decreased weight of the -VOT-free oxidizer 
stream in the determination of the unconditional mean for higher equivalence ratio 
cases. It is likely that far more N O x will be generated downstream of the recirculation 
zone as primary air is mixed in and the flame temperature increases.
In contrast, carbon monoxide levels will decrease somewhat downstream as the 
species is gradually oxidized to CO2 in the dilution zones. As the bulk of the emitted 
C O  is formed in the recirculation zone and immediately thereafter, the results plotted 
in Fig. 5.17 are of some interest. It is evident that CO  emission levels increase 
with residence time and equivalence ratio. The former effect is due to the trends 
observed in the conditional mean profiles earlier, whilst the latter can be attributed 
to the diminishing levels of pure air in the unconditional mean calculation. Clearly, 
the skeletal mechanism seriously underpredicts CO  levels, particularly for longer 
residence time cases.
Acetylene (C2H2) is the principal C2 species produced by the ISR  using the 
full Miller-Bowman mechanism. As was mentioned earlier, soot formation is not 
treated in this analysis despite its importance both as a radiation sink and as a 
regulated combustor emission species. Acetylene combustion is typically associated 
with soot formation, and so the unconditional mean C2H2 mass fractions presented 
here are both an indicator of C 2 species formation and the predisposition towards 
soot. It is clear that C2H2 emission increases with both increasing residence time and 
equivalence ratio. As with the other emitted pollutants described above, it is clear 
that the skeletal mechanism cannot be used to predict C2 species and soot formation.
V ,  ,\(
h  . .. O '  j  J
5.3 Discussion
The results of the hydrogen and methane calculations demonstrate the effect of vary­
ing the principal governing parameters, upon nonpremixed combustion systems. It is 
evident that reducing the reactor residence time, or increasing the core averaged un- 
mixedness (U), or the change in mixture fraction variance through the reactor, causes 
increased levels of conditional mean scalar dissipation to occur. As a result of the
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increased scalar dissipation rates, chemical systems become increasingly pewirbed 
from equilibrium.
Further departures can result from the convective difference term on the left 
hand side of Eqn 4.6, which depends in part upon the conditional mean reactive 
scalar profiles at the reactor inlet. Together, the terms of the full ISR equation 
equation form a three-way balance between the processes of chemical reaction, tur­
bulent mixing and fluid inflow and outflow. Depending upon the conditions existing 
in a target reaction zone, ISR modelling can resemble a flamelet-like arrangement 
with a diffusive-reactive balance of source terms, or PSR-ensemble case with a purely 
reactive-convective balance, or more commonly a hybrid of these two. In this way, 
the Imperfectly Stirred Reactor model can be viewed as a super-set. containing both 
perfectly stirred reactors (PSRs) and flamelet models as special cases.
Zone models such as ISRs and PaSRs have a significant advantage over fluid 
dynamically more precise multi-dimensional formulations in modelling nonpremixed 
combustion devices. These dimensionally degenerate methods are capable of applying 
far more complex chemical mechanisms to the problem within the constraints imposed 
by available computational resources.
By employing a conditional moment closure methodology, the ISR model can 
comfortably handle much larger mechanisms than the largest that can be employed 
by PaSR methods. Being approximately two orders of magnitude faster than PaSR 
methods for similarly complex calculations, ISR modelling can be facilitated on 
workstation-sized computers rather than incur the expense of supercomputing. This 
kind of low cost computing with detailed chemistry is important if reactor models are 
to be used in practical design applications. The importance of chemical mechanism 
detail has been demonstrated in the previous section for a parametric study of a 
methane burning gas combustor recirculation zone.
It is clear that significant discrepancies exist between the full mechanism of 
Miller and Bowman[131] and the skeletal mechanism. This is to be expected, since 
the skeletal mechanism was reduced from the complete set of reactions under the stip­
ulation that it would be accurate for lean combustion only[119]. Given the substantial 
saving in computation time afforded by the latter, the skeletal approximation gives 
good agreement particularly for conditionally averaged statistics in the lean zone of
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mixture fraction space. It is reasonable to assume then, that due to the large overall 
excess of air in the combustor as a whole, the differences between the unconditional 
mean predictions using the two mechanisms may be diminished at the combustor 
outlet.
However, the importance of C2 chemistry is evident in the rich zone and it 
appears that the accurate prediction of intermediate carbon species, such as carbon 
monoxide (CO), may require the full mechanism. A peak conditional mean CO 
mass fraction of 6% is predicted by the full mechanism calculation, which is sub­
stantially greater than the skeletal prediction of 3%. The skeletal underprediction 
may partially explain the CO overshoot’ of experimental measurements in turbu­
lent methane jet flames compared to predictions by steady laminar fiamelet methods 
using C'i chemistry schemes[40,51]. Chen and Dibble[51] performed steady and tran­
sient PSR calculations, using C\ chemistry, to explain the existence of superflamelet 
CO in turbulent nonpremixecl flames. The findings of this chapter suggest that C2 
chemical effects should also be incorporated.
The prompt and nitrous oxide pathways for NOx formation are clearly very im­
portant in the cases studied here. By itself, the Zeldovich thermal mechanism cannot 
account for the differences between full and skeletal chemistry NO  predictions. The 
former predicts much higher NO levels whilst the latter has a much higher tempera­
ture prediction, albeit with lower monatomic oxygen levels. The preliminary evidence 
presented in this chapter suggests that the relative importance of thermal NOr for­
mation compared to other pathways decreases with increasing mixing intensity.
Chapter 6
Axisymmetric Jet Flames
In this chapter, nonpremixed conditional moment closure methods are applied to tur­
bulent reacting flows that are two-dimensional in the mean. Whilst some comments 
made towards the end of the chapter are made in relation to these flows in general, 
the bulk of this chapter is devoted to steady axisymmetric nonpremixed jet flames. 
Over the last decade, the axisymetric jet flame has been a paradigm of nonpremixed 
turbulent combustion research. This type of flame has been attractive because whilst 
being relatively simple in form, with only a small number of specifying parameters, 
it has many features in common with complex flames of more practical significance.
Axisymmetric jet flames are well suited to both experimental and numerical 
analysis. In the case of the former, axisymmetric jet flames have only a small num­
ber of controlling parameters, namely nozzle diameter, jet mass flow rate fuel type 
and coflow velocity, thereby making them independently reproducible. In addition 
these flames need not be physically confined and so allow easy access to physical and 
optical diagnostic tools. From a numerical modelling standpoint, jet flames involve 
the essential elements of turbulence-chemistry interactions without requiring the so­
lution of an elliptical set of partial differential equations. Typically, these streaming 
flows can be solved using boundary layer-like approximations to the Navier-Stokes 
equations and much of the turbulence modelling techniques, used in non-reactive 
boundary layer modelling, such as Reynolds stress closures and k — e methods can be 
carried over with only minor modifications. The comparative simplicity of the steady 
axisymmetric flow arrangement has allowed more developmental and computational 
effort to be devoted to improving general combustion models, and has provided a
95
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wealth of experimental data with which to evaluate model predictions.
In due course, the combustion models developed and tested in axisymmetric 
jet flames must be applied to more complex flames, like unsteady axisymmetric and 
asymmetric bluff-body and swirl stabilized flames, if they are to be of a practical 
interest. This process has begun in past years with, for example, a variant of the 
joint PDF method (see Section 2.2.2) being applied to a steady bluff-body stabilized 
flame[46]. Application of the nonpremixed CMC method to structurally more com­
plex flows is beyond the immediate scope of this thesis but comments will be made 
in later a chapter which are directly relevant to this next stage of development.
In the following section, the CMC equations appropriate to the specific case of 
nonpremixed axisymmetric jet flames will be derived. In Section 6.2. the means by 
which conditional mean mixing and convection statistics are determined from uncon­
ditional data will be described and the general mixing characteristics of turbulent 
jet flames will be analyzed. This chapter concludes with a short discussion of the 
conditions under which the singly conditioned CMC jet flame model is applicable.
The effects of turbulence-chemistry interactions in turbulent hydrogen (Ho) and 
hydrogen-carbon monoxide (Ho — CO)  fuelled jet flames will be analyzed in Chapter 
7. Aside from a study of the influence of mixing rates upon chemical reactions, 
analyses of the effects of reduced chemical mechanisms upon general flame structure 
and overall emissions are included. Subsequent to these analyses, points of interest 
are discussed in relation to overall model performance, and future development issues 
are briefly introduced.
6.1 Jet Flame Equation Derivation
The derivation of the appropriate CMC equations for axisymmetric jet flames, begins 
with Eqn 3.48 of Chapter Three which is reproduced below.
dQ,
< p\n > dt
1 d2Qt< pu \ n > x  Q¡ =< p in p x  In > < ty  I 1] >  + <
(6.1)
The effects of inhomogeneous conditional means embodied by the grouped error 
term < eQ \ ?/ > diminish with increasing Reynolds number[9] and these effects are 
excluded from further analysis under the assumption that the flow is sufficiently
eQ I n
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turbulent. In the presence of substantial mean mixture fraction and reactive scalar 
gradients, the relative influence of the instantaneous deviational term < e,. q > 
is likely to be small and is also neglected. This term cannot be neglected in cases 
where significant premixing of reactants are in evidence, like that which occurs in 
extinguished mixtures that are reignited in intensely mixed jet flame combustion. In 
these instances < ey \ i] > is one of the principal term responsible for mixing burnt 
and unburnt fluid. Nonpremixed flames exhibiting extinction and ignition behaviour 
are beyond the predictive capability of singly conditioned moment closure in any 
case, as was mentioned in Section 3.2.3.
By restricting this analysis to steady axisymmetric jet flames, the first term 
on the left hand side of Eqn 6.1 is eliminated and the convective term can also be 
substantially simplified. One of the principal advantages of the jet flame formulation 
is that despite large spatial variations in unconditional mean data, conditionally 
averaged statistics appear to be almost independent of radial position within the 
jet. The theoretical basis for this property was first noted by Klimenko[6,7]. and 
experimental measurements of reactive species concentrations in jet flames were cited 
in evidence by Bilger[8,9]. The small degree of radial dependence, exhibited by 
conditionally averaged statistics in jet flames with simple boundary layer structures, 
allows Eqn 6.1 to be reduced to a quasi one-dimensional problem with conditional 
averages being calculated as functions of mixture fraction and axial location x alone. 
The first implementation of CMC methods in jet flames neglected radial dependence 
altogether[96] and solved the following equation for Qt — Qj(x,q).
The conditionally averaged statistics (< pu | q >, < p \  | q >) required for the 
solution of Ecpi 6.2 were estimated by approximating them as being equal to the 
average of known unconditional mean statistics (< p u  >, < p \  >) at radial locations 
where the mean mixture fraction £ was equal to the sample space variable ?/.
Since that first approximation, improvements have been made such that the 
existence of small radial dependence is acknowledged and radial convection is dealt 
with by solving cross-stream averaged equations. These equations (see Eqn 6.6), 
proposed by Klimenko[6], incorporate the influence of small radial variations in con­
ditional mean mass flux < pu | q > and scalar dissipation < p x  \ q > to produce
< pu \ q > (6.2)
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averaged statistics which are then used to calculate radially representative condi­
tional reactive scalars. The averaging operator {•••}/? is defined below for cylindrical 
polar coordinates using any arbitrary function h/(r),
= M{r)rdr (6.3)Jo
The bounding radius R is typically assumed to be large so that the bulk of the overall 
mass flow lies within its circumscribed perimeter, and radial gradients are very small.
Cross stream averaging of the divergence form of the CMC equation, which 
retains explicit reference to the mixture fraction PDF (Eqn 3.42), yields
A
—  ( { <  p U  | 1] > Q1Pv} R) = { <  p W i  | 7] > Pv}
+;»(< px 1 71 > ~Q,^ (< 1 > Pv^ R (6'4) 
where the steady state assumption has been applied to eliminate time derivatives. 
The cross-stream convection term is eliminated for ?/ > 0 due to mixture fraction 
PDF behaviour for large values of the bounding radius R [6,117]. A PDF weighted 
area average {M }^  can be defined for any arbitrary function M (r) as follows:
{M }+ =  {M (r)P ,(r )}R/{P ,,(r )}„  (6.5)
Using this definition and the conservation of the mixture fraction PDF, Eqn 6.4 
becomes.
{< p u I p » i f  =< pwi I p > + ^ {<  px I v i 6»
where conditional mean reactive scalars are assumed to be radially independent.
The cross-stream averaging defined above is not dissimilar, in concept, to the 
volume averaging employed for the ISR model of Chapter 4. In this case however, the 
flow retains its evolutionary character between the jet nozzle and downstream zones. 
Further, in the case of ISRs, spatial independence of the conditional mean reactive 
scalar fields required demonstration before the model could be applied to a target 
system. In contrast, the absence of substantial radial dependence in axisymmetric 
jet flames is generally accepted and is not at issue1.
Using Eqn 6.6, conditional mean reactive scalar quantities can be determined 
at any point in a steady axisymmetric jet flame provided the conditional mean mass
1 New evidence suggests that this may not be the case in the near-field, see Section 6.4
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flux and scalar dissipation profiles can be calculated. The boundary conditions for 
Eqn G.G are given below,
Q l(x ,  77 =  0) =  Y itOX(x ) (6 .7)
Q h { x , V  =  0) =  hi}OX( x ) (6 .8)
— 1) — Y{tj u( x^^ (6 .9)
Q h {x ,  V =  1) =  h i j u(x ) (6 .10)
(6 .11)
where the possibility exists that the pure fuel and oxidizer stream values may be 
capable of varying with axial location as a result of radiative cooling or pyrolysis 
and the like. The conditional mean profiles are unknown at the nozzle exit plane 
(x = 0 ) ,  with only the bounding mixture fractions (77 =  0,1) being present. A 
starting estimate of the conditional mean profiles is usually taken from adiabatic 
chemical equilibrium calculations, however the form of the starting profiles appears 
to have no influence on calculated results at locations more than a fraction of a nozzle 
diameter downstream.
Equation 3.1G of Section 3.2 provides the means for determining {<  px | ?/ > } r-> 
after appropriate simplification and cross-stream averaging.
T ( { <  p u \ V > P„}R) = - ^ ^ ( { <  PX I >7 >  p <i } r ) (612 )
The cross stream convective terms associated with the PDF conservation equation 
are eliminated due to the behaviour of the PDF at large bounding radii[6,117]. Given 
mixture fraction probability density functions within the jet, the cross-stream aver­
aged conditional mean scalar dissipation profile can be determined by double inte­
grating both sides of Eqn 6.12 with respect to mixture fraction.
The unknown cross-stream averaged conditional mean scalar mass flux profiles
are estimated from,
{<  pu | 77 > }£  «  {<  pu > }£  (6.13)
which neglects fluctuations in the longitudinal velocity component. The calculation 
of conditional mean mass flux and scalar dissipation profiles entails certain practical 
problems that make it a lion-trivial exercise. The properties of these quantities and 
the difficulties that arise in their calculation are discussed in the following section.
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6.2 Calculation of Mixing Statistics
In order to solve the CMC equation governing reactive scalar evolution in a turbulent 
nonpremixed jet flame (Eqn 6.6). the conditional mean scalar dissipation ({<  pu \ p > 
}n) and mass
flux ( {<  pu | ?/ > } r) profiles must be determined from the available unconditional 
mean information.
In the jet flame model used in this investigation, a FORTRAN code known 
as .JFLAME, unconditional mean information is provided by a block tridiagonal 
(BTD) solver which uses a Reynolds stress closure to model the turbulence dynam­
ics. This solver was written by Chen et a/[134], has been used extensively in the 
past[48,50,51,52,56]. The BTD solver is not specific to CMC methods, having been 
principally developed for use with joint PDF methods. Unconditional mean veloci­
ties (< u > ,<  v > ) and mixture fraction (<  £ >), as well as variance information is 
provided along with unconditional mean scalar dissipation (< X >) data to the CMC 
solution routine. In return this routine, named QIvIN, supplies unconditional mean 
density information to the tridiagonal solver.
By employing an assumed form mixture fraction probability density function, 
with mean and variance specified by the unconditional mean data, the required mix­
ing and convection statistics can be determined using Ecpis 6.13 and 6.12. After 
double integration with respect to mixture fraction, the latter equation becomes,
{<  px I v > p A r =  ~'2[Jq Jo pu I p > PiA r YW^W) (6-14)
The double integration of the streamwise derivative in Eqn 6.14 is carried out between 
the bounds of 0 and ?/, and excludes the influence of the possible singularity at the 
origin. The appropriate boundary conditions on Eqn 6.14 are {<  p\ \ p > P A r =  0 
at p =  0.1 for large values of R[117.135].
The mixture fraction PDFs used in this implementation have clipped Gaussian 
assumed forms, as was the case in Chapter 4 for ISR modelling. In contrast to ISR 
applications, the assumed form PDFs of this chapter are supposed to represent the 
actual uncalculated PDFs, instead of simply being generic examples used in lieu of 
actual values. Wheras in ISR. applications, actual PDFs should be determined and 
used, it is not currently envisaged that jet flame CMC methods will have actual PDF
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information available for use.
Earlier results from CMC jet flame modelling were obtained using Beta func­
tion assumed form PDFs[96,102], however in those instances conditional mean scalar 
dissipation was not calculated via Eqn 6.14. but instead was approximated from un­
conditional mean values (<  p > <  \ >) in the same way that conditional mass flux is 
approximated in Eqn 6.13. Beta functions were chosen because of their smooth tran­
sition from double-delta-function-like forms near unmixed fluid interfaces to quasi- 
Gaussian forms in well mixed fluid without their being a requirement to consider end 
intermittencies. Other researchers have employed Beta function assumed forms in 
the past (see for example Janicka and Ivollmann[18]) with some success, and Girimaji 
has favourably compared beta function performance against DNS results for passive 
scalar mixing in statistically stationary (scalar mixing is non-stationary) isotropic 
turbulence [136].
Initially Beta functions were also used as the assumed form PDFs in attempts 
to solve Eqn 6.14, however after some effort they were discarded as being unsuitable. 
Much of the difficulty in their use arose from the non-integrable nature of their 
derivatives with respect to mean and variance. It has been found that accurate 
numerical double integration, with respect to mixture fraction, of small streanrwise 
differences in PDF form is a difficult task. In contrast to the ISR mixing calculations 
of Chapter 4, where PDF variance changes were over orders of magnitude, differential 
streamwise changes in variance are typically of only a. few percent.
Clipped Gaussian functions were used because the}' were found to be more 
amenable to the solution of Eqn 6.14, and because of the general acceptance of this 
assumed form as a reasonable representation of true mixture fraction PDFs[15] under 
general mixing conditions. It should be pointed out that the clipped Gaussian forms 
employed in this thesis are distinct from those used by Bilger and coworkers[15.137] 
which made use of empirical estimates of free stream intermittency. Here, the end 
intermit tencies are exactly equal to the clipped areas under the PDF curve to the left 
of zero and right of unity mixture fractions, with the area under the curve between 
these points being less than unity.
In the course of developing a robust solution method for Eqn 6.14. two distinct 
methodologies emerged. These two methods both represent an advance over the
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earlier weighted averaging techniques (see above), but neither of the methods is 
clearly superior to the other. In the following sections, both the lumped’ and ’local’ 
solution methods for Eqn 0.14 will be described. Section 6.3 contains a comparison 
of the mixing statistics predicted by these two methods and the earlier weighted 
averaging technique.
6.2.1 Local Calculation of Scalar Dissipation Rate
Solution of Eqn 6.14, via the ’local’ method, proceeds by first substituting in the 
approximate form of the conditional mass flux (see Eqn 6.13), followed by a re­
arrangement of the order of integration and differentiation to give,
{<  PX I V >}r = Pu > fa(j0 JQ Pv'dv'dr]')}R (6.15)
where streamwise changes in < pu > have been neglected.
At each radial point, the unconditional mean mixture fraction, scalar dissi­
pation, streamwise velocity, density and mixture fraction variance are employed to 
evaluate the term within the {.. .}r brackets on the right hand side of Eqn 6.15.
The local method is a robust technique that guarantees the non-negativity of the 
calculated conditional mean scalar dissipation profiles and their consistency with the 
unconditional mean scalar dissipation field. These desirable properties are ensured 
by separately treating each point in physical space which contributes to the cross­
stream averaged statistic. This is in contrast to the ’lumped' method which treats 
cross-stream averaged statistics directly.
At each point in physical space, the local method only considers the components 
of the streamwise change in the mixture fraction PDF which will have an effect 
upon the cross-stream averaged statistic. Any change in mixture fraction variance 
that is associated with radial convective transport or diffusion is neglected, since 
these effects sum to zero when averaged across the flow. Only those streamwise 
changes in mixture fraction variance that can be attributed to the local unconditional 
mean scalar dissipation are included in the calculation of the conditional mean scalar 
dissipation rate profile.
The streamwise change mixture fraction variance, at a radial location r. that
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can be attributed to scalar dissipation alone can estimated from the following:
6 <  £/2(r) >* -  < x(r ) >
....v  - ,  \  (6.16)Sx <  u(r) >
At each radial point, the estimate above is used to determine the streamwise change 
in the double integral of the mixture fraction PDF at the mean mixture fraction of 
that point. The PDF value itself is also calculated, so that its its cross-stream average 
can be used in the denomenator coeficient on the right hand side of Eqn 6.15. Since 
use of Eqn 6.16 guarantees that the inner term of Eqn 6.15 will be non-positive and 
proportional to the local unconditionally averaged scalar dissipation rate (< x  > )• the 
cross-stream averaged {<  PX I V > P t)}r profile is assured of being non-negative and 
of having an area equal to the cross-stream averaged unconditional scalar dissipation 
rate.
/  {<  PX I 7/ > Pr^Rdr] ~  {<  P > <  X > } r (6.17)Jo
In effect, the local method can be thought of as a discretization of the jet flow 
into a large number of radially spaced imperfectly stirred reactors. These conceptual 
reactors have mean mixture fractions which are determined by the local uncondi­
tional mean values and changes variance that are calculated from the local value of 
unconditional mean scalar dissipation rate.
Apart from its application in jet flame modelling, the ’local1 method of scalar 
dissipation calculation seems well suited for use in more complex elliptic flow calcula­
tions. The generalization of the ’lumped’ method, described below, to more complex 
flow geometries is more difficult proposition.
6.2.2 Lumped Calculation of Scalar Dissipation Rate
The lumped’ solution method for Eqn 6.14 is a more direct technique, than the local 
method, and makes fewer algebraic approximations. However, it does not guaran­
tee non-negativity of the resulting conditional mean scalar dissipation profiles, nor 
consistency with the unconditional mean scalar dissipation statistics.
In the lumped approximation, shown below, the influence of streamwise varia­
tion in velocity is retained.
{<  PX I V > } r = i p !  ^ " { ( < Pu >  f I Pv'djl'dv')}R (6.18){ Pv\R o x  Jo Jo
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In contrast to the ’local' method, the lumped method sees the PDF second integrals 
being calculated using the actual mixture fraction unconditional means and variances 
at each point, followed by the averaging of these integrals across the flow. The 
difference between the cross-stream averaged PDF second integrals at the current 
and preceding axial locations provides the cross stream averaged conditional mean 
scalar dissipation profile.
Some difficulties can arise in applying the lumped method to jet flame mod­
elling. The method is sensitive to errors in the discretization or modelling of mixture 
fraction mean and variance fields at the boundaries of the computational domain. 
Any small irregularities in the calculation of the PDF second integrals at these points 
can corrupt the entire calculation, leading to poor accuracy.
In applying the lumped method, it was found that determining accurate near­
field scalar dissipation rate profiles was particularly difficult. In many instances, 
partially negative scalar dissipation profiles could result from regulated changes in 
outer boundary entrainment rates. Further, checking calculations such as Eqn 6.17 
revealed that the lumped method tends to overpredict the cross-stream averaged 
unconditional mean scalar dissipation rate. This is perhaps due to either the sources 
of error mentioned above, or a possible inconsistency between the Reynolds flux 
calculations for mixture fraction mean and variance (which are used directly by the 
lumped method) and those for the unconditional mean scalar dissipation rate.
The lumped method should be the natural choice for jet flame calculations of 
conditional mean scalar dissipation rate. However, care must be taken to ensure that 
the unconditional mean statistics, upon which it relies, are calculated in a consistent 
and well behaved manner. It will be shown that the accuracy of the lumped method 
is questionable in the current implementation.
6.3 Comparison of Mixing Models
At this point, it is appropriate to reconcile the mixing and convection statistics cal­
culated using past methods[96.102] with those used at present (see also [104.105]). 
Unfortunately, it is not possible to compare either calculation method with exper­
imental or DNS results for the purpose of verification. Some experimental results
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Designation A
Nozzle diameter 
Fuel composition 
Jet velocity 
Coflow velocity 
Stoich. Mixture Fraction 
Visible flamelength 
Jet Reynolds number
3.75 mm 
100%#: 
300 m/s 
1.0 m /s 
0.028 
~  180D 
10000
Table 6.1: Characteristics of experimentally measured H2 jet flame.
should come to hand in the near future (see Starner ,et al[ 138,139]), which will give 
the needed insight upon turbulent diffusion flame structure, but at present there 
are no such data. Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) of the mean shearing highly 
turbulent combustion that is of interest here, is currently not feasible.
In order to compare different conditional mean scalar dissipation calculation 
methods, excluding chemical kinetic effects, comparisons were made for both pure- 
hyclrogen flames computed with chemical equilibrium conditional mean scalar profiles. 
Thus in the mixing model comparisons that follow, density feedback effects resulting 
from mixing interaction with chemical reactions are not considered.
The pure hydrogen flame used for comparison is identical to that studied exper­
imentally by Barlow and Carter[150,151,152]. Both CMC and Joint PDF turbulent 
combustion model predictions for this flame have been made in the past and have 
been compared with the available data[102.104]. The macroscopic characteristics of 
this hydrogen jet flame are summarized in Table 6.1.
The stoichiometric flamelength (Lst) is defined as the axial distance from the 
nozzle to where the unconditional mean mixture fraction at the jet centreline is 
equal to the stoichiometric mixture fraction. In the case of the flame A, the sto­
ichiometric length is around Lst % 133 nozzle diameters. The predicted stoichio­
metric flamelength agrees well with experimentally measured mean mixture fraction 
data[55,104,150,152], and can be seen to be approximately twenty five percent less 
than the corresponding visible flamelength Lvs. Visible flamelength Lvs has no pre­
cise definition, but rather is simply the apparent end of the luminous contour of the 
flame and is usually estimated with the naked eye. As the luminous contour is sub-
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Figure 6.1: Unconditional Mean Mixture Fraction Contours for Jet Flame A The 
half-velocity radius (Ro.su) is plotted using dashed lines.
ject to instantaneous turbulent fluctuations and can vary according to flame colour, 
luminous intensity, and background lighting, determination of its maximum length 
is a somewhat subjective measurement.
Calculated mean mixture fraction contours for flame A are plotted in Fig. 6.1 
in physical space with an expanded radial ordinate. The half-velocity radius (Ro.su) 
is also plotted to facilitate a comparison of the physical proximity of the mean shear 
layer to the mean stoichiometric contour in each case. It is evident that the mean 
stoichiometric mixture fraction contour lies beyond the principal shearing zone of the 
jet for more than half of the stoichiometric flamelength.
Predicted cross-stream averaged unconditional mean scalar dissipation rate 
{< \ >}r is plotted as a function of axial location in Fig. 6.2. The profiles la­
belled ’local’ and ’lumped’ have been calculated by convolving cross-stream averaged 
conditional mean scalar dissipation with the cross-stream averaged PDF according 
to Eqn 6.17. The ’true’ profile has been calculated by averaging unconditional mean 
scalar dissipation values across the flow width.
There are no discernable differences, between the true {<  y > } r profile and
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Figure 6.2: Calculated cross-stream averaged unconditional mean scalar dissipation 
rate as a function of non-dimensional axial distance from the nozzle 0  ID).
that calculated by the ’local’ method, on the semi-log plot shown in Fig. 6.2. Small 
differences do exist but they are of the order of five percent. The ’lumped’ pro­
file shows reasonable agreement in the upstream zones of the flame, but tends to 
increasingly overpredict {<  x  >}/? with increasing axial distance from the nozzle.
This tendency towards overprediction seems to stem from the susceptibility 
of this method to numerical error in the determination of {<  X 77 >}/?• As the 
lumped method involves finding a small streamwise difference between two large 
averaged profiles (see Eqn 6.18), deviations from the expected profile are likely to 
occur downstream where the magnitude of sought after difference becomes small. It 
is conceivable that there may also be an inconsistency between the unconditional 
mean calculation of scalar dissipation rate and those for mixture fraction mean and 
variance. Such an inconsistency would contribute to the observed discrepancy, since 
the lumped method makes use of the latter two statistics without any reference to 
the former.
Important differences between the different methods for {<  \ | ?/ > }^  calcu­
lation can be seen in Fig. 6.3 which compares predictions at four axial locations in
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jet flame A. Two important trend? in conditional mean scalar dissipation rate profile 
evolution can be observed from Fig. G.3. Firstly, the influence of the approximate 
x~4 power dependence of unconditional mean scalar dissipation upon axial distance 
from the nozzle (see Fig. 6.2) can be seen in the declining levels of the plateaux 
regions of the scalar dissipation profiles. This decline is evident in the predictions of 
all three of the scalar dissipation calculation methods, however the relative position 
of the predicted profiles, with respect to each, other changes somewhat.
In upstream zones [x/D < 90), the weighted averaging technique (see Eqn 6.13, 
and Refs [102,104]) predicts significantly lower value than those predicted by the local 
and lumped methods described in Sections 6.2.1 & 6.2.2. Further downstream, the 
weighted averaging technique yields predictions which are in good agreement with 
those of the local calculation method, whilst the lumped predictions fall below these 
values.
The second trend of note in Fig. 6.3 is the effect of jet dispersion. At increasing 
distances from the nozzle, rich mixture fraction fluid becomes increasingly rare due to 
jet mixing with the zero-mixture fraction surroundings. Correspondingly, the cross­
stream averaged mixture fraction PDF ({P,?} r) peak shifts towards lean mixture 
fractions, and PDF values decrease at rich mixture fractions. At axial locations 
where PDF values tend to zero, the weighted averaging method for scalar dissipation 
prediction cannot be applied, and the scalar dissipation profile at these mixture 
fractions is statistically indeterminate.
The ability to predict conditional mean scalar dissipation rates in these mixture 
fraction zones is not considered important since the conditional mean statistics there 
do not contribute significantly to any unconditional mean statistics. In practice, 
these rich mixture fraction zones are deemed physically unrealizable and are dropped 
from CMC calculations.
This treatment is also applied to low probability zones in the local and lumped 
methods for {<  X I 71 >}/? calculation. This is done to avoid the small numerical er­
rors present in the {Pv < \ | ?/ > } r profile predictions, at rich mixture fractions, from 
being magnified by division by the very low PDF values at these mixture fractions. 
For the CMC calculations reported here and in the following chapter, an arbitrary 
minimum PDF threshold was set at 10~10 and mixture fraction grid points with cross-
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Figure 6.3: Predictions of conditional mean scalar dissipation rate at
x/D =  20,50,90,180 in jet flame A. Line types denote prediction method : bold 
- lumped, plain - local dotted - averaged
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Figure 6.4: Predicted PDF ({Pf,}/?) and {Pv < x \ V > } k at x/D =  90,180.
stream averaged PDF values below this level were excluded from the calculation.
In Fig. 6.3, the location of this PDF lower threshold in mixture fraction space 
can be inferred from the mixture fraction values where the predicted profiles are 
terminated. It is apparent that the local and lumped predictions of {<  x I V > } /j  
differ greatly in low probability zones near the PDF threshold. The poor agreement, 
at rich mixture fractions, between the lumped method prediction and those of the 
local and weighted average methods is a result of the larger numerical errors inherent 
in the method.
In Fig. 6.4, the differences between the rich mixture fraction predictions of 
{Pr, < \ | // > } R can be readily compared. The minimal decrease in the lumped 
model prediction of {Pv < X I 77 > } k with decreasing mixture fraction PDF leads 
to the high {<  y | 77 > }^  tails observed in Fig. 6.3. These tails are similar to _ 
those found in the predicted conditional mean scalar dissipation profiles of low outlet 
unmixedness imperfectly stirred reactors (see Section 4.2), and similarly are not likely 
to be physically realizable. The physical measurement of conditional mean scalar 
dissipation rates in very low probability mixture fraction zones is a difficult task, and 
so it is not likely that experimental findings in this area will become available in the
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near future.
Based on the results of the comparison presented in this section, it appears 
that the local method of calculation of conditional mean scalar dissipation is best 
suited for use in CMC axisymmetric jet flame modelling. In the following chapter, 
this mixing method is used exclusively to analyze the effects of turbulence chemistry 
interactions in H2 and H2 — CO jet flames as predicted by the CMC model.
6.4 Discussion
In this chapter, a conditional moment closure (CMC) model has been described for 
axisymmetric nonpremixed turbulent jet flames. The main points of this model can 
be summarized as follows:
1. As with earlier CMC models, the jet flame model makes use of a single condi­
tioning variable, namely mixture fraction. Statistics conditioned upon mixture 
fraction alone cannot be used to effect a first order chemical closure, as described 
in Section 3.2.3, when in the presence of high levels of reactant premixing or 
extinction and ignition phenomena. Thus strictly speaking, the current model 
is inapplicable in cases such as lifted diffusion flames and bluff body stabilized 
flames with high mixing rates, since extinction and premixing is known to occur 
at the base of these flames.
2. One of the key simplifying assumptions made in this jet flame model, is that con­
ditionally averaged statistics show only a very weak radial dependence. This as­
sumption, which is supported by theoretical[6.7] and experimental evidence[8,9], 
allows the reactive scalar conservation equations (Eqn 6.1) to be reduced to an 
essentially one dimensional form. It seems optimistic to expect the validity of 
the radial independence assumption to extend to more complex elliptic flow 
fields. Intuitively, radial independence would seem to be associated with the 
existence of a boundary layer like flow pattern. Indeed, recent experimental 
evidence suggests that some radial dependence exists for conditional mean tem­
perature in the immediate near-field of axisymmetric hydrogen jet flames[152]. 
These preliminary experimental results show that the radial dependence of con­
ditional mean statistics disappears for locations removed from the near field.
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The influence of near-field radial dependence on the overall modelling of these 
jet flames seems to be insignificant. However, these findings do not bode well 
for future model development in more complex flow arrangements.
3. A comparison has been made of three contemporary methods for calculating 
the conditional mean scalar dissipation rate which is required for the closure of 
Eqn 6.6. In the past, an approximate averaging technique has been employed 
to calculate conditional mean scalar dissipation[102,104], however this method 
does not guarantee conservation of mixture fraction as is required by Eqn 6.12. 
Of the two new proposed calculation methods which obey Eqn 6.12, the ’local’ 
method (see Section 6.2.1) has been found to be the most robust and accurate 
for the conditions studied here. This method will be adopted in the analyses 
of the following chapter.
Further discussion of the above points can be found in Chapter 9, where they 
will be presented in the context of future model development.
Chapter 7
Jet Flame Calculations
The principal focus of past nonpremixed jet flame research has been the examination 
of the interaction that occurs between chemical reaction, turbulent mixing, radiative 
heat transfer and other associated processes. The interactions between these basic 
aerothermochemica.l processes govern important phenomena such as fuel efficiency, 
byproduct formation, sooting tendency, extinction and ignition characteristics etc.
One of the foremost areas of current jet flame research is the study of nitrogen 
oxide (NOx) formation (see Refs [51,53,65,96.102,104,137] and [140]-[152] inclusive). 
Although this research has been largely driven by the need to find a means of limiting 
NOx formation in practical nonpremixed combustion devices[l29], nitric oxide {NO)  
is interesting from a theoretical point of view because its formation is kinetically 
limited. In other words, rather than having its formation rate being governed by 
mixing processes, NO is formed at a rate that is limited by its rate of chemical 
reaction.
The accurate prediction of NO formation in turbulent jet diffusion flames is a 
good test for ’coupled1 turbulent combustion models such as the joint PDF method[51] 
and the CMC method[96,102,104]. These coupled models account for turbulence- 
chemistry interactions whilst globally tracking species concentrations throughout the 
flame. If a coupled model correctly treats the fundamental aspects of chemical reac­
tion. turbulent mixing and radiative heat transfer, then it should be able to predict 
NO  yield in jet flames with some confidence.
Unfortunately, it is difficult to ensure that all three of these aspects are treated 
appropriately at the same time, since in many cases simplifying assumptions are nec-
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essary in order to make the modelled problem tractable. The modelling assumptions 
made in connection with turbulent mixing processes within the CMC method have 
been discussed in the preceding chapter (see Section G.2). The bulk of these mod­
elling assumptions are inherent in the overall model and are best investigated by 
independent means such as direct numerical simulation[34.57].
Chemical kinetic assumptions can be investigated with the existing CMC model 
because of its ability to inexpensively employ detailed chemical mechanisms. The 
accuracy of the reduced mechanisms similar to those employed by other jet flame 
models[51] can be readily determined. The usual assumption made in connection with 
radiative heat transfer is that of optical-thinness, ie: energy radiated from gaseous 
species at one point is not absorbed by those species at another point within the 
flame. There has been some suggestion that this assumption may be inappropriate 
in hydrogen jet flames (see Appendix B), and it is clearly inadequate in flames with 
radiation losses from solid phase particles.
In this chapter, CMC model predictions are presented for hydrogen ( i /2) and 
hydrogen/carbon monoxide/nitrogen (CO — H2 — AT2) fuelled flames over a range of 
flow conditions (Sections 7.1,7.2). Comparison of the results presented here (see also 
Refs. [96,102,104]) with existing experimental measurements, serves as a means of 
validating the jet flame model described in Chapter 6. Apart from comparing the di­
rect chemical evidence of turbulence-chemistry interaction, such as super-equilibrium 
radical formation, temperature depression and so on, a comparison of predicted and 
measured NOx formation will be presented and discussed (Section 7.5).
The form and behaviour of the conditional mean terms of the CMC reactive 
scalar equations are examined in Section 7.3. The importance of chemical mechanism 
detail to overall model performance will be evaluated (Section 7.4). A two step 
reduced mechanism is compared with a full twenty-three step mechanism in the case 
of Hj combustion, and a three step mechanism is compared with a twenty-five step 
mechanism for the CO — H2 jet flames. Radiation losses are also investigated in an 
attempt to determine the validity of the optical-thinness assumption (Section 7.6).
The chapter is concluded with a general discussion of the advantages and dis­
advantages of the CMC jet flame model (Section 7.7) and a brief summary in point 
form (Section 7.8).
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Designation Flame A
Nozzle diameter (D )
Fuel composition 
Jet velocity (Uj)
Coflow velocity
Stoich. Mixture Fraction (£Sf0iC.)
Visible flamelength (Lvs) 
Cold Jet Reynolds number {Rejj)
3.7 5mm
100%tf2
300m/s 
1.0 m/s 
0.028 
~  180D 
10000
Table 7.1: Characteristics of experimentally measured H2 jet flame.
7.1 Hydrogen Flames
A series of calculations were made for turbulent nonpremixed H2 jet flames similar to 
that studied by Barlow and Carter[150,151,152]. The characteristics of Barlow and 
Carter’s flame are given in Table 7.1, which has been transposed from Section 6.3.
The CMC calculations were made with fifty grid points unevenly spread across 
the mixture fraction domain, with the bulk of these points being concentrated around 
the stoichiometric mixture fraction. A further fifty grid points were employed in 
stream function space in the solution of the von Mises-transformed boundary layer 
equations for the unconditional mean turbulent field. These unconditional mean 
equations were solved using a Reynolds stress/flux closure, which is described exten­
sively by the authors of the code[134]. The relationship between the CMC subroutine 
(QKIN) and the jet flame program[134] (JFLAME) is described in Appendix C, where 
a listing of the former code can be found.
The H2 chemical mechanism employed consisted of twelve chemical species and 
twenty-three reversible reaction steps, and is listed in Table A.l of Appendix A as 
reactions 1 — 17 and 30 — 34. Thermo-chemical data and reaction rate evaluations 
were provided by CHEMKIN-II subroutines[121]. Radiation losses were treated using 
an optically-thin approximation for emission from gaseous H20  which was proposed 
by Kuznetzov and Sabelnikov[26] and is described in Appendix B.
The full mechanism H2 calculations required approximately six CPU hours to 
reach completion on a DEC Alpha workstation, running at ~  15 Mflops. The over­
whelming majority of this computation time was consumed by the integration of the
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numerically stiff CMC equations. The computational cost associated with this inte­
gration is demonstrated 1)}' the fact that a fast chemistry calculation, which involves 
no integration of the stiff turbulence-chemistry interaction equations, requires only 
~  5 CPU minutes when using the same jet fíame code.
Smaller CMC calculations have been performed in the past[102,104] with the 
same chemical mechanism but only 24 mixture fraction grid points, and these runs 
were found to require only around one CPU hour of computation to reach completion.
7.1.1 Predicted H2 Jet Flame Characteristics
Before comparing specific CMC predictions with corresponding experimental mea­
surements, it is appropriate to describe the general behaviour of the predicted condi­
tional mean statistics in various locations within the jet flame. These statistics show 
departure from chemical equilibrium that is qualitatively similar to that observed in 
ISR predictions for H2 combustion (see Section 5.1). However, the level of departure 
varies with axial location in accordance with streamwise changes in turbulent mixing 
intensity.
This trend can be seen from the predicted conditional mean reactive scalar 
profiles, corresponding to jet flame A, plotted in Fig. 7.1, for various axial fractions 
of the visible flamelength (Lvs) listed in Table 7.1. Note that the reactive scalar 
profiles of this chapter are given in terms of mole fraction, rather than the mass 
fraction form in which they appear in the CMC equations. This has been done so as 
to facilitate comparison with experimental data.
It can be seen that in upstream locations of the flame, the major product 
species (H20 ) is greatly depressed below the adiabatic equilibrium profile. This 
depression is indicative of the interference of turbulent mixing processes with the 
mole consuming reactions that form H20.  At the same time, the principal radical 
species (77,0,077) are present in super-equilibrium concentrations as they adjust, 
via rapid two-body reactions, to the subequilibrium levels of H20.  It is evident that 
turbulent mixing processes transport the conditional mean radical species to lean 
and rich mixture fractions outside the reaction zone. Increased mixing rates appear 
to cause the monatomic hydrogen profile peak to shift to richer mixture fractions, 
but no shifts are evident for the hydroxyl or monatomic oxygen radicals.
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Figure 7.1: Conditional mean i720 , H and OH mole fraction profiles at various axial 
locations. Line type denotes location (x/Lv) : 0.125 - bold dash, 0.25 - bold dot. 0.5 
- plain solid, 0.75 - plain dash, 1.0 - plain dot, adiabatic equilibrium - bold solid
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At axial locations further from the nozzle, the degree of departure from chem­
ical equilibrium declines as a result of the streamwise reduction in turbulent mixing 
intensity, as described in Section G.3. In the absence of radiation losses, the chemical 
system tends towards a state of adiabatic chemical equilibrium[96]. However, in the 
calculated results shown here radiative losses cause radical levels to fall substantially 
below adiabatic equilibrium levels towards the end of the flame. The amount of H20  
accordingly exceeds adiabatic equilibrium as the radicals are consumed in the face of 
declining flame temperatures.
Conditional mean flame temperature and nitric oxide mole fractions are plotted 
in Fig. 7.2 at various axial locations in jet flame A. It is clear that the predicted 
peak conditional mean flame temperature remains at least 100A’ below the adia­
batic equilibrium profile peak at all axial locations. The temperature depression in 
the upstream zones is due to turbulence-chemistry interaction, which inhibits the 
exothermic formation of H20  whilst the endothermic process of radical formation is 
comparatively unhindered. This depression, being related to variations in chemical 
reaction rates, is most evident near stoichiometric. In downstream zones, particularly 
near the visible flametip the temperature depression is radiation induced, and this 
is reflected by the fact that the depression is more uniform over a range of mixture 
fractions.
Nitric oxide levels build up along the length of the flame, with the peak levels 
occuring at the stoichiometric mixture fraction. As these predictions consider only 
the thermal formation pathway[128], it is not surprising that the A O profile peaks 
near the mixture fraction where the conditional mean temperature profile peaks. The 
almost linear decrease in conditional mean NO mole fraction away from stoichiomet­
ric suggests that NO is only formed at stoichiometric and is transported to richer 
and leaner mixture fractions.
7.1.2 Comparison of iT2 Jet Flame Data
The experimental data provided by Barlow and Caxter[150,152] is the first to include 
conditional mean nitric oxide measurements within a flame, and thus has provided 
great insight into thermal NO formation in jet diffusion flames. This data has been 
used as a source for comparison with CMC and joint PDF model predictions on
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Figure 7.2: Conditional mean temperature and NO  mole fraction profiles at various 
axial locations. Line type denotes location (x/Lv) : 0.125 - bold dash, 0.25 - bold 
dot, 0.5 - plain solid, 0.75 - plain dash, 1.0 - plain dot, adiabatic equilibrium - bold 
solid
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earlier occasions[102,104].
A comparison of conditional mean temperature profiles from experimental mea­
surement and model prediction can be seen in Fig. 7.3. The near-field temperature 
profiles show poor quantitative agreement, with the predicted profile peak being 
some 110/v below the measured peak temperature of 2212 Ah Further downstream, 
the agreement between measurement and prediction improves to within 3 0 /i, but 
with a reversal of the order so that the predicted curves exceed the measured curves.
It should be noted that the measured temperature profile at x/Lvs =  0.125 
exceeds the adiabatic chemical equilibrium curve at lean mixture fractions to the left 
of 7] =  0.02. A similar, though weaker, phenomenon can be seen in the temperature 
profiles of strained laminar flamelets[130]. The lean-side super-equilibrium temper­
atures are present in the near-field of the jet flame, where the reaction zone most 
likely falls within the flamelet regime, but is absent at downstream measurement 
locations where the reaction zone is more distributed. It is thus apparent that the 
poor agreement between the upstream temperature profiles may be the result of the 
inability of the CMC model to account for differential diffusion effects.
A comparison of conditional mean H20  profiles in the near-field would seem to 
support this assertion. It is evident from Fig. 7.3 that the measured H20  profile 
substantially exceeds the profile predicted by the CMC model with its uniform diffu- 
sivity assumption. The measured rich side H20  profile exceeds adiabatic equilibrium 
in the near field, and the location of the profile peak is rich shifted compared to 
the model prediction. Super-equilibrium excursions of this type have been noted for 
CO — H 2 — N2 turbulent diffusion flames[50] and appear to be present in the measure­
ments of Cheng et a/[153] for lifted H2 jet flames. The observed super-equilibrium 
H20  levels may also be due to experimental error which Barlow and Ca.rter[150] cite 
as being of the order of ~ 5% of the peak value.
Far field comparisons of H20  profiles shows that the predicted profile exceeds 
measurements at halfway along the visible flamelength, but that at x =  0.75LWS the 
measured profile exceeds the prediction by a substantial margin. It is not clear why 
this is the case, but an examination of the scatter of instantaneous measured data 
points 150] suggests that this elevated mean value may be a spurious result. This 
type of unexpected deviation is not present in the far-held measurements of Cheng
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Figure 7.3: Conditional mean temperature and H2 O mole fraction profiles at various 
axial locations. Line type denotes source (bold lines - Expt, plain lines - CMC) and 
location (x/Lv): 0.125 - solid, 0.5 - dashed, 0.75 - dotted
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et a/[153].
A comparison of measured and predicted OH radical profiles (see Fig. 7.4) 
shows that at all axial locations, the predicted OH peak is approximately 7 — 12% 
below the corresponding peak measured value. There is no apparent shift in the 
location of the peak OH mole fraction for different axial distances from the nozzle. 
The CMC method may be slightly underpredicting the intensity of turbulent mix­
ing processes throughout the flame, or alternatively the reactions in the chemical 
mechanism responsible for the net formation of OH may be slightly slow. Barlow 
and Carter[150] cite the measurement uncertainty for OH (OH is measured by laser 
induced fluorescence) to be around five percent of the peak value.
A comparison of conditional mean NO  mole fraction profiles (Fig. 7.4) re­
veals that the CMC model predictions are ~  80% lower than the peak experimental 
measurement at x/Lvs =  0.125, but that the predicted NO  profiles rapidly over­
take the measured profiles by the end of the flame. At the stoichiometric flametip 
(Lst «  0.75Lvs), the predicted peak conditional mean NO mole fraction is ~  25% 
greater than the corresponding experimental measurement. In discussing this trend 
in NO  agreement between the different profiles, it is useful to consider near and 
far-field effects.
Bearing in mind the thermal sensitivity of the Zeldovich pathway for ArO pro­
duction, it would seem that the near-field underprediction by the CMC model is a 
result of the ~  110/7 underprediction of conditional mean temperature at this loca­
tion (see Fig. 7.3). As was mentioned above, this underprediction is in turn likely to 
be the result of differential diffusion effects.
A similar tendency towards underprediction was noted for joint PDF modelling 
of this flame[102], where the joint PDF model employed the same jet flame code as is 
employed in this investigation. The possibility of the excessive predicted temperature 
depression being a result of inappropriately high turbulent mixing rates, must be 
discarded when it is recognized that the predicted radical (OH)  levels are lower than 
the measured values at x /Lvs =  0.125. This behaviour in the radicals is indicative of 
a less perturbed rather than more perturbed chemical system.
In the light of recent evidence presented by Barlow and Carter[152] (see Sec­
tion 6.4), it is expected that near-held radial dependence of conditionally averaged
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Figure 7.4: Conditional mean OH and NO mole fraction profiles at various axial 
locations. Line type denotes source (bold lines - Expt, plain lines - CMC) and 
location (x/Lv): 0.125 - solid, 0.5 - dashed, 0.75 - dotted
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statistics may also play a role in the discrepancies in the CMC model’s near-held 
predictive capability. This radial dependence can be seen to contribute to the high 
levels of scatter in the near-held instantaneous measurements of NO concentration by 
Barlow and Carter[150,104], when it is remembered that their scatter-plots contained 
data from many radial stations at each axial location.
The absence of a radially dependent CMC formulation cannot solely account 
for the degree of discrepancy observed in the near-held predictions, since it must be 
remembered that the near-held predictions of the fully two-dimensional joint PDF 
model agreed closely with the CMC estimates[102]. Instead, given that the near-held 
reaction zones appear to be exhibiting hamelet-like characteristics, it might prove 
more useful to investigate the importance of local conditional mean scalar dissipation 
rate fluctuations in the CMC methodology. The refinements recently suggested by 
Klimenko[154] may need to be incorporated to improve CMC model performance 
under these conditions.
Far-held NO overprediction would appear to be primarily due to the overpredic­
tion of conditional mean temperature in these zones. This temperature overprediction 
may be due to the alleged under-estimation of turbulent mixing rates throughout the 
flame (see comments on OH) or may be due to inaccuracies arising from the radiation 
submodel. In an effort to test this last hypothesis, the calculations were repeated 
using an alternate radiation submodel[155]. This alternate model also employed an 
optically-thin approximation, and produced the same streamwise trend with only a 
~ 2% decrease in the predicted NO profiles near the flametip.
The comparison of conditional mean NO mole fraction profiles presented here 
indicates that the near-field discrepancies noted above are not signifcant in the overall 
formation of NO. The inadequacies in the calculations arising out of poor radiation 
modelling and/or insufficient turbulent intensity must be considered more important 
in this application.
7.1.3 Favre Averaged Profiles
In Fig. 7.5, predicted and measured unconditionally (Favre* averaged profiles for 
mean mixture fraction, temperature and NO mole fraction are compared at various 
axial locations. It is evident from the figure that the predicted evolution of the mean
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Figure 7.5: Unconditional (Favre) mean mixture fraction, temperature and NO  mole 
fraction profiles at various axial locations. Line type denotes source (bold lines - Expt, 
plain lines - CMC) and location (x/Lv): 0.75 - solid, 0.5 - dashed, 0.25 - dotted
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mixture fraction field agrees well with the measured field, but that the predicted 
flame is slightly longer and broader than that indicated by experiment. Better agree­
ment between the measured and predicted mixture fraction fields may be achieved 
by adjusting some of the 'tunable’ constants, within the myriad of submodels that 
compose the Reynolds stress/flux closure model, but the value of this exercise is 
questionable.
The point values of the predicted mean mixture fraction field, together with 
those of the mixture fraction variance field (not shown) produce the assumed form 
mixture fraction PDFs at regular radial intervals. These PDFs are used in convolution 
integrals with the predicted conditional mean data of the preceding section to produce 
the temperature and NO mole fraction fields found in Fig. 7.5.
Comparing the mean temperature fields, the slightly greater broadness of the 
predicted flame is evident from the outward radial shift of the location of the pre­
dicted peak mean temperature. The stoichiometric mean flametip (x/Lvs — 0.75) 
temperatures reflect the discrepancy between conditional mean flame temperatures 
at this axial location. Since the unconditional mean temperatures differ by something 
of the order of ~  100A' rather than the ~  30A' conditional mean difference, it would 
seem that the level of predicted mixture fraction variance at the flametip is lower 
than the true value". The predicted mean NO field also shows the influence of the 
broadened mean mixture fraction field. Further, the predicted mean NO  mole frac­
tion at the stoichiometric flametip is around ~ 70% greater than the measured mean 
value. This discrepancy is wider than that noted for the conditional mean profiles 
(~  25%), and again is an indicator of possible underprediction of mixture fraction 
variance levels by the Reynolds stress/flux model.
7.2 Hydrogen-Carbon Monoxide Flames
Hydrogen-CO fuel mixtures are studied because whilst they are relatively simple in 
terms of chemical kinetics, they involve the CO oxidation reaction which is one of the 
crucial processes in hydrocarbon combustion. Sometimes called ’syngas’ , Ho — CO 
fuels are coal derivatives that represent an intermediate level in chemical complexity 
between hydrogen and hydrocarbon combustion.
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Designation Flame B
Nozzle diameter ( D )
Fuel composition (vol.)
Jet velocity (U3)
Coflow velocity
Stoich. Mixture Fraction (£sioic.) 
Cold Jet Reynolds number (Reo)
3.2 mm
4 0 % C' 0  /  3 0 % i72 /  3 0 % Ar2 
55 m /s  
2.4 m /s  
0.3 
8500
Table 7.2: Characteristics of a experimentally measured syngas jet flame.
Experiments have been carried out by Drake and coworkers[130,143,156] upon 
a syngas flame of composition 40%CO/30%i72/30%./V:2 by volume. The m ajor char­
acteristics of this flame are summarized in Table 7.2, where it is designated as flame 
B. A number of other syngas jet flame studies have been published[50,157,158], but 
these were concerned with the extinction characteristics o f these flames and thus 
cannot be treated with the current CMC model. The syngas flame studied here has 
been characterised as being far from extinction[130] and is thus amenable to singly 
conditioned CMC modelling.
M odel calculations were made over a range of flow conditions for flames similar 
to flame B, where the computational methods used were identical to those reported 
for the Ho calculations of Section 7.1. The syngas calculations were made using a 
fifteen-species twenty-five step chemical mechanism listed in Table A .l as reactions 
1 — 20 and 30 — 34. This mechanism consists of the wet CO  mechanism of Rogg and 
\Yilliams[159] with additional thermal NO  reactions (see Appendix A).
Calculation times were of the order of ~  3 CPU hours on a DEC Alpha work­
station running at ~  15 A / flops. This time is approximately half that o f the pure H  2 
runs, a reflection of the greatly reduced length of the syngas flame (Lst ~  43D). As 
with the H '2 runs, the bulk of the computation time went into integrating the CM C 
equations.
7.2.1 Predicted CO — Jet Flame Characteristics
The predicted conditional mean reactive scalar profiles of flame B appear to lack one 
of the principal features that was found in flame A. There is evidently a great deal
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less radiative liea.t loss in the syngas flame compared to the pure H2 flame.
In Fig. 7.G, predicted conditional mean profiles of the major product species 
(H2 0 ,C 0 2) and temperature are plotted versus mixture fraction for various axial 
locations in flame B. Note that in contast to the method of reporting axial locations 
used by Barlow and Carter[150] (used in Section 7.1), Drake[130] has nondimension- 
a.lized axial length by the nozzle diameter and so that convention is adopted here as 
well. The visible flamelength should be around Lvs ~  6077 based on experimental 
and predicted values of the stoichiometric flamelength Lst ~  4577.
It is evident from Fig. 7.6 that the level of departure from chemical equilibrium 
decreases monotonically with increasing axial distance from the nozzle. This trend 
is a result of the decline in turbulence levels as the calculations move further from 
the nozzle. Flame B’s far field temperature profiles increase with increasing axial 
distance, rather than decreasing under the influence of radiant losses as was the case 
for flame A.
Similarly, the conditional mean major product mole fractions of flame B do not 
exceed adiabatic equilibrium levels in the reaction zone. The reason for the reduced 
radiant losses from flame B as compared to flame A, is that the conditional mean 
flame temperatures are around ~  200A cooler in the former which amounts to an 
approximate 40% decrease in the fourth power temperature difference associated with 
radiant losses. In addition, the fuel stream is diluted with a significant amount of 
nitrogen which reduces the partial pressure of the radiation emitting species, H20  
and C 0 2. The residence time of flame B is approximately 50% greater than that of 
flame A, but this effect is insufficient to counter the two points mentioned above.
It is evident that the major product profiles deviate substantially from the 
adiabatic equilibrium profiles at rich mixture fractions away from the reaction zone. 
This behaviour is due to the presence of substantial turbulent mixing of reaction zone 
species to richer fractions, in the case of the jet flame. Turbulent mixing is of course 
not included in chemical equilibrium calculations.
Figure 7.7 contains plots of predicted conditional mean mole fractions of the 
radicals H and OH for flame B. It is clear that the radical profiles are elevated far 
above the adiabatic equilibrium level at all locations, but relax somewhat towards 
this level near the end of the flame. It is evident that the H profile peaks on the
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Figure 7.6: Conditional mean temperature, and HoO and C O 2 mole fraction profiles 
at various axial locations. Line type denotes location (x /D ) : 10 - bold dash. 25 - 
bold dot, 40 - plain solid, 50 - plain dash, 60 - plain dot, adiabatic equilibrium - bold 
solid
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Figure 7.7: Conditional mean H  and OH mole fraction profiles at various axial 
locations. Line type denotes location (x/D) : 10 - bold dash, 25 - bold dot, 40 - plain 
solid, 50 - plain dash, 60 - plain dot, adiabatic equilibrium - bold solid
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Figure 7.8: Conditional mean NO mole fraction profiles at various axial locations. 
Line type denotes location (x/D)  : 10 - bold dash, 25 - bold dot, 40 - plain solid, 50 
- plain dash, 60 - plain dot, adiabatic equilibrium - bold solid
rich side of stoichiometric and is shifted to richer mixture fractions with increased 
mixing intensity. The OH profile peaks on the lean side, but no shifting of this peak 
is evident with changes in axial location.
Predicted conditional mean nitric oxide profiles can be seen for various axial 
locations in Fig. 7.8. As with the pure hydrogen predictions, flame B’s conditional 
mean nitric oxide levels slowly build up with increasing axial distance from the nozzle. 
The NO  is again being formed by the Zeldovich thermal mechanism in the immediate 
vicinity of the stoichiometric mixture fraction, and is being transported by mixing 
action to other mixture fractions. In contrast to the pure-hydrogen calculations, flame 
B shows substantial levels of NO2 forming at very lean mixture fractions (0 < 77 < 
0.1). The formation of NO 2 in these zones accounts for the small positive curvature1 
in the predicted NO  profiles near the origin. Such curvature is not evident in the 
almost .VO-2-free pure H2 flames.
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Figure 7.9: Conditional mean temperature profiles at various axial locations. Lines 
denote predictions, symbols denote experiment. Locations (x/D): 10 - asterisk/solid 
line, 25 - cross/dashed line, 50 - box/dotted line
7.2.2 C om parison of CO — H2 Data
Drake presents experimentally determined conditional mean data in an early paper[130] 
which only includes the major species and temperature. Conditional mean hydroxyl 
(OH)  radical levels are quoted but not plotted. Conditional mean nitric oxide mea­
surements were not made in this early paper, they have only recently been achieved 
in a flame of any kind[150]. Unconditional NO and NO 2 measurements have been 
made[143], and will be addressed in later sections.
A comparison of measured and predicted conditional mean flame temperatures 
can be drawn from Fig. 7.9. The agreement between the measured and predicted 
temperature data is patchy but falls within 100A” for the most part. As with the pure 
H ‘2 data comparison, it is useful to discuss the near and far field behaviour separately.
In the near-field cases (x/D =  10), the CMC predicted temperature profile 
peaks some 100A" below the measured profile peak, and is shifted by comparison 
towards stoichiometric. The measured conditional mean profile deviates hundreds 
of degrees below adiabatic equilibrium levels even for the leaner mixture fractions
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(// < 0.2). At very rich mixture fractions (?/ > 0.5) even greater depressions below 
adiabatic equilibrium are present.
Drake[130] compares this near-field temperature behaviour with strained lam­
inar fiamelet results and finds good lean mixture fraction agreement, but the rich 
side measurements fall between the fiamelet results and the adiabatic chemical equi­
librium curve. As with the near-field hydrogen comparison (see Section 7.1.2), it 
is evident that the differential diffusive nature of near field flame structures cannot 
be ignored. In contrast to flame A, the differential molecular transport processes 
in flame B lead to lean-side temperature depression, below equilibrium, rather than 
elevation.
The far-field measured and predicted temperature profiles agree quite well on 
the lean side of stoichiometric, but the profiles diverge at rich mixture fractions. At 
the x/D =  25 station, the rich side predictions are around ~  200A' greater than the 
measured values between the mixture fractions of 0.3 < r) < 0.6. The discrepancy is 
more on the order of 100/i at the downstream location of x/D =  50. There appears 
to be a sharp increase in the measured temperature on the rich side of stoichiometric, 
which was not explained by Drake[130]. Examining the streamwise trend in rich-side 
temperature measurements, there appear to be inconsistencies between the three 
profiles which raise questions about the accuracy of these rich side measurements.
Drake[130] presents conditional mean major species information in a slightly 
unorthodox format. The degree of progress of H2 and CO oxidation to H20  and 
C 0 2 is represented by the following normalized ’oxidation fractions' involving species 
mole fractions Ap
f c —ox — ^
.ÎH —  o x  =<^
X CO 2
N c o  2 +  A c o  
X h20
lj >
I V >
(7.1)
(7.2)
A H20  + X  H 2
Oxidation fraction values of zero indicate a complete lack of the oxidized product 
whilst unity values correspond with total oxidization of the referenced fuel species.
Unfortunately, these oxidation fractions cannot be determined exactly from the 
predicted conditional mean statistics since the strength of the correlations between 
CO and CO2, and H2 and H2 is not known. Instead of comparing true predicted 
oxidation fraction data with the measurements, approximate values are compared
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which are determined from the fraction of the conditional means : rather than the 
conditional mean of the fraction). This approximation is of the same order of accuracy 
as the first order chemical closure employed in the solution of the CMC equations 
(see Section 3.2.3). Measured and predicted carbon and hydrogen oxidation fraction 
profiles are plotted for comparison in Fig. 7.10.
Reasonable agreement between the measured and predicted hydrogen oxidation 
fractions ( / h- ox) can be seen in Fig. 7.10. The predicted profiles show the expected 
trend of increasing oxidation fraction with increasing axial distance from the nozzle. 
Both the measured and predicted profiles tend to unity for lean mixture fractions 
(rj < 0.2) where all of the H2 fuel species has been consumed.
Both the measured and predicted hydrogen oxidation fraction profiles lie close to 
the equilibrium curve, but the former behave in an unexpected manner at the different 
axial measurement locations. Reference to Drake[130] shows that the near-field profile 
[x/D =  10) lies above the equilibrium curve at rich mixture fractions whilst the 
corresponding laminar flamelet profile lies far below this curve. The measured profile 
at the next axial station downstream lies substantially below the near field curve, 
whilst the profile at the furthermost station falls between these two extremes. The 
reason behind this non-monotonic behaviour is not clear.
Comparing carbon oxidation fraction profiles (Fig. 7.10) shows that there is 
poor agreement between the prediction and measurement. Whilst both the pre­
dicted and measured profiles show substantial departure from equilibrium, the mea­
sured profile maxima tend to be typically 0.1 below the predicted profile maxima at 
corresponding axial locations. As with the hydrogen oxidation fraction profiles, the 
measured carbon fc-ox profiles do not display a monotonic trend with axial distance. 
Qualitatively, it would seem that the discrepancy between the measured and pre­
dicted fc-ox  profiles suggests that the predicted flame is closer to equilibrium than 
the true flame.
Drake[130] states that the measured conditional mean OH mole fraction profile 
peaks at a value approximately six times higher than the equilibrium peak value at 
x/D =  10. This value decreases monotonically until the peak measured value is only 
around four times greater than equilibrium at x/D =  50. With these ratios in mind, 
an examination of Fig. 7.7 shows that the predicted two and threefold OH excess is
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Figure 7.10: Conditional mean hydrogen and carbon oxidation fraction profiles at 
various axial locations. Lines denote predictions, symbols denote experiment. Loca­
tions (.t /D):  10 - asterisk/solid line, 25 - cross/dashed line, 50 - box/dotted line
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indicative of the predicted ñame being closer to chemical equilibrium than ‘ he true 
flame.
7.2.3 Favre Averaged Profiles
Predicted and measured favre averaged radial profiles are plotted for the axial loca­
tions x/D =  10,25,50 in Fig. 7.11. It is evident that the predicted and measured 
mean mixture fraction profiles agree quite well, particularly in the far field. At 
x/D =  10, the profile agreement is good except near the centreline where the mea­
sured profile is ~  10% lower than the CMC prediction. The discrepancy at x/D =  25 
is of the order of ~  20% over most of the flow radius, with the measured profile being 
leaner than the predicted. The differences between the radial profiles at x/D =  50 
are less than ~  5% at all points.
A comparison of favre averaged temperature profiles reveals similar levels of 
agreement between measurement and prediction. This good agreement must be due 
at least in part to the good agreement between the lean-side measured and predicted 
conditional mean temperature profiles. No radial profiles of favre averaged .VO are 
available for comparison[130], however overall emission data are compared and dis­
cussed in Section 7.5.
7.3 Chemical Production and Transport
It is instructive to examine not only conditional averages of reactive species, but also 
their rates of formation and transport in mixture fraction space. The CMC jet flame 
equation (Eqn 6.6) presented in Section 6.1 consists of a balance of three terms. 
These terms represent the processes of formation via chemical reaction, turbulent 
mixing, and mean convection.
In practice, the chemical reaction and turbulent mixing terms act as sources on 
the right hand side of Eqn 6.6 for the axial convection of conditional mean reactive 
scalars. In the following, both the turbulent mixing and chemical reaction terms of 
Eqn 6.6 will be referred to as ’sources’ for convenience sake, despite the fact that 
srictly speaking only the latter of the two is a source term. Further, these sources’ 
will be understood to be normalized by the conditional mean density and velocity
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Figure 7.11: Unconditional (Favre) mean mixture fraction and temperature profiles 
at various axial locations. Lines denote prediction, symbols denote experiment. Lo­
cations (x/D ): 10 - asterisk/dotted line, 25 - cross/dashed line, 50 - box/solid line
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of the left hand side of Eqn C.6 so that they represent changes with axial location 
rather than with time.
As the predicted source profiles of both flames A and B have similar charac­
teristics, only the profiles of flame B will be plotted here. General comments made 
in connection with flame B, apply also to flame A. The magnitude and form of the 
conditional mean sources for carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) and monatomic hydrogen (H) 
mass fraction can be seen in Fig. 7.12. The source profiles of both the major prod­
uct species CO 2 and principal radical species H appear to be well balanced between 
chemical reaction and turbulent mixing. It is clear that the chemical formation of 
CO 2 on the lean side of stoichiometric ((stoic =  0.3) is closely matched by the rapid 
mixing of CO 2 away from this mixture fraction location.
It is also apparent from the figure that a small amount of positive curvature 
must be present in the CO2 mass fraction profiles at x/D =  10,25 which evidently 
results from chemical consumption around ?/ ~  0.5. Both the processes of chem­
ical production and turbulent mixing diminish in magnitude with increasing axial 
position.
The formation and mixing sources for H radical also diminish at more distant 
axial positions. The sign of the sources changes across mixture fraction space, from 
net chemical production immediately to the rich side of stoichiometric (0.3 < // < 
0.45). to net consumption at still richer fractions. Net consumption features also 
at lean mixture fractions, where it is likely that radical molecules transported from 
stoichiometric are undergoing recombination due to the lower temperatures at these 
mixture fractions. The rich side consumption of H radical also probably results from 
low temperatures favouring net radical recombination over formation.
The net result of the opposed sources shown in Fig. 7.12, can be seen in Fig. 
7.13. As expected from the conditional mean mole fraction profiles, the net change in 
COo with axial location is positive at all but the inert mixture fractions on the rich 
side of i] ~  0.5. The near-held decrease in rich CO 2 levels results from the mixing 
held correcting’ the initial equilibrium profile estimate. Note that the flattening of 
the lean side profile corresponds with the cessation of CO 2 oxidation reactions at 
lean mixture fractions towards the hametip. Beyond the stoichiometric hametip. the 
profile is essentially zero across the physically realizable portion of mixture fraction
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Figure 7.12: Conditional mean chemical production and turbulent mixing profiles at 
various axial locations in flame B. Line type denotes location: Locations (x/D ): 10 
- solid, 25 - dashed, 50 - dotted
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Figure 7.13: Conditional mean reactive scalar rate of change with distance at various 
axial locations in flame B. Symbol type denotes location: Locations (x/D ): 10 -
asterisk, 25 - box, 50 - triangle
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space and thus COz behaves as a conserved scalar.
The net change in H with increasing axial length is negative at mixture 
fractions, except in the inert regions near 77 =  0 . 1 were there is no change at all. 
This trend is part of the overall relaxation of the chemical system after having been 
strongly perturbed by intense mixing at locations further upstream.
The source profiles discussed above (CO^^H) are essentially mixing limited, in 
that the chemical reactions are limited by the mixing processes which deliver fresh 
reactants to the stoichiometric zone from the surrounding inert fuel and oxidizer 
zones. This is essentially the case for the bulk of the major species and radicals. It 
is however, definitely not the case for oxides of nitrogen and standardized enthalpy. 
The conditional mean source profiles for these scalars are plotted in Fig. 7.14 for the 
locations corresponding to the figures above.
It is evident that in the case of standarized enthalpy, radiative losses overwhelm 
turbulent mixing processes by orders of magnitude at all mixture fractions except 
zero and unity. The magnitude of the radiant loss profile increases with increasing 
axial location. This increase is because of the increase in flame temperatures which 
in turn result from the diminishing levels of turbulent intensity with axial location. 
The standardized enthalpy source profiles for flame A, do not exhibit the monotonic 
increase seen in Fig. 7.14. Rather they increase to a point where the innuence of 
radiant losses causes the flame temperatures to decline, and thereafter the radiant 
loss profile declines also.
The nitric oxide (NO)  source profiles are not like the mirror-image profiles of 
Fig. 7.12. It is clear that chemical formation significantly dominates turbulent mix­
ing, such that some ~  30% of the net formation at x/D =  50 carries over into the 
convective change in NO mass fraction. The magnitude of the source profiles in­
creases with axial location, largely because the increase in flame temperature causes 
the chemical formation rate to increase. Although the curvature of the A O mass 
fraction profile correspondingly becomes more and more negative, the turbulent mix­
ing rate cannot keep pace with chemical reaction. This is because of the axial decline 
in conditional mean scalar dissipation rate.
The source term balances shown in this section demonstrate some important 
points. Firstly, the levels of some reactive species can be approximated by a reactive-
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Figure 7.14: Conditional mean chemical production and turbulent mixing profiles at 
various axial locations in flame B. Line type denotes location: Locations (x/D): 10 
- solid, 25 - dashed, 50 - dotted
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diffusive balance alone. This is particularly true of mixing limited species in zones 
where the rate of turbulent mixing is high. However, there are also other species 
whose formation is not balanced between chemical reaction and diffusive transport, 
such as AT0 ? and must involve a substantial convective component. The second im­
portant point to note, is that increased turbulent mixing rates cause the chemical for­
mation rates of mixing limited species to similarly increase. In zones where turbulent 
mixing is intense, chemical formation rates are inclined to be similarly rapid. Under 
these conditions, the partial chemical equilibrium and steady state assumptions used 
to derive reduced chemical mechanisms may become invalid. The advantages yielded 
by these assumptions, when valid, and the effect of their disintegration upon model 
prediction is addressed in the next section.
7.4 Reduced Chemical Mechanisms
There is a considerable advantage to be had in using reduced chemical descriptions of 
full mechanisms. The derivation of the two and three step abbreviated mechanisms 
for jH-2 and CO — H2 combustion is a relatively straight forward process (see Appendix 
A). This process results in robust schemes that exhibit reasonable agreement with 
the larger (~  25 step) mechanisms from which they are derived, whilst requiring a 
great deal less computation time in general application.
I11 some modelling instances, reduced chemical mechanisms are a mandatory 
requirement. This is true of virtually all applications of the joint PDF method, 
where the dimensionality of the reactive scalar composition space must be limited in 
order for the problem to remain tractable (see Section 2.2.2). Another example is 
in the application of Teal' chemistry to current DNS schemes, where computational 
resources are typically stretched in resolving the fluid dynamic aspects of the flow, 
and cannot bear the added burden of extensive chemical reaction calculations.
It is thus of some interest to gauge the performance and accuracy of reduced 
chemical mechanisms under turbulent diffusion flame modelling conditions, without 
introducing the uncertainty of having to use different modelling approaches for each 
mechanism. To this end, reduced mechanism calculations have been performed for 
flames A and B using the two and three step reduced mechanisms derived in Appendix
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The calculation times for the H? and CO — H2 runs were only ~  20 and ~
13 CPU minutes respectively on the DEC Alpha workstation employed in Sections
7.1 and 7.2 which ran at a rate of ~ 15Mflops. These run times represent an 
order of magnitude saving in computational cost, which makes their use seem highly 
attractive. It remains to be seen whether the loss in chemical accuracy is acceptable 
when considered in the context of this computational saving.
7.4.1 Two-Step Mechanism Results
Full and reduced mechanism predictions of conditional mean water (H20 ) and monatomic 
hydrogen radical (H) mole fraction for flame A are plotted in Fig. 7.15. It is evident 
that the reduced mechanism overpredicts the peak value of the conditional mean 
H20  profile at all of the axial locations shown in the figure. This overprediction does 
not exceed 5% of the full mechanism predictions peak value at any location.
Coincident with the overprediction of the major product species, the reduced 
mechanism tends to underpredict monatomic hydrogen radical levels consistently 
throughout the flame. The magnitude of this underprediction can be as high as 
~  30% towards the end of the flame, but is up to four times smaller than this in the 
near-field of the jet.
As a result of the reduced mechanism predictions favouring exothermic product 
formation over endothermic radical formation, the corresponding conditional mean 
temperature predictions peak above the full mechanism temperature predictions (see 
Fig. 7.16). The level of the discrepancy between the different mechanisms can be as 
high as ~  50K  in the near-field but drops to only a degree or two by the end of the 
flame.
The discrepancies observed between the full and reduced mechanisms for tem­
perature, and H20  and H mole fractions qualitatively agree with the results reported 
by Gutheil et a/[126] for calculations carried out for laminar counterflow diffusion 
flames. Although it is not shown here, the present two-step mechanism overpredicts 
the levels of the steady state radical species (0 ,0 H) in the same way as was reported 
by Gutheil et aZ[126].
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Figure 7.15: Conditional mean H20  and H mole fraction profiles at various axial 
locations in flame A. Line type denotes mechanism (bold lines - full, plain lines - 
2-stp) and location (x/Lv): 0.25 - solid, 0.5 - dashed, 0.75 - dotted
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Figure 7.16: Conditional mean temperature and NO mole fraction profiles at various 
axial locations in flame A. Line type denotes mechanism (bold lines - full, plain lines 
- 2-stp) and location (x/Lv): 0.25 - solid, 0.5 - dashed, 0.75 - dotted
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The influence of overpredicted temperature and monatomic oxygen (0 ) levels is 
clearly evident in the reduced mechanism predictions for NO mole fraction, formed 
via the thermal mechanism[128]. The reduced mechanism overpreclicts the peak 
conditional mean NO mole fraction by around 509c in the near field of the flame, 
but this discrepancy is reduced to ~  20% by the end of the flame. The improving 
agreement between the full and reduced mechanism NO  predictions results from the 
improved agreement in temperature and O radical levels.
The results presented here demonstrate that the reduced mechanism predictions 
improve in accuracy towards the end of the flame but do quite poorly in the intense 
mixing of the upstream sections of the flame. This trend is a result of the breakdown 
of the steady-state and partial equilibrium assumptions used in the derivation of 
the reduced mechanism (see Appendix A), when the chemical system is strongly 
perturbed by turbulent interaction.
7.4.2 Three-Step CO  — H -2 Mechanism Results
It was noted in the derivation of the three-step reduced C'0 — H2 chemistry (see 
Appendix A), that this mechanism is in effect equivalent to the preceding two step 
hydrogen mechanism with an appended step accounting for CO oxidation.
Predicted conditional mean H20 , CO2 and H mole fraction profiles are plotted 
in Fig. 7.17 for various axial locations within flame B. It is evident that in contrast to 
the H2 comparison, the reduced CO — H2 mechanism underpredicts H20  formation 
at all axial stations when compared to the corresponding full mechanism predictions. 
The level of underprediction is only around ~ 5% of the full mechanism peak value. 
Carbon dioxide peak conditional mean mole fractions are overpredicted by around 
~  7% in a comparison of reduced to full mechanism values. Thus, the reduced 
mechanism overpredicts one of the major products to about the same degree that it 
underpredicts the other.
Monatomic hydrogen radical (H) mole fractions are overpredicted by the re­
duced mechanism, a fact which also contrasts with the pure hydrogen comparison. 
The level of this discrepancy remains approximately equal throughout flame B at 
around ~ 30%. Despite the underprediction of H formation, the reduced mechanism 
tends also to slightly underpredict flame temperature (see Fig. 7.18).
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Figure 7.17: Conditional mean H20 , C 0 2 and H mole fraction profiles at various 
axial locations in flame B. Line type denotes mechanism (bold lines - full, plain lines 
- 2-stp) and location (x/D): 10 - solid, 25 - dashed, 50 - dotted
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Figure 7.IS: Conditional mean temperature and NO mole fraction profiles at various 
axial locations in flame B. Line type denotes mechanism (bold lines - full, plain lines 
- 2-stp) and location (x/D): 10 - solid, 25 - dashed, 50 - dotted
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The magnitude of the temperature discrepancy between full and reduced mech­
anism predictions is comparatively modest, only around 40K  in the near field and 
less than a degree further downstream. The accuracy of 'he reduced mechanism 
predictions for NO  formation is slightly better than that found for the pure H> com­
parison. This may be a result of the lower predicted temperatures despite the excess 
of monatomic oxygen radical (not shown). The reduced mechanism predictions for 
overall NOx emissions suffer from not being able to predict NO2 formation, since 
this species is not carried in the reduced set for nitrogen chemistry. This problem is 
not so severe in the pure H2 case where NOo levels are virtually insignifcant.
7.5 Emission of Nitrogen Oxides
Nitrogen oxide (ATOx) emission from laboratory jet flames has typically been ex­
pressed in terms of emission indices. Emission index [Eli) is a dimensionless number 
which is defined as the total mass flow rate of a selected species (?) normalized by 
the nozzle mass flow rate (see below).
ER =
riii
irinozz
(7.3)
In defining a NOx emission index, it is customary to treat moles of nitric oxide 
(NO)  and nitrogen dioxide (NO2 ) as though they have the same molecular weight. 
This is equivalent to taking it as read that all NO produced will be subsequently 
oxidized to A O 2. Thus the emission index for NOx is given by,
E I nox  =
I N -0 2
IT’vo E l  no +  E I N02
( i .4)
where I'Tyvo is the molecular weight of NO (=  30.01 g / mol) and I'Ey 02 is the molecular 
weight of NO2 (=  46.01 g/mol).
Emission index profiles for flames A and B are plotted in Fig. 7.19 versus non- 
dimensional axial location. These emission index profiles are typical of all the jet 
flames modelled to date. The emission indices of fuel species, such as H2 and CO 
(in the case of flame B), are progressively consumed along the length of the flame 
until they are completely depleted. At the same time, the major product species 
(H20,C02)  build up to plateau levels and remain constant after the stoichiometric 
flametip.
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Figure 7.19: Emission indices versus axial location for various species in flames A 
and B. Lst denotes stoichiometric flamelength.
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Flame Source E I n o x Additional notes
A Ref. [150] 1.36e-2 Determined by cross-flow integration
of laser point measurements. N ( ) 2 XOT included.
A Ref. [145] 1.52e-2 Determined by cross-flow integration 
of sample probe measurements
A Ref. [104] 2.92e-2 Full chemistry, adiabatic CMC
(Used early mixing model, see Section 6.2)
A Ref. [104] 1.90e-2 Full chemistry, non-adiabatic CMC 
(Used early mixing model,see Section 6.2)
A ib idem 1.80e-2 Full chemistry, non-adiabatic CMC
A ib idem 2.09e-2 2-step chemistry, non-adiabatic CMC
B Ref. [143] 7.50e-5 Determined by cross-flow integration 
of sample probe measurements
B ib idem 1.08e-4 Full chemistry, non-adiabatic CMC
B ib idem 1.33e-4 3-step chemistry, non-adiabatic CMC
Table 7.3: Postflame EI^ox  values from modelling and experiment.
The behaviour of N 0 X is slightly different however, and plateau values are 
reached somewhat beyond the stoichiometric flametip, closer to the estimated loca­
tion of the visible flametip. This behaviour is a result of the kinetically limited nature 
of .VO, formation. In contrast to the major product species. NO and -V02 levels are 
orders of magnitude below the corresponding chemical equilibrium levels. As such, 
NOr levels will continue to rise until they reach equilibrium or the formation reac­
tions cease due to dilution of the hot post-flame gases with the colder surrounding 
air. In nonpremixed turbulent jet flames the latter situation always applies.
Smith et ai[104] report experimentally determined values of post-flame E I\ox  
from Barlow and Oarter[150] and Driscoll et a/[145] in comparison with earlier CMC 
calculated values. These values are presented in Table 7.3. for comparison with the 
values calculated in this investigation. The experimental values reported b}r Drake 
et a,l 143] and predictions for flame B are also included.
An examination of Table 7.3 reveals that the CMC model predictions made in 
this investigation are somewhat lower than those made by Smith et a.Z[104]. These 
differences can be attributed to the revised mixing model adopted in this investiga­
tion (see Section 6.3). It is also apparent that the EI]\tOX predictions made with 
the reduced chemical mechanisms described in the previous section, are at least 10% 
greater than the corresponding full mechanism predictions. It should be remem-
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berecl that the reduced mechanism calculations do no' ralculate A O2 levels, and so 
the E ly  ox  statistics quoted in these cases are based vr on weighted NO only. The 
relative amount of N O  2 [Ely  02/E ly  ox)  predicted in flames A and B, using full 
mechanisms, was of the order of 1% and 20% respectively. The discrepancies be­
tween the measured and predicted E lyox  values are o: the order of ~  20%, and are 
consistent with the observed differences in conditional mean NO profiles.
Many researchers have studied how E ly o x  scales with varied macroscopic flame 
parameters such as jet velocity, nozzle diameter and fuel composition. In recent years, 
Driscoll and coworkers[144,145] have experimentally investigated influences such as 
fuel dilution, flamelength variations due to changes in coflow velocity and swirl etc. 
Turns and associates[146,147] have investigated the effects or radiation, fuel dilution 
and global residence time. Chen and Kollmann[51] have modelled N O x emission 
scaling with global residence time and provide supporting argument for the observed 
trends in hydrogen jet flames[144].
It is now quite well known that hydrogen E ly o x  statistics from a wide range 
of jet flame cases can be collapsed onto a single line on a log-log plot [51,96,144]. The 
NOx emission index seems to scale with global residence time (rg) according to the 
following expression,
H ™ *  «(%)•
T„ D
(7.5)
where Uj is the centreline jet velocity at the nozzle, D is the nozzle diameter. <7 is a 
constant and rg is defined by the equation below.
73
t  =  f  19  — D 2U,
(7.6)
The scaling relation given by Eqn 7.5 relates emission index normalized by residence 
time to an estimate the the mean rate of strain in the jet flame (U j / D ). For a 
given flame chemistry, a global Damkohler number car. be said to be proportional 
to the inverse of this quantity[144]. The index (a) of Eqn7.5 indicates thus scales 
NOx formation with inverse Damkohler number, a measure of the predominance of 
turbulent mixing over chemical reaction.
The flamelength L j  employed in Eqn 7.6 is the visible flamelength (L j  =  L vs) 
in the definition given by the experimentalists Chen ana Driscoll[144]. Combustion 
modellers prefer to use the stoichiometric flamelength as 'he scaling length ( L j  =  L st)
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Figure 7.20: Predicted postflame E I jvox/Tg scaling with Uj/D from calculations for 
H2 and C O /H2/N2 round jet flames.
because it can be determined from computations. Both definitions of flamelength give 
the same scaling relation (Eqn 7.5) with the scaling index being approximately equal 
to one half (a ~  0.5) for round hydrogen jet flames[51,96,144].
The CMC calculated postflame EI^qx values for H2 and CO — H2 flames are 
scaled and plotted versus Uj/D in Fig. 7.20. It is evident from the figure that the H2 
predictions behave in the expected manner. At high values of Uj/D, E I^ q x / Tg tends 
to obey the 1/2 power scaling law' espoused by Chen and Driscoll[144] and Chen and 
Kollmann[51]. However, at longer residence times the predicted values scale with a 
higher slope than that observed experimentally.
Chen and Kollmann[51] noted a similar trend in their calculations for pure H2 
flames with radiation loss. This unexpected behaviour was attributed to the alleged 
inaccuracy of the optically-thin radiation model under these conditions. Smith et 
a/[96] and Chen and Kollmann[51] both report that the drop off in EI^ox / Tg at 
small Uj/D is not present in adiabatic H2 model predictions.
As was mentioned in Section 7.1.2, an alternative optically-thin radiation submodel[155] 
was trialled against the current model (see Appendix B), but the predicted NOx for-
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illation levels changed by less than 5(/<. An analysis of radiation looses from the H> 
flames studied here is given in the following section.
The results from CO — H2 calculations suggest that for round syngas jet flames 
with the composition studied here, Elyox/u  does not scale with l /D. Turns and 
Myhr[146] report that for the syngas flames they studied. EI^ox/Tg did not scale 
with jet Reynolds number. This has been found to be the case with the E I jvox/ Tg 
statistics calculated here, although they are not plotted. The results calculated here 
suggest that EI^ox  scales linearly with rg for round syngas jet flames.
The half-power scaling with inverse Damkohler number, that has been noted 
for round hydrogen jet flames[51,144], does not seem to extend to syngas flames, nor 
does it appear to extend to the methane flames studied to date[145].
7.6 Radiation Losses
In the absence of accurate measurements of radiation losses from turbulent jet. diffu­
sion flames, it is difficult to draw conclusions from studying model predictions alone. 
Turns and Myhr[146] provide measurements of radiant fraction (f rad) for syngas and 
hydrocarbon jet flames. However, in this investigation radiation from H2 jet flames is 
of primary concern since it has been claimed to cause the deviations from experiment 
noted earlier[51].
Turns and Myhr[146] measured radiant fraction (f rad) using a heat flux trans­
ducer positioned at the flame midlength, at a radius R from the centreline. Radiant 
fractions were estimated from radiant flux measurements (qrad) from the transducer 
by the following expression:
f r a d  =
q r a d ^ R 2
A H c o m b
(7.7)
The estimated value of total radiation loss, given by the numerator of the expression 
above, is normalized by the nozzle mass flow rate mno2Z (assuming the nozzle mass 
to be undiluted fuel) and the heat of combustion of the fuel (A Hcom0).
As it is not clear what value should be ascribed to the heat of combustion, a 
slightly different radiant loss indicator is adopted here. This quantity which shall be 
referred to as the specific heat loss (Ah.{x)), describes the total enthalpy lost to the
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Figure 7.21: Predicted axial variation in specific heat loss A h(x) for pure H 2 jet 
flames with varying jet velocity but constant nozzle diameter D =  3.75mm. Labels 
denote jet velocity in metres per second.
surroundings between the nozzle exit plane and the measurement location. Specific
heat loss (A/?(.t )) is formally defined below,
1 roo _
A h(x) =   ------  / (had(x,r)  -  hrad(x,r))purdr (7-8)
nozz 7o
where had(x. r) is the standardized enthalpy at a point in physical space that results 
from the adiabatic mixing of the pure fuel and air streams, and hrad(x ,r ) is the 
corresponding value in the presence of radiant losses. These quantities are readily 
available from the existing CMC jet flame data. It can be seen that the radiant frac­
tion defined above should only differ from specific heat loss in the post-flame region 
by a constant factor, namely the heat of combustion used by Turns and Myhr[146].
Axial profiles of predicted specific heat loss for a range of different H2 jet flames 
is plotted in Fig. 7.21. All of the flames have the same nozzle diameter (D =  3.75mm) 
and vary only in jet velocity which is given in the figure in units of metres per second. 
It is evident from Fig. 7.21, that the specific heat loss profiles show little sign of 
levelling off even at locations beyond the stoichiometric and visible flamelengths 
(Lst 135D .LVS ~  180.D). The post-flame gases remain sufficiently hot beyond the
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Figure 7.22: Predicted variation in visible flametip specific heat loss A h(x =  Lvs) 
with global residence time rg for pure H2 jet flames.
end of the flame for radiation heat transfer to continue transferring energy from the 
system. In theory the specific energy loss profiles will only reach plateau values when 
the post-flame gas temperatures fall to ambient levels. However the amount of specfic 
energy lost beyond a few visible flamelengths is small in proportion to the total loss.
In order to investigate the influence of global residence time upon radiation 
losses from H2 jet flames, specific energy loss values at the visible flamelength have 
been arbitrarily chosen to represent the overall radiation loss in each case. This 
decision is justified by the fact that the different specfic energy loss profiles remain 
in constant proportion to one another at large distances from the nozzle. Further, 
radiation effects at locations substantially beyond the visible flametip can have no 
significant effect upon N O x formation (see Fig. 7.19).
Predicted specific energy losses at the visible flametip are plotted against global 
residence time (r5) for pure H2 jet flames in Fig. 7.22. Note that the residence 
time employed here is that defined in Eqn 7.6, rather than that employed by Turns 
and Myhr[146]. Although different in magnitude, both residence times are directly 
proportional to the convective timescale. It is apparent from the figure that A h(x =
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Lvs) exhibits a ~  0.74 power law dependence upon the global residence time. This 
power law dependence is somewhat less than the ~  1 dependence reported by Chen 
and Kollmann[51]. It is however, higher than the ~  0.67 and ~  0.30 dependences 
of C2H2 and CH4 which can incur additional radiation losses as a result of soot 
format ion [51].
Although it may be purely coincidental, it should be noted the trend in power 
law dependence with fuel type is in qualitative agreement with the rankings of the 
adiabatic flame temperatures of the fuel species. It is difficult to judge precisely 
what power law dependence should be exhibited by H2 jet flames, and the questions 
surrounding the accuracy of the optically-thin radiation loss approximation remain 
unanswered.
7.7 Discussion
Having discussed specific results in the preceeding sections, it is now appropriate 
to discuss, the advantages and disadvantages of CMC jet model in a more general 
context. These advantages and disadvantages are discussed in relation to other jet 
flame models in the following.
7.7.1 Advantages of CMC Jet Flame Modelling
It has been shown that the CMC jet flame model is capable of producing derailed 
chemical predictions in turbulent jet flames without stretching the computational 
capacity of a workstation-sized computer. This ability is evidently not shared by 
other contemporary turbulent jet flame models.
The CMC method can be used to model turbulent jet flames of non-hydrocarbon 
and simple hydrocarbon fuels [H2,CO — H2,CH4,CH3OH) using chemical mecha­
nisms with ~  20 reactive species and around ~ 10 CPU hours of workstation com­
putation time. Alternatively, reduced chemical mechanisms can be employed for the 
same fuels mentioned above, and computation times become so low as to be trivial.
Joint PDF methods require substantially more computational resources to im­
plement. Sion and Chen[52] report that methanol (CH3OH) jet flame calculations 
using a four-step reduced mechanism require approximately 1200 CPU seconds per
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calculated diameter of axial length. Given that flames of the type reported require 
calculations out to axial lengths of ~  100Z), the full computation time must have 
been of the order of ~  30 CPU hours on the CRAY XMP-48 supercomputer used in 
the study.
It has been seen in Section 7.4, that reduced chemical mechanisms introduce 
errors into calculated predictions for non-hydrocarbon turbulent jet flames. These 
errors are at their greatest for radical species and temperature in intensely mixed 
zones such as the near-nozzle mixing field. Breakdown of the assumptions made 
in reduced mechanism derivation occurs under these conditions, and lead to the 
observed discrepancies with full predictions. Whilst the discrepancies in temperature 
and major species levels typically become small in quiescent downstream zones, the 
effect of these small differences is substantial for important species such as NO  and
n o 2.
The discrepancies between full and reduced chemical mechanisms in hydrocar­
bon flames is likely to be more serious, particularly when important rich side chem­
istry is neglected. The ISR analysis of full and skeletal methane mechanisms (see 
Section 5.2) provides a rough guide to the level of error that might be incurred in mod­
elling hydrocarbon flames with reduced mechanisms. Chen and Kollmann[48] have 
reported difficulties in modelling CO and CO2 levels with a four-scalar constrained- 
equilibrium chemical model, in a propane (C3H&) jet flame. These kinds of problems 
seem to be inherent in reduced mechanism modelling.
To date hydrocarbon flames have not been modelled using the CMC method. 
However, there are no impediments to employing a comprehensive C\ mechanism 
such as a skeletal methane mechanism1 in the jet flame model, and predictions will 
be compared against suitable experimental measurements in the immediate future. 
Beyond this objective, the modelling of complex fuels (eg: octane, decane etc.) in 
turbulent nonpremixed jet flames, with short mechanisms seems to be amenable to 
CMC methods. It is difficult to envisage these types of calculations being performed 
with any other contemporary turbulent jet flame model.
It could be argued that steady laminar flamelet methods (SLFM), as described 
in Chapter Two, can model similarly complex chemistry with the same if not less
^ee Appendix A for an example
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computational cost. However, as was mentioned in Section 2.2.1, SLFM is only valid 
where the smallest scales of turbulence are larger than the the reaction zone. Whilst 
this may be the case in the near-field of the jet, it is frequently not so in the far-field.
7.7.2 Disadvantages of CMC Jet Flame Modelling
A number of significant disadvantages of the CMC jet flame method have become 
apparent through the course of this investiagtion. The bulk of these disadvantages 
are associated with the near-field behaviour of turbulent jet flames.
As with all conditional moment closure methods which make use of mixture 
fraction as a single conditioning variable, the jet flame model cannot be employed in 
the presence of extinction and ignition phenomena. As has been mentioned earlier, 
the reason for this is that the first order closure approximation for the chemical 
reaction terms is inaccurate under these conditions. This exclusion prevents lifted 
diffusion flames and blow-out conditions from being studied with the jet flame model.
This is evidently not the case for the joint PDF method which in theory is 
capable of predicting flame blow-off conditions. Some difficulties are associated with 
deriving the required reduced mechanisms that are valid under extinction conditions, 
but nevertheless useful studies have been made of near extinction behaviour[160].
In order to be applicable under extinction and ignition conditions, the CMC 
closure should employ an additional conditioning variable to account for reaction 
progress. This has not been done to date, but the future development plans in this 
direction are discussed in Chapter Nine.
Aside from the issue of first order chemical closure validity, the current CMC 
jet flame model appears to have further problems in the jet near-field. The recent 
results of Barlow and Carter[152] show that conditional mean temperature and nitric 
oxide display a radial dependence near the nozzle of pure hydrogen flames. This 
evidence invalidates the assumption of radial independence, suggested by Bilger[8,9] 
and Klimenko[6,7], and used in the simplification of the jet flame model to a quasi 
one dimensional problem. The observed radial dependence quickly weakens as the 
mean two dimensional boundary layer structure of the jet becomes established away 
from the near-field, and so is of no consequence over the majority of the flamelength.
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The impact of the findings of Barlow and Carter[152] will be further discussed in 
Chapter Nine.
There is now a substantial body of evidence that suggests that differential 
diffusion effects are important in the near field of H2 and CO — H2 jet diffusion 
flames[l02,130,150]. Further specific differential diffusion studies have been con­
ducted for H2 — C 0 2 jet flames where the ’fuel’ stream contains species with vastly 
different molecular transport properties [161,162]. Differential molecular diffusion is 
not accounted for in the current CMC formulation. The means of treating the high 
wave number effects associated with differential diffusion are not immediately appar­
ent. in the current methodology, and will require substantial theoretical development 
to produce a modified closure scheme. The inability to treat differential diffusion is 
shared by the joint PDF method[5], but is treated by laminar flamelet methods.
It is apparent that the near field of jet flames studied here display flamelet like 
qualities[130]. This is a reasonable conclusion since the mean scalar gradients are 
at their highest in the near field, and turbulent fluctuation levels are comparatively 
low. Problems can arise for the current CMC method when modelling conditions 
include very thin flamelet zones. Conditional mean correlations with fluctuations 
in scalar dissipation rate should be accounted for[154], but in doing so the global 
nature of the current CMC method is lost. The modified theory, recently proposed 
by Ivlimenko[154], is a local one that is similar in application to flamelet methods.
The application of Joint PDF methods in thin flamelet regimes is also poten­
tially problematic. Under these conditions, difficulties arise in predicting localized 
extinction due to the sensitivity of these predictions to the arbitrary maximum dis­
tances in composition space over which particles are allowed to interact. If this 
distance is too great, then predictions of localized extinction can result where none 
actually occurs.
7.8 Summary
The main points raised in this chapter are summarized here in point form. The 
comparison of predicted and measured H2 and CO — H2 flame data has revealed 
that:
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• the jet flame model gives generally good agreement for conditional mean reac­
tive scalar profiles.
• in the near-field of jet flames, significant flamelet-like behaviour causes differ­
ential diffusion to be important and these effects cannot be accounted for by 
the jet flame model.
• the far-field agreement is good although there are indications that the level 
of departure from chemical equilibrium is slightly underestimated by the jet 
flame model. Favre averaged data suggest that this underprediction may be 
due to the underprediction of mixture fraction variance levels throughout the 
jet flame.
Reduced chemical mechanisms have been tested against full mechanism predictions 
in H ‘2 and CO — H2 flames and it has been found that:
• two and three step H2 and CO — H2 mechanisms require around twenty times 
less computation time than the full twenty-three and twenty-five step mecha­
nisms.
• the reduced mechanisms provide better major species agreement with the full 
mechanisms under the more quiescent mixing conditions present near the end 
of the flames studied. The intense mixing which occurs at upstream locations 
leads to poorer agreement.
• the kinetically limited species, N O , tends to be overpredicted by around ~  
20% towards the end of the flames studied. This results from poor agreement 
between predictions of the rate controlling reactive scalars such as temperature 
and monatomic oxygen.
The overall emission of oxides of nitrogen (NOx) from the flames studied tends to 
exceed the measured levels by around ~ 20 — 30%. The predicted trends in NOx 
emission index with changing flow conditions were found to conform to the following:
• Good agreement was found with existing modelled and measured EI^ox  trend 
data. A half power dependence of E l  ¡vox /  Tg upon inverse Damkohler number 
was found for H2 flames, as has been reported elsewhere[51,144].
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• The predicted higher dependence of E I\ox / Tg upon inverse Damkohier num­
ber at low values of Uj/D has also been observed by others for radiating H2 jet 
flames[51]. This discrepancy with experiment does not occur if adiabatic calcu­
lations are made[51,96], however the quantitative agreement between individual 
flame comparisons worsens.
Radiation losses from pure H2 jet flames were analysed and the following conclusions 
were drawn:
• The trend in radiant loss from H2 jet flames with global residence time seems to 
be higher than that of any of the hydrocarbon flames studied by experiment [146].
• The ~  1 power dependence of radiant fraction upon global residence time re­
ported elsewhere was not found in this investigation. A more modest value of 
~  0.74 is reported here, but this dependence is still inexplicably higher than 
the dependence for sooting hydrocarbon flames.
• An alternative optically-thin radiation model was tested but was not found 
to provide significantly different NOx predictions. The questions raised by 
Chen and Kollmann[51] regarding the validity of the optically-thin radiation 
approximation remain open.
A general discussion of CMC model performance in comparison with other contem­
porary jet flame models has been presented.
• The principal advantage of the CMC model over other jet flame methods is its 
ability to make predictions using full chemical mechanisms at a comparatively 
low computational cost.
• The main disadvantage of the method is its inability to treat ignition and 
extinction phenomena, and various problems associated with near-field jet flame 
structure. These near-field problems like inability to handle differential diffusion 
and very thin flamelet-like structures are shared by the joint PDF method. 
These problems are not significant in jet flame predictions away from the near­
field.
Chapter 8
Steady Premixed Reactors
In this chapter, conditional moment closure methods are proposed for a special class 
of turbulent premixed combustion problems. As was noted earlier (see Sections 2.3 
and 3.3), premixed turbulent combustion is generally very difficult to model because 
thermochemical and fluid dynamic characteristics at any point in the flammable 
mixture can depend strongly upon the proximity and topology of the local flame 
front.
Conditional moment closure (CMC) methods can no more solve these general 
cases than other current methods. However, for a special class of problems in the 
intermediate regime of turbulent premixed combustion, CMC methods can provide 
chemically detailed solutions without requiring knowledge of flame front dynamics.
The model proposed in this chapter is intended to be applicable to steady state 
turbulent premixed reactors with spatially uniform conditional mean reactive scalar 
fields. Although this class of problems may seem somewhat restricted, it is impor­
tant to note that the operating conditions of lean-premixed gas turbine combustors, 
which are currently used in low-iV0 X utility-class power plants, fall within this do­
main. Aero-propulsion gas turbines may also be routinely operated in lean-premixed 
configurations in future, in order to comply with future tightening of aircraft emis­
sion regulations[129]. Gas turbine combustors are characterised by high mass flow 
rates, intense turbulent mixing and very short overall residence times. Under these 
types of conditions, the CMC methods of this chapter could be of use in predicting 
thermo-chemical yields, particularly in the recirculation zones associated with flame 
holders. It does not seem however, that spark ignition internal combustion processes
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have the appropriate flame width to turbulent length scale ratio, nor the reouired 
steadiness, to be treated with the model presented here.
In some ways, the combustion model of this chapter can be viewed as a turbulent 
premixed generalisation of a perfectly stirred reactor (PSR). In this model there is 
a continous influx of unburnt mixture into the reactor core where vigorous mixing 
with the burning core fluid occurs, and yields outlet fluid that is neither fully burnt 
nor fully unburnt. By contrast. PSRs are not subject to core mixing and as a result 
the reactedness of the outlet fluid is only dependent on the residence time within the 
reactor.
This modelling concept has been employed by Correa and coworkers[92.93]. as 
well as Roekaerts[94], in the development of the premixed PaSR (Partially Stirred 
Reactor) which makes use of joint PDF methods for modelling turbulence-chemistry 
interaction. Although similar in concept, the CMC model for steady premixed re­
actors uses a specially tailored reaction progress variable (R P V ) which includes the 
effects o f radiation losses upon the system (see Section 3.3). Accordingly, the model 
presented here is henceforth referred to by the acronym PTURCEL which stands for 
Premixed Turbulent Peactor Calculation with Energy Loss.
In the following section. PTURCEL-specific model ecpiations are derived from 
the general equations presented in Chapter Three. The closure problems associated 
with PTU RCEL modelling are addressed in Section 8.2. Lastly, a short discussion of 
the current state of premixed conditional moment closure methods can be found in 
Section 8.3.
8.1 PTURCEL Model Derivation
For the purposes of model derivation, a PTL'R.CEL is defined as a volume of intense 
turbulent mixing where premixed chemical reactions are occuring such that the con­
ditional mean reactive scalar statistics are not functions of position or time. It is 
envisaged that some kind of chemical ’forcing’ is present, ie: a steady influx o f un­
burnt fluid, so that trivial solutions to this steady problem are avoided. Whilst the 
conditional mean reactive scalars within the PTURCEL are not functions of space 
or time, the values at the inlet area may have different values. It is not expected
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that conditional mean mixing statistics will be spatially independent, however they 
should be sufficiently uniform so that volume averages are representative of the mix­
ing processes.
The conditional averaging employed in PTURCEL model derivation makes use 
of the reaction progress variable (RPV) c, defined in Section 3.3, as the conditioning 
variable. The definition of c is reproduced below.
^ ) O unf)U rn t
Ahld-u
The variable D is defined by,
D =  hs -  2h (8.2)
where h denotes instantaneous standardized enthalpy and Ahsad_u is the sensible 
enthalpy difference between adiabatic equilibrium (hsad) and unburnt (hsu) conditions.
The equations relevant to PTURCEL modelling can be derived from Eqn 3.64 
which is reproduced below.
<  P 1C >  v  • ( <  pu¥i I C >  pc) =
v  • (<  pDI C > VQ,P( )+ < 1C (8-3)
The same closure for the conditional mean flux G\- is applied here as was men­
tioned in Section 3.3 (see Eqns 3.66 and 3.67), and the approximate expression is 
substituted into Eqn 8.3. The resulting equation (see below) differs from 3.68 in that 
the simplification afforded by the RPV PDF conservation equation (Eqn 3.60) is not 
applied immediately.
r \
< p I C >  ^¡(QiP.c) +  V ■ ( <  Pu | c  >  Q>Pd =
■P<[< pWi | C >  +  <  ey I C >  +  <  eQ I C > ]  +
^ (<  pD(Vc)2 | ;  > QiP( -  < pSc | (  > QiP( ) (8.4)
The deviational terms in Eqn 8.4 are identical to those given by Eqns 3.69 and 
3.70. The derivation is now at the point of averaging these general CMC equations 
over the PTURCEL reaction volume. Some clarifying comments are appropriate at 
this stage.
To simplify the final PTURCEL equations, it is necessary to assume that the 
conditional mean reactive scalar statistics (Q,(C)U = 1,. . . ,JV) at the outlet from
( 8 . 1 )
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the reaction zone are identical to those within the core of the reaction zone. This 
assumption is similar to that applied in the case o: the ISR model derivation of 
Chapter 4. The basis for this assumption stems from the underlying definition of a 
PTURCEL, which does not allow for spatial variations in conditional mean reactive 
scalar values. Inlet values of the conditional mean reactive scalars can vary from 
those in the reactor core, and are distinguished from core values by the additional 
subscript 0 (eg: Qi,o).
The error terms (< ey | (  > ,<  eg | ( > ) are neglected in the following analysis. 
This assumption is made as a simplifying step based on experience in nonpremixed 
systerns[107], and may well require revision if development of this model proceeds 
further.
Averaging Eqn 8.4 over the reactor core volume (V ), whilst applying the diver­
gence theorem for inlet/outlet areas (A), and the steady state assumption inherent 
in the PTURCEL definition, yields Eqn 8.5.
[  [(< PIL | C >  QiP()out ~ (<  pu | (  >  Qi,oPc)in] • dA =J A
fv n  <  p*>i I C >  + U U <  PD^ cf  I c  >  QiPc)- < pSc I C >  QiPddX8-5 )
A similar treatment of the RPV PDF equation (Eqn 3.60) yields the following,
J [ ( <  PU. 1C >  P()out -  ( <  PiL| C >  P; )m]  ■ dA -
-  fv pD(Vc)2I C >  P()~ < pSc | c > (S.6)
which can be employed to simplify Eqn 8.5 to give:
J (Q; -  Qi,o)(<  PIL| c >  P()in■ dA =
fv P<[< pu>iI C >  +  <  pD(VcI C >  <  I C >  f j 1]dv  ( S .7 )
By adopting the averaging nomenclature of Section 4.1. then Ecpi 8.7 can be rewritten
as:
{{p})(Q, -  c,.o)iE E  = { { P< < pu., | c > } } -
1 r
{{P( < PD(Vcf| ( > } } ^ -  I C > } } ^ 1 (S.S)
The definition of the mass flow rate weighted RPV PDF {P£}  given by.
{p (*} =  4 { p i < P ! i i c > }s m (8.9)
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where m is the total mass flow rate through the reactor, and the reactor residence 
time 77 is given by,
_  {{/>}}!
m ' 8.10)
The RPY PDF conservation equation can be rewritten in the manner of Eqn 8.8 as 
follows:
h ^ a e n ^ - i a ; * } . » )  = - ¿ ( ¿ ( « <  ^ ( y c >2 1 c > a » ) + { { <  psc 1 c > a } } )
(8.11)
Together, Eqns 8.8 and 8.11 describe the conservation of reaction progress vari­
able PDF and of reactive scalars conditionally averaged upon this reaction progress 
variable. All of the elements present in the nonpremixed analogue of the PTURCEL, 
the ISR. are present in the equations above.
In the conditional mean reactive scalar equation, a three-way balance of terms is 
possible between chemical reaction, turbulent mixing and inflow-outflow convective 
transfer. Further, there is an additional contribution that results from the non- 
conserved nature of the conditioning variable. This added term considerably increases 
the difficulty involved in solving the PTURCEL equations as compared to the ISR 
equations. The principal difficulties encountered in attempting solve the PTURCEL 
system are described in the next section.
8.2 Proposed Closure Strategy
Similar to the ISR model, a special case of the PTURCEL model applies when the 
inlet PDF ({P £}in) is a delta function at the unburnt state. In this unburnt-inlet 
case ( { c*} ¡n = 0), the inflow-outflow convective transfer term on the left hand side of 
Eqn S.8 is identically zero for all RPY values other than zero (see below).
0 =  { { <  pw, I c > } }  +  { { <  pD(Vc)2 I C > } } ^ Y  -  { { <  p s c | c > } } ^ f  (S.12)
In this case, no information regarding the inlet conditional mean reactive scalar values 
at non-zero £ is physically obtainable. In more general cases, £ zones where the inlet 
PDF is non-zero will have associated conditional mean reactive scalar information 
which must be incorporated into the left hand side term of Eqn 8.8.
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For the purposes of discussing a, closure strategy for the PTURCEL system, 
attention will be confined to the special unburnt-inlet case. The RPV PDF con­
servation equation (Eqn 8.11) can be manipulated to yield an estimate of the core 
averaged conditional mean reactive scalar dissipation rate ( { { <  pD (Vc)2 \ £ >} } ) ,  
by double integrating both sides of the equation with respect to £.
{ { <  PD (V c f  I C } }  =  | ^ j y [ f h h ( C - / oC f o {P ;„}outdC dC )-f0 { { <  pSc I C' >  P c W )
(S.13)
The boundary conditions upon this equation are { {<  pD{W c)2 \ £ }} =  0 for £ =  0, £ 
where £ is the upper bounding value of the RPV which depends upon the con­
centrations and enthalpies of formation of the species involved in the PTURCEL 
calculation.
The most appropriate boundary conditions upon Eqn 8.12 are Qi(( =  0) =
Yyunbumt and y^-(£ =  C) =  since to be capable of specifying burnt conditional 
mean reactive scalar values negates the purpose of solving the PTURCEL equations.
It is reasonable to expect the slope of the conditioned mean reactive scalar profiles to 
tend to zero at £ =  £ since this upper bound represents a highly radiatively cooled 
state that is far from where the principal reactions will be taking place (£ ~  1). The 
influence of the upper boundary conditions upon the reaction zone statistics should 
ideally be small.
Equation 8.13 provides the means of determining conditional mean reactive 
scalar dissipation, which is needed to close Eqn 8.12, if the residence time and the 
core and outlet averaged RP\ PDFs are known. These data values could possibly be 
determined from flow rate, and temperature and major species information alone, if 
this information has been measured or calculated for the target reactor.
With this information. { {<  pD (Xc)2 | £ }} can be determined iteratively by 
solving Eqn 8.12 and 8.13 simultaneously. A first order closure approximation for 
{ {<  pSc | £ > } }  can be determined by evaluating the instantaneous expression (Eqn 
3.55) with the appropriate conditional mean reactive scalar values at each solution 
step. The determination of the steady state solution profiles of { {<  pD (V c)2 £}} 
and { {<  pSc | £ > } }  would likely be a time consuming process, and one that is prone 
to diverge rapidly if the starting estimates are poorly chosen. On the other hand, if 
the initial estimates are PTU RCEL solutions for a case with similar run conditions,
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convergence could occur very quickly.
8.2.1 Application of Closure Strategy
In many cases, although estimates of reactor residence time may exist for a target 
reactor it is quite possible that no measurements of the required PDF information 
will be available.
It might seem that if the PDF information were available then there would be 
little need to engage in a PTURCEL calculation. This is not necessarily true, since if 
the purpose of carrying out the calculation is to determine the levels of minor species 
such as N O , N 0 2 and CO within a reaction zone for a case where these cannot 
be directly measured, PTURCEL methods could be used to estimate these values. 
Temperature and major species information would be used to determine the PDF 
forms.
Practical combustors and reactors are typically difficult environments in which 
to make accurate quantitative measurements. Limited optical access, high back­
ground interference, ’dirty’ flame conditions and so forth, restrict the means of mea­
surement to methods such as CARS (Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy) 
where only temperature and major species information is available[163].
However, in the event that the required PDF information is not at hand, then a 
means of predicting the PDF data must be devised. One effective method might be 
to employ an existing turbulent premixed flame model, such as the Bray-Moss-Libby 
model (see Section 2.3) using simplified chemistry to determine the core and outlet 
RPY means and variances. This information would allow appropriate presumed form 
RPY PDFs to be adopted, and the PTURCEL calculation could proceed from that 
point to ’chemically refine’ the BML model prediction.
In an effort to carry out a parametric study of PTURCEL predictions for a 
simple hydrogen system in the absence of any real data, a crude ’k-epsilon’ approach 
was devised for predicting RPY mean and variance information.
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K-epsilon approach for predicting RPV PDFs
The objective of the following order-of-magnitude1 method is to roughly estimate 
RPV PDF information solely from specifications of chemical mechanism, reactor 
residence time (rr) and turbulent mixing frequency (u;*).
Further simplifications of the unburnt-inlet PTURCEL equations were made in 
order to reduce the required modelling effort. Firstly, the core averaged and outlet 
averaged RPV PDFs were assumed to be identical. This assumption implies that, 
the conditional mean mass flow rate that weights the latter PDF is uniform across 
C-space. There is some support for this assumption in the conditional mean velocity 
information presented by Mantel and Bilger from a DNS study of thickened wrinkled 
premixed flames[107], provided it is assumed that changes in flux area correspond 
with changes in specific volume.
The instantaneous RPV equation (Eqn 3.54) yields the following expression 
for outlet/core mean RPV when averaged over time and the reactor volume under 
unburnt-inlet PTURCEL conditions.
{{V }} = {c*}ouf =  {{5c}}rr (3.14)
Note that the influence of velocitv-RPV correlations at the inlet and outlet have 
been neglected. The equation governing core averaged RPV variance ({ { c/2} } ) is 
given below for unburnt-inlet PTURCEL conditions:
{{C72}} = •2-r[{{c'5'i}} -  {{£>(Vc)2}}] (S.15)
As with Eqn 8.14, the influence of RPV-variance-velocity correlations at the inlet and 
outlet areas is neglected in Eqn 8.15. In order to close the set of equations, {{N c} }  
is calculated at each solution step by taking the convolution of the core averaged 
PDF with the { {<  Sc | ( ' > } }  profile in (-space. The unconditional mean scalar 
dissipation rate is modelled using a k — e expression.
{{D(Vc)2}} ^ { { c 72}} (8.16)
where ujt is the turbulent mixing frequency obtained by normalizing the core aver­
aged turbulent kinetic energy dissipation rate ( { {e} } )  by the core averaged turbulent 
kinetic energy ({{&}})• The core averaged correlation between RPV fluctuations and
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fluctuations in the RPV source term ( { { c /6’/c}} ) . is modelled as the convolution of 
the core averaged PDF with the product of £ and the conditional mean source term 
minus the mean.
{ {c '5 'c}}  / h {{/><}}{{< S . K > } K - { { « ; } } { { & } }  (S.17)Jo
Core and outlet averaged RPV means and variances were estimated using the 
submodels described above. These means and variances were then used to construct 
RPV PDFs with clipped Gaussian assumed forms. Initial solution estimates were 
calculated using adiabatic conditions at £ =  1, with values between £ =  0 and £ =  1 
being estimated by linear interpolation. Initial estimates for Qi(() values at £ > 1 
were set equal to the unity £ values.
The preliminary PTURCEL calculations made with these starting estimates 
failed to converge, even after prolonged run times. Laminar flamelet values were 
also employed as starting estimates, having been determined from the laminar pre­
mixed code of Ivee et a/[122], but no additional progress was made. Difficulty was 
encountered in ensuring the positivity of the conditional mean reactive scalar dissi­
pation rate profiles. Aerothermochemical inconsistencies arising from poor starting 
estimates seemed to be the cause of these difficulties.
The results of these preliminary calculations suggest that further PTURCEL 
development should only be undertaken with better estimates of the RPV PDF and 
conditional mean RPV source term profiles. It is clear that PTURCEL model devel­
opment remains at a preliminary stage.
8.3 Discussion
The principal motive behind formulating the PTURCEL model, was to develop the 
simplest possible premixed CMC methodology in order to determine what issues are 
of concern in this relatively undeveloped area. It is hoped that eventually, PTU RCEL 
methods will have a practical application in the areas mentioned at the beginning of 
this chapter.
The demonstrated capacity of nonpremixed CMC methods to predict the ef­
fects of turbulent mixing upon detailed chemical systems would be of great use if
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carried over to premixed CMC modelling. Currently, premixed PaSR calculations 
(joint PDF method) for steady premixed reactors with 43-step CO — H> chemical 
mechanisms require around ~ 15 CPU hours to converge on an 8 Mfiop computer[92]. 
Based on comparison with ISR performance, an operational PTURC'EL model could 
potentially reduce the required computation time for this calculation by two orders 
of magnitude.
Aside from PTURCEL modelling, Mantel and Bilger[107,164] are investigating 
the possibility of applying premixed CMC models to a class of turbulent premixed 
flame brushes, where the conditional mean velocity and conditional mean reactive 
scalar dissipation rate statistics appear to be independent of location. The possibility 
of this type of premixed CMC application was first suggested by Bilger[97] some time 
ago, but as yet no modelling attempt has been made for these flames.
Chapter 9
Concluding Discussion
The primary objective of this investigation has been to develop conditional moment 
closure (CMC) methods from the theories, presented by Bilger[8,9] and Klimenko[6,7], 
into a series of fully functional models for turbulent combustion.
This objective has been attained to a satisfactory degree. The nonpremixed 
CMC models for imperfectly stirred reactors (ISRs) and axisymmetric jet flames 
are at an advanced stage of development. The latter model has been demonstrated 
to give very good agreement with experimental measurements in non-hydrocarbon 
jet diffusion flames, both here (Chapter 7) and in earlier publications[96,102]. The 
ISR model has not yet been compared directly with experiment, but the parametric 
studies conducted here (Chapter 5) and elsewhere[103] have produced results which 
are self-consistent and reasonable.
The development of a premixed CMC model of any type remains at a prelimi­
nary stage. This state of affairs reflects the inherent complexity associated with pre­
mixed combustion in comparison with nonpremixed combustion. A steady premixed 
reactor model has been proposed to predict the influence of turbulent fluctuations 
in reactive species concentrations upon chemical reactions. This model, known as 
PTURCEL (Premixed Turbulent Peactor Calculation with Energy Loss) applies in 
situations which are already treated by other methods such as the Joint PDF (JPDF) 
method. These situations include the flame stabilization zones of lean-premixed gas 
turbine combustors[92].
A functional PTURCEL model would reduce the computational cost of pre­
dicting the behaviour of steady premixed reactors by orders of magnitude compared
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to JPDF methods. It is evident that further investigations into the nature of con­
ditional mean reactive scalar dissipation rates and reaction progress variable (RPV) 
probability density functions (PDFs), under PTURCEL conditions, is required at 
this stage.
9.1 Major Findings
The major findings that have resulted from the development of the nonpremixed 
CMC combustion models are summarized as follows.
ISR Model
The Imperfectly Stirred Reactor (ISR) model can be viewed as a nonpremixed gen­
eralisation of the well known Perfectly Stirred Reactor (PSR) model. Applications of 
the ISR model are limited to nonpremixed turbulent combustion where conditional 
mean reactive scalar statistics are not dependent upon location or time. Some spa­
tial dependence can be tolerated, in which case the use of ISR modelling must be 
recognized as an approximate method and the modeller must satisfy him or herself 
that it is a, valid approximation.
The imperfectly stirred model takes into account the effects of chemical interac­
tions with turbulent mixing processes, in addition to interactions with the inlet-outlet 
convective processes found in PSR. models. By varying the relative strengths of the 
terms responsible for turbulent mixing, mean convection and chemical reaction, ISR 
predictions can be made to vary in a continuous fashion from a flamelet-like approx­
imation to a PSR-ensemble approximation. The former approximation is dominated 
by a reactive-diffusive balance of terms, whilst the latter is essentially a reactive- 
convective balance without significant mixing.
In the application of ISR modelling to practical applications such as non­
premixed gas turbine combustors, it is expected that the predicted results will lie 
in the hybrid regime between these two limiting approximations.
In general it can be concluded that ISR predictions tend to be perturbed fur­
ther from chemical equilibrium levels through decreasing the reactor residence time, 
or increasing the change in conserved scalar variance across the reactor. In actual
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practice, these quantities will need to be determined from the target reactor, as will 
the form and magnitude of mixture fraction PDFs averaged at the inlet area, outlet- 
area and across the reactor core.
The ISR model easily handles large (~  50 species, ~  250 steps) chemical mecha­
nisms whilst computation times remain less than one CPU hour on a fast workstation. 
This capacity for chemical detail at low computational cost far outstrips the ability of 
JPDF methods under similar conditions. It appears that no other method is capable 
of making calculations of turbulence-chemistry-convection interactions at this level 
of chemical detail.
Jet Flame Model
The CMC jet flame model has the advantage of requiring a great deal less compu­
tation time than other contemporary jet flame models. In comparable run cases, 
the CMC jet flame method takes around two orders of magnitude less time to reach 
completion than the JPDF method. Further, given the same computation time the 
CMC method can handle detailed chemical mechanisms whilst other methods must 
employ reduced chemical approximations.
Some part of this time saving is due to the simplifications, to the two-dimensional 
CMC reactive scalar equations, that are afforded by the simple boundary-layer ap­
proximation of jet flame dynamics. This approximation allows the turbulent flow 
field to be treated with a parabolic marching routine instead of requiring a fully el­
liptic solution. It should be noted that in the comparison of run times given above, 
both methods employed the same parabolic solver.
The boundary-layer structure of nonpremixed jet flames indirectly gives rise to 
a further important simplification. It has been shown elsewhere that the cross-flow 
dependence of conditional mean statistics is weak in the presence of a boundary-layer 
structure. With this assumption, it is possible to reduce the fully two-dimensional 
conditional mean reactive scalar equation to a quasi one-dimensional problem. In 
this case, cross-flow averaging accounts for any weak cross-flow dependence.
The predicted results for H2 and CO — H2 jet flames show good agreement with 
experimental measurements. In all cases however, there is evidence of processes in the
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near-field zones of jet flames that are not accounted for in the current implementation. 
It has been suggested that these processes are associated with the existence of thin 
flamelet reaction zones, and near-field flow structures that do not conform to the 
boundary layer approximation.
The former near-field process gives rise to differential diffusion effects observable 
in measured temperature and some major species conditional mean profiles. Differ­
ential diffusion is not treated in the current model implementation. The possibility 
also exists that nonpremixed combustion in the thin flamelet regime may require 
the existing CMC model to account for local fluctuations in conditional mean scalar 
dissipation rates[154].
The latter near-field process leads to inaccurate predictions from boundary layer 
approximations of the full Na.vier-Stokes equations. Further, evidence of radially 
dependent conditional mean statistics have been found in the near field of hydrogen 
jet flames[152]. This evidence would appear to invalidate the simplifying assumption 
mentioned above, for the near-field of jet diffusion flames.
These near-field discrepancies do not have a large impact on the overall pre­
dicted structure of turbulent jet diffusion flames, since this is governed principally by 
far field effects. The accuracy of the streamwise decay of turbulent kinetic energ} ,^ 
the method for calculating conditional mean scalar dissipation rate, and the radiative 
transfer of heat are of prime importance. All of these areas are subject to continuing 
research. The accuracy of the radiation submodel has been questioned elsewhere[51], 
and has been tested here for H2 jet flames. The results seem to indicate that the 
optically-thin estimate of radiative transfer may be overpredicting heat loss.
9.2 Future Directions
Much can be done to further develop the models presented in this investigation. In 
this section, the possible future avenues of CMC model development are speculated 
upon, and suggestions are made to assist this future development.
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Differential Diffusion M odelling
In the early stages of CMC jet flame development, it was thought that differential 
diffusion could be treated by simply relating the transport of molecular species to 
the transport of enthalpy via constant inverse Lewis numbers[96]. This was however 
a false assumption, as it was found that such a treatment greatly overestimated the 
statistical rate of decorrelation of different species in decaying homogeneous turbu­
lence.
It is apparent that differential diffusion effects are confined to high wave num­
bers, such that the process operates over very short distances only. Simply using 
constant Lewis number relationships, determined from laminar diffusion flame calcu­
lations, incorrectly imposes differential diffusion behaviour on the large scale mixing 
motions.
A semi-empirical approach might yield results if the ’effective' Lewis numbers 
applying to each species are made a function of local Reynolds number. In this way. if 
the local turbulence Reynolds number is large then differential diffusion effects should 
be small, with virtually uniform effective Lewis numbers for all species. Conversely, 
if the local Reynolds number is small, then the Lewis numbers should more closely 
reflect the individual molecular transport properties of each species.
In the presence of differential diffusion, the concept of a unique mixture fraction 
is invalid. Thus, if differential diffusion effects are to be treated then whatever se­
lection of mixture fraction is made (say normalised hydrogen or oxygen atomic mass 
etc.) will lead to source terms in the mixture fraction conservation equation. The 
presence of these source terms recpiires modifications to be made to the standard 
unconditional mean conserved scalar closure schemes.
In the context of the CMC reactive scalar equations, a conditional mean mixture 
fraction source term will appear in a similar form to the RPV source term in the 
premixed CMC equations. In contrast to the R.PV source term in premixed CMC 
methods, the evaluation of the mixture fraction source term should not present any 
special difficulties.
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C om plex Flow Cases
The task of extending CMC modelling to the direct calculation of more complex 
flow cases, such as flows with strong recirculation and non-boundary-layer structures, 
seems quite difficult at this stage. It is possible that immediate practical applications 
can be found for the existing models without having to take this step. An example 
of this is discussed in the next section.
Based on the experimental evidence of near-field measurements in H2 jet flames[152], 
it seems unlikely that statistics conditioned upon mixture fraction alone will exhibit 
the same degree of cross-stream independence found in the far-field of jet flames. In 
this case, it would seem that the elliptical calculation of the CMC equations would 
be a more time consuming exercise since it could potentially involve as many sets of 
reactive scalar equations as there are physical grid points in the computation domain.
It is more likely that judicious domain decomposition would reduce this workload, 
with each set of conditional mean reactive scalar equations covering a zone of related 
physical locations.
The determination of conditional mean velocity and scalar dissipation rate pro­
files from the unconditional mixing field is more problematic. The methods employed 
for simple jet flames, particularly in the estimation of conditional mean velocity will 
have to be modified and no obvious substitute is apparent to the author. However, 
the local' method for the calculation of conditional mean scalar dissipation rate (see 
Section 6.2) should be adaptable to more complex flow geometries.
In applying singly conditioned CMC methods to complex flow geometries, care 
must be taken in treating the zones of inert premixing that can occur. If partial 
premixing is a dominant feature of the flame being studied, then a doubly conditioned 
CMC method is required. The future development of these closures is discussed at 
the end of this chapter.
Practical Applications
Notwithstanding the above complications, there are promises of immediate applica­
tions for the CMC models developed in this investigation. The most useful applica­
tion of the existing models can be found in the prediction of pollutant formation in
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nonpremixecl gas turbine combustors.
It is envisaged that the combination of the ISR model and a, variant of the 
existing jet flame model, known as a Dilution Flow Reactor (DFR), could be used 
to ’post-process’ solutions of combustor flow patterns. In this application, detailed 
solutions of combustor flow patterns would be derived using commercially available 
CFD software. This software would typically use fast chemistry or eddy-breakup 
methods to determine densities and pressures to effect a solution.
Taking the combustor flow pattern as input data, and using ISR predictions of 
primary recirculation zone chemical yields, the DFR code would then compute the 
evolution of conditional mean reactive scalar profiles throughout the dilution zone of 
the combustor.
Representative conditional mean scalar dissipation rates and velocities could 
be determined approximately by averaging the unconditional mean flow field over 
the cross-sectional area of the combustor. The DFR. code would calculate an uncon­
ditional mean temperature and density field in the course of computation. These 
calculated fields could be compared with the input flow field solution. In the event 
that the DFR-predicted density field is substantially different from the initially com­
puted field, action would have to be taken to correct the discrepancy.
Zone modelling of gas turbine combustors has been attempted in the past, using 
ensembles of PSRs and plug flow reactors, with moderate success. The increased 
sophistication of the ISR and DFR models over these earlier models, in itself warrants 
the trial of this phenomenological approach.
Another application of of the ISR/DFR models could be the prediction of haz­
ardous waste incinerator performance. The ability of CMC methods to employ de­
tailed chemical mechanisms in predictions of turbulent combustion, would seem to 
lend itself to this application.
The zone model applications described above in no way allow for substantial 
localized premixing of reactants such as can occur in intense nonpremixed combus­
tion. Under these conditions, a CMC method is required which conditions upon both 
mixture fraction and a suitable reaction progress variable.
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D oubly-Conditioned Closure
By employing conditional mean reactive scalar statistics which are conditioned upon 
both mixture fraction and some measure of overall reaction progress, a first order 
chemical closure should be possible for nonpremixed turbulent combustion with ex­
tinction and ignition events.
Double conditioning would add a further dimension to the computations already 
required in single conditioned CMC methods, and would correspondingly require 
more computational resources.
The development of doubly conditional methods should logically start with 
the combining of the simplest possible mixture fraction and RPV singly conditional 
methods. The first doubly conditional CMC model developed should be a steady 
reactor like the ISR and PTURCEL models. In addition to the scalar dissipation 
terms appearing in the ISR. and PTURCEL equations, a doubly conditioned steady 
reactor model would have cross-dissipation effects between mixture fraction and RPV 
to consider. Bilger[8] has derived the general doubly conditional CMC reactive scalar 
equations and has speculated on the importance of the various resulting terms.
The immediate way forward towards the eventual goal of doubly conditional 
CMC methods requires the successful development and testing of simple premixed 
CMC methods. By DNS and experimental investigation of premixed flame struc­
ture, CMC models such as PTURCEL can be further developed. The experience 
gained with premixed CMC will then complement the existing body of knowledge 
accumulated in the development of nonpremixed CMC methods.
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Appendix A
Reduced Chemical Mechanisms
In this Appendix, the two and three step reduced mechanisms used for i72 and CO- 
H2 combustion modelling, in Chapter 7, are derived from the starting mechanism 
given in Table A.l. This starting mechanism consists of all of the wet-CO  steps of 
the short mechanism derived by Rogg and Williams[159]. These reactions are in turn 
contained in the more general mechanism tabulated by Peters[165] which is valid for 
hydrocarbons up to propane (C^Hs).
A .l Notes on Table A .l
Apart from a starting mechanism for CO — H2 reduced mechanism derivation, Ta­
ble A .l also serves as a reference for the skeletal methane mechanism employed in 
Chapter 5. The hydrocarbon-specific steps (reactions 21-29) are not required in the 
analysis presented here however. These hydrocarbon steps are the main C\ reactions 
identified in the Smooke[119] skeletal mechanism, but the rate constants are chosen to 
be consistent with the hydrocarbon mechanism of Peters[165]. The small number of 
nitrogen chemistry steps included in the table (reactions 30-34) are also non-essential 
in the overall chemical scheme, but are obviously important in the context of pre­
dicting the formation of nitrogen oxides (NOx). The well known Zeldovich reduction 
of these steps will be given at the end of this appendix.
Entries in Table A.l have units of ca/, mol, A", cm and s. The symbols Aa, a and 
A represent the activation energy, temperature exponent and multiplying coefficient 
of Arrhenius reaction rate expressions such as that given below for a reaction rate
197
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No. Reaction Description .4 a E a
If. 0 2 +  H -+ OH +  0 2.00E14 0.00 16800.
lb . OH +  0  -> H +  0 2 1.57E13 0.00 841.3
2f. Hi 4- 0  -> OH +  H 5.06E04 2.67 6286.
2b. H +  OH  -> 0  4- H2 2.22E04 2.67 4371.
CO t-1-5 H2 +  OH H20  4- H 1.00E08 1.60 3298.
3b. H20  +  H  -> H2 +  OH 4.31E08 1.60 18274.
4f. 0  +  H20  ->O H  A OH 1.47E10 1.14 16991.
4b. OH  +  OH -> H20  +  0 1.59E09 1.14 100.4
5. H +  0 2 +  M  H 0 2 4- M 2.30E18 -0.80 0.00
6 . H  +  H 0 2 -+O H  A OH 1.50E14 0.00 1004.
7. H +  H 0 2 - *  H2 + 0 2 2.50E13 0.00 693.1
8. H  4- H 0 2 -> H20  +  0 3.00E13 0.00 1721.
9. OH  +  H 0 2 -> H20  4- 0 2 6.00E13 0.00 0.00
10. 0  +  H 0 2 -> OH +  0 2 1.80E13 0.00 -406.3
11. H 0 2 +  H 0 2 -> H20 2 +  0 2 2.00E12 0.00 0.00
12f. h o 2 +  h 2o  - >  h 2o 2 +  o h 2.86E13 0.00 32790.
12b. h 2o 2 +  o h  - >  h o 2 +  h 2o 1.00E13 0.00 1800.
13f. h 2o 2 +  m  - * o h  +  o h  +  m 1.30E17 0.00 45500.
13b. OH +  OH +  M  — > H20 2 +  M 9.86E14 0.00 -5070.
14. 7720 2 4- 77 H 0 2 +  H2 1.60E14 0.00 3800.0
15. OH +  H +  M  H20  4- M 2.20E22 -2.00 0.00
16. 77 +  H  +  M  -> H2 +  M 1.80E18 -1.00 0.00
17. O +  0  +  M  - >  0 2 4- M 1.89E15 0.00 -1788.0
18. CO  +  OH C 0 2 4- 77 4.400E06 1.50 -740.4
19. 77CO  +  77 - v  CO +  T72 2.000E14 0.00 0.00
20. CO  +  77 - f  M  ^  77CO +  M 1.136E15 0.00 2381.
21. C77,j ^  C773 +  77 6.300E14 0.00 104000.
21L C774 +  M  ^  C773 +  77 +  M 1.000E17 0.00 86000.
22. CH 4 P H  -  CH3 +  T72 2.200E04 3.00 8750.
23. C774 4- 077 ^  C773 +  7720 1.600E06 2.10 2460.
24. C773 +  0  -> C7720  +  77 6.800E13 0.00 0.00
25. C7720  4- 77 -> 77CO +  T72 2.500E13 0.00 3991.
26. C7720  4- 077 -> 77CO +  T720 3.000E13 0.00 1195.
27. C773 4- 0 2 -> C7730  +  0 7.000E12 0.00 25652.
28. C7730  4- 77 -> C7720  4- H2 2.000E13 0.00 0.00
29. C H 30  4- M  -> C7720  4- 77 4- M 2.400E13 0.00 28812.
30. 0  +  1V2 770 4- TV 1.40E14 0.00 75800.
31. N  +  0 2 ^  NO +  0 6.40E09 1.00 6280.
32. OH +  N NO +  H 4.00E13 0.00 0.00
33. NO  +  7702 -> N 0 2 +  077 2.11E12 0.00 -480.
34. TV02 +  77 1V0 +  077 3.50E14 0.00 1500.
Table A .l: Skeletal Chemical Mechanism for Fuels up to Methane
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constant kj corresponding to the jth  reaction in the table.
k,: =  A,Ta'3 (A .l)1 1 1 RT
The Universal Gas Constant is denoted here bv the symbol R. Third body efficiencies 
Mi for three-body reactions given in Table A.l. taken from Peters[165] (also see 
Warnatz[120]), are Mh20 =  6.5, M co 2 =  1-6, Mco =  0.75, M02 =  0.4, M^ 2  — 0.4 
and Mother =  1-0.
The reader should note that reaction expressions listed in the table with two- 
way arrows between reactants and products, are treated as being reversible. The 
corresponding reverse reaction rates are calculated from the forward rate and the 
value of the equilibrium constant in these cases. In some instances, both the forward 
and reverse reactions are explicitly listed with the reference number for the forward 
reaction being denoted by the suffix *f’ and the back reaction by the suffix ’b\ Re­
actions 21 and 21L represent the high and low pressure limits of the same reaction 
(methane pyrolysis), and a Lindemann[119] formulation is adopted for treating the 
pressure fall-off between these two rates.
A .2 Reduction Procedure
The simplified mechanisms that result from the following reduction scheme are iden­
tical to those developed by Chen et al150,166 and have often been used in the past for 
making joint PDF model predictions of H2 and CO — H2 combustion[48,49,50,51,96.102]
In order to derive a reduced mechanism from a comprehensive set of chemical 
reactions it is neccesary to assume that some minor species abundances are in steady 
state and that some selected reactions are in partial equilibrium [167]. Steady state 
species assumptions are applicable in cases where the rate at which a species is 
produced is much slower than the rate at which it is consumed[168]. Equilibration 
of chemical reactions is valid where the characteristic time scales of those reactions 
are much smaller than the characteristic time scale of the global reaction step to 
which they are related. Chen[169] gives a useful description of a general procedure 
for deriving reduced chemical mechanisms, and Lam[170] describes the process in a 
comprehensive systematic method applicable to automatic reduction.
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Two step reduced mechanisms for H2 combustion assume that (). OH and H 0 2 
are steady whilst the major species H2, 0 2 and H20  and the radical species H are 
non-steady. Reduction of the set of the first 17 reactions, given in Table A .l, using 
the method described by Peters et al[167] leads to the following expressions for the 
combined diffusion-convection transport terms T(7Z) for each reactive species specific 
molar abundance 7 ¿, in terms of the chemical reaction rates Wj .
Z(-.//)+[L (7o//)+2L(7o)-T (7 //o2)] =  ‘2wlf-2 w ib+2w6+2w8+2wi3f - 2 w 13b-2 w 5-2 w i5-2 w l6
(A.2)
L{~ h2o ) +  [L{~/oh) + L ^ o ) - L ( jHo2)\ = 2wl f -2 w lbA2w6A2w8A2w13f-2 w l3b (A.3)
L (~ H 2)+ [L ( 'y H 0 2) - L ( 7 o H ) - 2 L ( ' y 0 )\ =  - 3 w i f + 3 w ib- 3 w 6- 3 w 8- 3 w 13f + 3 w i 3b+ w 5+ w i 5+ w l6
(A.4)
T(7o2) + [T(7//o2) + T(7h2o2)] = ~ WU +  wn - w 6 -  w8 -  wï3f A w13b (A.5)
In the expressions above, the transport terms enclosed in square brackets corre­
spond to transport of minor species and thus have negligible magnitude in comparison 
to the remaining terms. Neglect of the bracketed terms results in expressions describ­
ing the transport and chemical production of the non-steady species H2, 0 2, H20  
and H.
Examination of the stoichiometry of the reaction rate groupings given above 
leads to the following global reaction mechanism.
wi : 3H2 A 0 2 ^  2H A 2H20
wn : 2H A AI H2 A hi
Where wj =  W\f — W\b + w8 + w8 + Wi3j — W\3b. and thereby contains the 
major chain branching and chain carrying reactions of the hydrogen-air chemical 
system, and wu = wb A w 15 + W\q which describes chain termination and three body 
recombination reactions.
Radical OH concentration is determined from the partial equilibrium expression 
for reactions 3f and 3b, as given in Table A.l, which are assumed to be fast compared 
to other reactions involving OH [50].
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Where A’3 is the equilibrium constant relating the rate of reaction 3f to the rate of 
its back reaction, ie: Kg =  kgj/kgb-
The remaining species are well approximated by steady state expressions in­
volving the appropriate consumption and production reactions for each species. O 
radical concentration is given by,
Cn = kifCo2Cn +  k2bCoHCH +  k^CofíCoH
k\fCu2o + kibCoH +  k2fC n 2 
H 0 2 concentration is calculated from a quadratic formula,
\Zb2 -f 4ac — b
Cho2 = 2a
(A.7)
(A.S)
where the quadratic coeficients are given by:
a =  2ku C n o2CH02
b — (ke +  k7 -\- kg)Cf{ +  k\2jC n 2o  +  kgCoH +  k\oCo 
c = k5C nC o2CM + k i2bCn2o 2CoH 
H20 2 concentration is found from,
k\2fCno2CH2o +  ku Cno2CHo2 + ki3bCoHCoHCh2o2 — kubCoH +  kisfCùf (A.9;
The three step C O /H 2 reaction mechanism can be thought of as comprising 
the the hydrogen two step mechanism, with one further step accounting for the 
oxidation of CO  to C 0 2. The non-steady species of interest in these flames are as 
for pure hydrogen with the addition of CO  and C 0 2. The steady species H C O  must 
be considered in addition to those mentioned above. A similar reduction process to 
that outlined above for pure hydrogen is applicable to the C O / H 2 chemical system 
and yields the following global reactions:
noic ’ 3H2 + 0 2 2H  T  2H20
w i i c  '  2H T M  —*  H2 T  M
wiiic  '■ H20  +  CO H2 T  C 0 2
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The global reaction rates are given by:
W i e  -  W i (A .10)
W I I C  =  w n  + W20 (A .l 1)
W m c  = W i 8 (A.12)
where the additional reaction rate terms result from the H radical consuming forma­
tion of HCO  in the case of w uc , and the chain carrying oxidation of CO  to CO 2 in 
the case of w m c• The addition of CO to the H2 -AW chemical system has no effect 
on the expressions for the steady state species as given for the case of pure hydrogen. 
All that remains is to determine the concentration of the steady state species H C O :
& 2o j C c o C h C 'm
C hco = &19 Ch +  '^20 b Cm
(A .13)
A .3 Nitric Oxide Thermal Pathway
In reducing the already abridged nitrogen chemistry reaction steps given in Table A .l, 
the first step taken is that of neglecting nitrogen dioxide (NO 2 ) formation. Although, 
practically all of the nitric oxide (NO)  produced in combustion systems is eventually 
converted to NO2 under atmospheric conditions, it typically represents only a small 
fraction of the immediate NOx output from non-hydrocarbon combustion.
Of the remaining reactions (30-32), the rate limiting step was identified as reac­
tion 30 by Zeldovich[128]. With the assumption of steady state monatomic nitrogen 
(N)  levels, the overall nitric oxide formation reaction is given by the following,
'tvn o  • N 2  + O2 —* 2A o  (A. 14)
where the rate (utyvo) is equal to,
htwo =  3^oCq C n 2 (A .15)
Due to the high activation energy required for reaction 30 to proceed to an ap­
preciable extent, nitric oxide formation is highly sensitive to temperature variation 
and is thus known as the Zeldovich thermal mechanism. As can be inferred from 
Eqn A. 15, that nitric oxide formation via the thermal mechanism is also sensitive 
to variations in monatomic oxygen radical (O) levels. Although this sensitivity is
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substantially weaker than the sensitivity to temperature variation, accurate predic­
tion of NO  formation using partial equilibrium estimates of O (see above) is poten­
tially problematic. Some useful comments on nitrogen chemistry approximations in 
hydrogen-air laminar diffusion flames have been made by Gutheil et a/[126].
Appendix B
Radiation Submodel
Throughout this investigation, radiation losses have been calculated using a simple 
gas-phase emissivity model described by Kuznetzov and Sabelnikov[26]. Apart from 
being used by Kuznetzov and coworkers (see Ref. [26] for a listing), this model has 
also been used by Chen and Kollmann[51j and may well have been employed else­
where. Radiative losses from solid phase particles such as soot and other byproducts 
have not been included in any of the analyses presented in this thesis.
Kuznetzov and Sabelnikov[26] report that their model is based upon experi­
mental observations of Mikheev[171], who studied radiative heat transfer between a 
heating element and small enclosing hemispheres of water vapour.
For optically thin conditions, where effectively no heat is absorbed by vapour 
between the emission source and the surroundings, the radiative flux from water 
vapour (Ih2 0 ) can be approximated by the following expression:
Ih2o(T) = 4:ßH2o{T)PH2C>vo{T4 — T4k) (B .l)
It can be seen that the instantaneous radiative flux from water vapour ( Ih2 0 ), is 
a function of instantaneous temperature T. the partial pressure of the water vapour 
PH2O1 and a data fitting function of temperature ßH2o(T ), where cr0 is the Stefa.n- 
Boltzmann constant and TR is the effective background temperature. The product 
of the partial pressure of water, and the data fitting function can be seen to represent 
the Planck mean absorption coefficient for H20.
Kuznetzov and Sabelnikov propose a similar expression, for non-luminous radia­
tive flux from gaseous carbon dioxide (Ico :)• which is also based upon experimental
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observation[171]. Together, these two radiative losses represent the bulk of the to­
tal radiative flux (I  ~  Ih20 + Ico 2 ) from all gaseous species in hydrogen/carbon 
combustion.
I = L(7o[(3h2oPh20 + 0CO2PCO2](T4 — Tb\) (B.2)
The data fitting functions ((3h20, @0 0 2 ) are linear functions of temperature and for 
the constants given below, have units of m~lPa~l [26]:
(3H20 =  2.0 x lO- 5  -  6.4 x 10~9T (B.3)
/3c0 2  =  4.6 x lO" 5 -  1.3 x 10-ST (B.4)
In applying this radiation submodel in conditional moment closure methods, 
conditionally averaged radiative fluxes have been approximated by evaluating Eqn 
B.2 in terms of conditional mean temperatures and partial pressures. Thus it has 
been assumed that the optically-thin conditional mean radiation loss term < <5*^ | 77 > 
can be approximated by:
<Sh\ v  > =  -4o-0 [/?tf2o (<  T | // >) < PH20 | V > (B.5)
T (3 c o 2 ( <  T | 77 > )  <  pco2 | n > ] ( ( <  T  | 77 > ) 4 -  T£k)
Other CO2 and H20  gaseous emission models exist, notably that of Becker[172] 
and Hubbard and Tien[155]. The latter model produces similar predictions of radia­
tive flux, with small differences which may be due to errors in the experimental data 
upon which they are based. The model of Becker[172] tends to predict much higher 
radiant fluxes than either the current model of that of Hubbard and Tien[155] All of 
these models are applicable for optically-thin heat transfer only.
C'hen and Kollmann[50] have suggested that optically-thin radiation models 
may substantially overpredict radiation losses from turbulent jet flames of hydro­
gen. Their suggestion is based upon a comparison of predictions of radiant fraction 
( .frad)• by the Kuznetzov and Sabelnikov[26] submodel within a. joint PDF turbulent 
combustion model, with the experimental results of Turns and Myhr[146]. Radiant 
fraction ( frad) is an approximate global measure of the ratio of heat transfer from 
a flame by radiation to the amount of heat produced by chemical reaction. For a 
non-luminous flame that is free of soot, the radiant fraction should monotonically 
decrease with decreasing global residence time[146].
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Based on experimental observation, Turns and Myhr claimed that a similar 
power law dependence existed between radiant fraction and global residence time 
for all soot-free hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide flames. Chen and Kollmann[50] 
compared this power law dependence with their radiant fraction calculations for pure 
hydrogen jet flames and found that their predictions showed a significantly stronger 
dependence than what was expected.
A p p en d ix  C 
C o m p u ter C odes
This appendix contains the principal FORTRAN coded elements of the two non- 
premixed conditional moment closure (CMC) models presented in Chapters 4-7. It 
is not intended for this to be a complete listing, as many of the called subroutines 
and functions are publicly available (such as CHEMKIN II, SVODE, TW OPNT, 
PEQUIL etc.), are of no special interest (eg: gaussian PDF subroutines), or do not 
represent original work (eg: JFLAM E, written in the main by J.-Y . Chen[134]).
However, all of the FORTRAN codes written by the author and used throughout 
the course of this investigation can be made available, upon request to the author. 
The codes belonging to QIvIN and FIREBx\LL are listed at the end of this appendix 
in double column format and are not page numbered.
C .l  F IR E B A L L  : ISR  Program
The FORTRAN code for the implementation of Imperfectly Stirred Reactors (ISRs) 
described in Chapters 4 and 5 is known as FIREBALL. This code employs the public 
domain two-point boundary value problem solver (TW OPNT) that is used in the 
laminar premixed flame code (PREM IX) written by R. J . Ivee, J. F. Grcar, M. D. 
Smooke and J . A. Miller of Sandia National Laboratories[122].
However, where PREM IX has grid points in one-dimensional physical space, 
FIREBA LL discretizes mixture fraction space. FIREBALL supplies TW OPNT with 
steady state and transient solution residuals via the subroutines RHSFNO, RHSFN1 
and RHSFN2 (nonreactive, adiabatic and radiative versions), and computes finite
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difference Jacobian approximations using RHSJAC. The right-hand-side functions 
(RHSFN0,RHSFN1) contain the actual implementation of the CMC equations given 
in Chapter 4.
Conditional mean scalar dissipation rate data is calculated by the subroutine 
CHIISR, which in turn employs a Gaussian pdf routine GAUDI which computes 
gaussian PDFs and second integrals.
Chemical kinetic data is provided by the CHEMKIN II Gas Phase Subroutine 
Library[121], with the input chemical mechanism having been interpreted by the 
CHEMKIN II Interpreter beforehand.
FIREBALL can be paused (and later restarted) at any point since it reads its 
remaining CPU time allowance from an external file after each step. This restart 
capacity is a useful function since it allows solutions from existing calculated cases 
to be used as starting estimates for new runs.
Table C.l contains the subroutines called by FIREBALL in call order, as well 
as a description of their function, and whether they are included in the code listing 
or not.
C.2 QKIN : Jet Flame Subroutine
The CMC 2-dimensional code, QKIN (Version 3.3), is designed for use with any 
2-dimensional fluid dynamic solver. Throughout the course of this investigation, 
QKIN has been used in conjunction with the boundary layer equation solver written 
by .J.-Y. Chen and coworkers[134]. The solver, referred to as JFLAME in this thesis, 
has been slightly modified to accommodate the ’workspace" and parameter passing 
arrangements required by QKIN. The solution mechanics of JFLAME are identical 
to that of the unmodified original.
The workspace allocation of QKIN is explained in the code listing itself, whilst 
the subroutines called by QKIN are described in Table C.2.
The relationship between QKIN and its calling program can be described as 
follows. After each axial step taken by the calling program, it passes unconditional 
mean information such as density, velocity, mean mixture fraction, mixture fraction 
variance, radial position and scalar dissipation rate to QKIN.
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Name Listed 
Y/N ?
D escription
CK ... N Chemkin II Subroutines (see Ref [121])
CHEMINI N Inputs initial ISR data
RESUMEI N Inputs restart ISR data
FDETA N Calculates mixture fraction grid 
finite differences
CHIISR Y Calculates conditional mean scalar 
dissipation rates
GAUDI N Calculates gaussian profiles and 
their second integrals
TREMAIN N Checks available CPU time and 
returns this value in seconds
TWOPNT N Two point boundary value problem 
solver (see Ref rl 22])
RHSFNO Y Residual solution function for 
non-reactive CMC cases
RHSFN1 Y Residual solution function for 
reactive adiabatic CMC cases
RHSFN2 Y Residual solution function for 
reactive non-adiabatic CMC cases
SCOPY N BLAS routine, copies one vector to another
RHSJAC Y Calculates Jacobian via finite 
difference approximation
SGBCO N BLAS routine, factors band real matrices
SGBSL N BLAS routine, solves banded matrix equations
CHECKO N Checks for negative species mass 
fractions and corrects
QINCON N Driver for STAX JAN equilibrium chemistry code ’
ZARRAY N Resets an array so that it contains 
only zero values
Table C.l: Subroutines called by FIREBALL
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Name Listed 
Y/N?
Description
CK ... N Chemkin II Subroutines (see Ref [121])
CHEMIN N Inputs conditional mean initialization data
RESUME N Inputs restart data
GXTREM N Determines threshold upon conditional 
mean scalar dissipation rate from chemical 
rate data. CMSD values above this level 
prevent CMC calculation
UCHIGAU Y Determines conditional mean scalar dissipation 
rate and velocity from unconditional mean data 
using local method
GAUDIM N Calculates gaussian profiles and 
their second integrals
AVERUX2 Y Determines conditional mean scalar dissipation 
rate and velocity from unconditional mean data 
using PDF weighting method
TWZONE Y Handles statistically indeterminate 
zones of mixture fraction space
RHSFNO Y Residual solution function for 
non-reactive CMC cases
RHSFN1 Y Residual solution function for 
reactive adiabatic CMC cases
RHSFN2 Y Residual solution function for 
reactive non-adiabatic CMC cases
SVODE N Stiff ODE Solver used to solve
CMC equations contained within RHSFNs
see Ref [173]
TREMAIN N Checks available CPU time and 
returns this value in seconds
CHECKO N Checks for negative species mass 
fractions and corrects
QINCON N Driver for STAN JAN equilibrium chemistry code
Q2UCV N Determines unconditional mean statistics 
by convolving conditional mean values with 
mixture fraction PDFs at each radial point
WS TAT N Reports output status when an error 
or scheduled output is required
Table C.2: Subroutines called by QKIN
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OKIN employs this data to determine mixture fraction PDFs and conditional 
mean velocity and scalar dissipation rate data. QIvIN then completes the same axial 
step as was just completed by the calling program. At the completion of that step, 
QKIN passes updated unconditional mean density information back to the calling 
program. The cycle is then repeated as many times as necessary until the end of the 
calculation is reached.
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